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Small-Wood. The wedding of Mr. James
Bradbury Small of 57 Johnson street and Mi6s
Ruth Sarah Wood of 19 Franklin street, Lynn,
Mass., took place at the home of the bride,

Wednesday evening. Sept. 17th, at 8 o’clock,
Rev. William Inglis Morse of the Incarnation
church, Lynn, officiating. They were attended
by Dr. Elmer Small of Belfast, Maine, and
Miss Laura Josephine Wood of Ly n. The
ring bearer was Miss Ruth Edmands Joy of
East Weymouth, Mass.,and Miss Alice Lingham
potted tever Ticks...Huerta, Man of
Winchester, Mass., was flower girl. Mrs.
i‘ the Hour in Mexico,
iitorials. .Sunday School Conven- Ida M. Brigham played the wedding march.
.The News of Belfast.. Personal The ushers were Messrs. William E. Houghton
Mt. Waldo Sunday School Associa- of
Swampscott, Anson Lee Wood of Lynn, Wm.
Family Reunions.. East Belfast.
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H. Edmands of Brookline and Horace W. SawNews of Belfast.
yer of Lynn.
Following is a brief history of
•in a Is
of Belfast.. .The News of'
Between 1830
oks. .Playing Chauffeur (story), j the bride’s wedding gown:
and 1840 a wedding would have occurred if
o: can Woods go to Orient.. ForNotes.
sorrow had not otherwise come to an aunt of
«'V Seas .Presetting the Passion
the bride. A beautiful piece of brocaded satin
the
Swiss
ut
Oberammergau.
was unfolded from its wrapper for the first
the Newspapers Say..Regi-'
.;t
time within those years and was made up into
j.tal Reunions.
.r?pelt.. .Ship News..... Births.. the wedding, gown for the bride of 1913, The
images. .Deaths..Stockton Springs satin was just as good as when it was bought,
i.unty Correspondence.
only a mellowness had been added to the richness of its color.
In addition to the dress Miss
W ALDO POMONA GRANGE. Wood wore a beautifully embroidered skirt
which her grandmother had embroidered for
monthly meeting of North W al- her own
wedding in 1808, in fine condition.
lrange was held with Sebasticook The home w-as
decorated with palms and
ham. Sept. 10th. Worthy Masroses.
A reception, a quiet home affair, fol.tmerits presided and the grange
lowed the ceremony. In the receiving line
in regular form in the fifth dewere the bride and groom, the brother of the
officers were absent and tempogroom and the sister of the bride.' The wedtments were as follows: Overseer,
ding trip w ill be made to Maine, the groom’s
assistant stewards, Mr and Mrs.
native State. They will reside at No. 57 Johnvis, and Flora, Mrs. Wilber Reyson street and will be at home Fridays in Nogranges were represented and re- vember. The
Lynn Item said of the announcet-ir usual condition. Clinton grange
mem:
the
After
conferring
presented.
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“Public announcement is made

jft; ur romona,

dinner was aiiuoum:-

-npaired to the dining hall, where
spread tables awaited the patrons,
from the host grange
quickly and abundantly
vcial hour followed and at 2 o’clock
a as reassembled in the fifth dea selection rendered by the choir.

.lent waiters

i-

rs

were

Reynolds,

of

master

Sebasticook

tended fraternal greetings and ad
my good ideas, by which every paprofit, in his brief i.duress. D. M.
sponded in his usual enthusiastic
HouseA well-written paper on
Made Easy” was read by Ermine

p

j

this point, J. H. Blanchard, past
Androscoggin Pomona, w-as introgave a very interesting address, a
which related to improved methods in
ury stock breeding and the value of

i

|

-ring association to every dairyman.
r'umrier, secretary of the execu:.:ttee of

j

the State grange,

a

was

meeting
responded

and upon being invited
with pleasing remarks,

n, “Which

offers the greatest op-

>

|

the young man, agriculture, a
profession? was read and the dis-

to-day

of the

engagement of Mr. James B. Small, the weilknown Central Avenue druggist, and Miss
Ruth S. Wood, a local club woman of considerable prominence and popularity. It is understood that the wedding will occur some time
during the latter part of September. Mr.
Small is one of Lynn’s oldest pharmacists,
having for many years occupied a store at the

junction

of Essex street and Central avenue.
Miss Wood has for many years been actively
identified with the work of local women’s
clubs, church and other societies, and her artistic handicraft has given her much prominence.
She is a former secretary of the Outlook club and a former vice president and secthe Houghton Horticultural Soretary of

ciety.”

Bean-Goodwin.

In

Brunswick, Me., at
noon, Sept. 16th, Miss Ina Gertrude Goodwin,
who the day before had left the employ of the
New England Tel. and Tel. Co. after more
than

IS

became

ye
the

:rs

service

as

bride of George

operator,
Leslie Bean

an

The wedding took place at the
Belfast.
resident e of the bride’s brother, Thomas W.
The wedding march
Goodwin, Bath street.
was played by Miss Florence Getchell of Auburn. Rev. M. S. Howes, pastor of Berean Bapof

tist church, performed the single ring service.
The dress of the bride was embroidered net
over wh:te, trimmed with pale blue satin. Her

N. Pearson and P. A. Mears, a pillow and
sprays; Morrill Sunday school, wreath; Ladies
Aid, basket; Ivory White and family, Mr. and
Mrs. A. M. Daggett, Mr. and Mrs. Elisha
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Daggett, H. E.
Wentworth and family, Mrs. Murch and daughter, pillow; Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cushman,
spray; Young Ladies S. S. Class, spray; Mr.
Clarence M. Fogg, spray; Mr. and Mrs. James
spray; Mr. and Mrs. John
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vices

church

the

will

evening,

week at

be

the

First

follows:

this,
meeting; Sun-

as

the prayer

morning worship; Sunday school
Kpworth League prayer meeting
veiling at 6.30 p. m.; evening service

j

m.
ves
«
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Baptist

at the
r

church will be

meeting this, Thursday,

service

Sunday

at

10.45

as

evena.

m.;

All who do not
i-iiay school at any other church are
invited. Christian Endeavor at 6.3C
Jiuol

g

12 o'clock.

at

service at 7.30 p.

m.

for W aldo County Fruit Growers.
'Mein

|

Steamship corporation,through

nt, Calvin Austin, has cffered s
no to the fruit grower in W:aldc

|
!
'l

owing

the

best box of fruit at the

h»uit

shew, to be held in that city
vcn her.
As seme of the biggesi
wners in Maine live in Waldo county
A. L. Klaisdell ai d Everett N. Bart
Monroe, end Harry W. Littlefield oi
t is
expected that there will be*
contest for the prize.
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Buzzell, a well-known lumbermar
Rockport, died suddenly of apo
15th, aged 62. With his father h<

of

>av>ngs

Lodge,
Lis,ui’.8
wife, two
‘ih

0

an

extensive

He

was

and
F. & A. M.

B nk

a

limerock prop
trustee of th<
member o:
He is survive*

was a

sons and one daughter.
Mrs
of North port and Joseph C. Town
Lelffestare cousins of the deceased.

|

Messrs.
Wescott,

H.

Me A lister

History of Belfast.

Volume 2nd has been Published and is
now being Delivered in this City.

|

1

launching, are included. In addition there are
three plans, one of High Street as widened in
1879; one of the burned district,corner of Main
and High Streets, in 1885, and a third of Custom House Square,and three maps, all
specially prepared for this volume.
For the frontispiece of the book a very fine
photogravure plate of Judge Williamson,
which was engraved shortly after his death by
Mr. Elson, who stands at the head of the photogravure workers in this country,has been used. This plate bears a facsimile of Mr. Williamson’s characteristic signature.
The book contains 730 octavo pages, is printed on a high grade paper, and
corresponds in

Volume II of Williamson’s History of Belfast was issued early in September from the
Riverside Press, by the Houghton, Mifflin
Company, and copies are now being delivered
in town to persons who ordered them in advance.
Others desiring to purchase the book,
will find it on sale at the Book-Store of M. P,
Woodcock & Son, or at the store of JameB H.
Howes, Belfast. The price is $5.00.
Out of town purchasers who have not already received their copies should do so within a few days by mail or express. Persons size, color and general appearance with the
not receiving them will confer a favor
by earlier volume. The name of the Houghton,
notifying Mr. Alfred Johnson, 14 Arlington Mifflin Company, its publishers, is in itself a
guarantee of the best possible book-making.
street, Boston, Mass.
In connection with the sale of the book we
Neither time, nor labor, nor research have
give the following review of its contents, been spared to make this History as complete,
which has already appeared in
part in these accurate and as useful as possible to the citicolumns.
zens of Belfast, and it should
prove a valuable
The earlier volume,published in
1877, gave a book of reference for students of New Engcomplete history of the city of 1 elfast, from land History, and for Libraries and Historical
its first settlement in 1770, to the
year 1875. It Societies everywhere.
has for over a third of a
century been considered by those most competent to
judge as one
PERSONAL.
of the best town histories in existence, and is
still referred to constantly in Belfast and elseand
Mr.
Mrs. Clarence E. Hall went to Camwhere.
den last Sunday for a short visit.
The Second Volume, just publi; hed, carries
Miss Grace Bickford went to Warren recentthe history of Belfast down to 1900, thus
for a brief visit with relatives.
ly
over
a
and
a quarter of
completing
century
W. H. Booker has returned from a vacation
her annals.
The two volumes together give Belfast one spent at his former home in Brunswick.
of the most complete records of any town of
similar size and age in this
country. Through
v...,.*
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the
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Mrs. Hartson C. Pitcher has returned from
visit with her son. Ralph H. Pitcher,in Cari-

j

was

Elizabeth P. Garnsey, wife of Capt. F. A.
Garnsey, died Sept. 15th at her home in Bangor after a short illness. She was the daughter of the late Capt. Leonard and Abbie S.
Gay, formerly of Castine. There are no surviving relatives with the exception of her husband, who has the sincere sympathy of many
friends in his loss. Mrs. Garnsey was a member of the Hammond street Congregational
church
Her interests were centered in her
home and she devoted most of her time to the
house. A large number of friends will regret
to learn of her death.

;

spray; Mrs. Frank Paul, wreath; Mrs. Annie
Simmons and family, spray; Miss Georgia Grey,

bouquet; Mr. and Mrs. J G. Harding, spray;
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jack: on, bouquet; Mrs. J.

Sheldon, bouquet; Mr. and Mrs. Loren Jackson, bouquet; Mrs. George Rose, bouquet; Mrs.
F.

Delbert Paul, spray; Mr. and Mrs. George
Hatch, bouquets; Mrs. Cora Phinuey, spray
and bouquet; Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Payson,
wreath; Mr. and Mrs. F. Wentworth, spray,

which he had carried it on for half a century.
At the beginning of the volume is an introductory note stating briefly how the publication of the history was brought about. This
is followed by a Memoir of Judge Williamson,
written shortly after his death by his brother
the late William Cross Williamson, and directly before his own demise. A very full Table
of Contents, and a descriptive list of the Illustrations, Maps and Plans complete the thirty
odd pages of front matter.
The opening chapters deal with Physical,

Dr. R. E. Freeman has bought the Nickerson

place on Highland street
it.—Bangor Commercial.
Hon. A.

and is

now

occupying

Brown, assistant secretary of
Northern Vermont on a corporation case, regarding the public records.

State,

is

I.

in

Alice Whitten left Monday morning for
East Corinth for a few days visit before going
to Orono to resume her studies at the U. of M.
Miss

visited his father in
Winterport last Sunday, going ar.d returning
on the Boston boat, which made the last SunPostmaster

Carletcn

Descriptive, and Municipal History; seven
chapters are then devoted to Religious His- day trip of the season.
tory, each of the various churches being treatJ. P. Farnham left Buck-sport last week for
Alonzo Coffin died Sept. 9th at his home in
ed separately. The next seven chapters XIII
Boston, to visit there for a few days before
Tnorndike, aged 73 years. He had been ill
—XIX, treat of Educational History, local
eturnirg to Buffalo, N. Y., whtie he is stuciyabout six weeks. Mr. Coffin had been
post- Bibliography, Newspapers, and the Public Ling electrical engineering.
master and express agent for the past 16
brary. The three chapters which follow give
Mr. and MrS. L. A. Busby, child and maids,
years, but resigned from the postoffice last
biographical sketches of all lawyers and phywho have occupied the Edward Sibley house
January. The Coffins have been prominent in sicians in
any way connected with Belfast durThorndike for the past 100 years. Mr. Coffin
during the summer, left yesterday, Wednesing the period. The remaining chapters XXIII
was the last head of a family by that name in
day, for their home in Chicago.
—L, cover a great variety of subjects, includtown. He leaves a widow, two sons, a daughMrs. A. Cutter Sibley, who has been visiting
Fire
ing Railroads, Steamboats,
Department,
ter, Mrs. Fred Hunt, and a sister, Mrs. Francis
and the Military, Financial, industrial, and her son, A. C. Sibley, in Hanover, N. H., for a
Libby of Pittsfield. The funeral services were Maritime
History of Belfast, together with few weeks, has returned to 75 Perrin street,
held in the church Sept. 11th, and were largeaccounts of the Masonic bodies, Odd Fellows, Roxbury, Mass., for the winter.
ly attended.
and other associations.
Miss Kathleen Morris arrived Monday from
The Appendix of forty pages, contains full Bar Harbor, where she has been employed as
Henry J. Hemingway died Sept. 7th at the
home of his grandfather, Boyd Condon, in records of the Municipal, County and State bookkeeper, for a two weeks’ vacation with
Rockland, after an illness of several weeks, officers, together with Minutes of the Early her parents, Mr. and Mrs. llenry Morris.
aged 14 years. He was the son of the late Divisions of Lots in Belfast, never before
Mrs. James Bray and grandson, Willie
George Hemingway, a former Camden man. published, and a list of members of the Wil- Campbell, returned to their home in Mor.ctor,
He leaves a sister, grandparents, an aunt, liamson’s History Association.
last Monday after a few weeks visit
N. B
Over seventy pages are devoted to the
Mrs. Tracy of New York, and two uncles,
with her daughter, Mrs. Warren E. Marsh.
Chas Hemingway of Mt. Vernon, N. Y., and indexes, which are unusually complete, and
Mrs. H. L. Woodcock, w ho has been boardinclude every name and place mentioned in
Wm. Hemingway of Warren.
the book, with detailed references to subjects, ing for some lime at Mrs. Rose Fahy’s, No. 15
has returned to her home N’o. 15
arranged according to the most recent meth- Spring street,

City Government.

ods.

for the

convenience

of the reader these

special meeting of the city government indexes, containing upwards of eleven thouare divided into four
parts as folheld Tuesday evening to consider the sand names,
school building proposition. Before the meet- lows: I—General Subject Index. II—Index of

Church street.

called to order Mr O. E. Frost presented to the members of both boards an outline of the plan for building a schoolhouse on
ing

was

the common, and which

j

names

of

persons in

the book.

Ill—Index of

Marriages; and IV.—Index of Deaths. The
Births, being arranged alphabetically are not
indexed.

approved by a maA particularly useful feature of the volume
jority vote of the citizens at the election Sept.
8th. The following order passed both boards: will be the Vital Records it contains of the
Order No. 78. Ordered that the mayor be City of Belfast, giving the Births, Deaths and
and hereby is instructed to sign a contract in Marriages for a period of twenty-five years.
behalf of the city with the Belfast Building These have been carefully compiled expressly
for this book, and put in the form most apCo., incorporated, for the erection of a school I
modern historians and genealogists,
building on the Common, so called. The con- proved by
and with their publication, Belfast will possess
veying of the said Common to the said coma set of printed Vital Records of which she
pany, as outlined in the proposition presented
be proud, and which in their completeto the city government by Mr. O. E. Frost, may
ness are equalled by very few towns, except
President of the Building Company, and the
in the few States where the Vital Records are
further carrying out of the proposition to ;
law to be printed.
supply a properly furnished school building as required by
In th s connection may be mentioned, also,
proposed.
The city treasurer was instructed to draw the chapters on the Educational History of
his order for the sum of $500. payable to Ar- Belfast. These have been carefully gone
thur Ritchie, assignee, on account of Levi L. over, revised and completed, with the addition
:
Walker, to complete payment on contract for of many names of former pupils of the schools,
*
building extension of Robbins road, so-called, Chapter XIV contains a complete list of all the
students Belfast sent to higaer institutions oi
and extra work thereon.
Permission was granted the Frenchboro I learning during the period. These tnree chapLand & f isheries Co. to erect a smoke house j ters taken as a whole, will be of interest tc
on their property, said building to be of wood | many Belfast families, giving as they do dewith concrete floor, the interior lined with j tailed information concerning the schools,
was

at

his

Condon is

w

ith

home

in

Irvin

her.

spent Sunday, Sept. 7th,
Warren, returning to Bel-

Monday accompanied by his son,
Copeland, who has employment in

fast
shoe

Miss Julia

Copeland

Mr. T. B.

A

was
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PERSONAL.
Horace Chenery has been appointed
and fish and game warden.

in-

an

Rev. G. E. Edgett and son Sherman of Rockand spent last week in Boston.
Mrs. Ira M. Cobe returned Tuesday from
ihort business trip to New York.
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Paul
veeks with relatives in

spending

are

a

two

Penobscot.

Chester Holmes of Cambridge, Mass.,
arriv^
id Tuesday to visit Linwood S. Jones.
Mrs. W. S. Packard of Searsport spent Sun
in Belfast with Mrs. Arthur \Y. Morse.

lay

Mrs. Arthur Raleigh anti daughter Hazel of
are visiting relatives in Belfast
red Waldo.

Lynn, Mass.,
Miss

veek of

Frances Hodgdon was the guest last
Miss Wadlin, Summer street, Rock-

and.

Mr. and Mrs. D. Faur.ce Woodcock left Tuesat the Chase Pond

day for a few weeks’ stay
^amps in Bingham.

J. A. Gammans of New Yor'. arrived Sunhere by the death of his father,
Mr. Albert Gammans.

lay, called

Maude Wetherald >f Gloucester, who is
an auto trip in Maine called Sunday on
VI:s. Esther G. Davis.
Miss

king

Bf

Friends of Mr. Amos Colcord will te glad to
that he is making steady improvement
frim his recent illness’.
in iw

Miss Edith Gammans of Newton, Mass., was
by the death of her uncle.

called to Belfast

Mr. Albert Gammans.

bou.

Mr.
the

factory.

Dobson, who accompanied her to Belfast for a
short visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H.
S.

Cunningham.

and Mrs. Charles Bradbury, who had
been
cupying a cottage at Bayville, Boothbay Harbor, since the middle of July, returned
to Belfast last Thursday, and opened their
Mr.

oc

Northport

avenue

house.

Martin of Augusta and Christopher
Roberts of Vinalliaven, who recently passed
the State bar examination, were admitted to
practice in the S. J. court, at Rockland, Sept.
10th. Mr. Martin is a grandson of United
States Senator Edwin C. Burleigh.

Burleigh

L.

Miss Lydia Farnham, who had spent her vacation at the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Farnham,in EastOrland, has returned to Everett, Mass., where she has taught in
the public schools for several years. She was
accompanied by a sister, Miss Olive, who will
visit in Worcester and vicinity for an indefinite

period.

Miss Agnes Coombs has returned from Camden, where she spent several w eeks w ith Mr.
ind Mrs. George Mixer.
miss

tiuneu-e

ieii

wiggin

a.

monuay

Chestnut Hill,
Hills and Newton Mass.
visit

to

Wellesley

in

relatives

Mrs. Elijah Ritchie, who has been critically
ill, is on the road to recovery and is able to be
up and about the house.

Fred E. Smythe closed their

and Mrs.

Mr.

home

summer

on

Northport

and

avenue

re-

turned to Boston last Monday.
Miss Elizabeth Harvey returned to her home
Somerville, Mass., last Saturday, after a
stay with Mrs. John C. Pillsbury.

in

and Mrs. L. F. Maiden and Mr. and Mrs.
Cunningham left last Sur.dav in the
Marden car for a week's visit ir. Etna.
Mr.

W.

R.

Mrs. Martha C. Keating of Belfast and Mrs.
N. C. Partridge of Sandy point are guests oi
Mrs. Cobe at Hillside Farm, Northport.
Mrs. Leonard A. Busby and Miss Clara B.
Keating returned Sunday from a short visit in
Bar Harbor, motoring to and from Bangor.
Mrs. James H. Howes went to Poston last

week to join her daughter, Mrs. Richard P.
Whitman, who is at the Whitman summer home
Cape Cod.

on

and Mrs. George L. Bowman will take
apartment in Boston for the winter an
will close their residence here, the Marriner
homestead.
Mr.

an

Mrs. H. H. Coombs letn by boat Sunday
where she me: her milliner.
Miss Leola Titcomb and will select her fall an"

night for Boston,
winter

millinery.

and little sun Faulk
spent the summer at the V. Lellar
L ow
homestead. 128 High street, returned
Mrs. James F. Preston

ner, who

ell, Mass., last Friday.
and Mrs. F. A. Knowlton and Mr. ar.fi
Hight of Fairfield made an aul<-

Dr.

Mrs. Li. C.

trip lu Somerville, Mass., last week. I'oial,Knowlton has returned to Co.by < ullege.
Russell Hall of Por.o Rico, turmer y of V\ in
Ha.'
terport, spent Sept. 10th in Bang -r. Mr.
will return this fall to Porto i .".whereof
has been employed for the pus; three yea.'
Mr. and Mrs. William G. Sa. te' e and their
-•

little dr ughter <’arrif >f Lewis
Belfast last week in G ,r r.
t
gue is at the home

-ar

wc-rr

ar

-•

Mr. and Mrs. Harry H. Lh.rter a
v>
Harry Shaw, of Ly r.n, .via.urday to spend a two weeks
Carter's parents, Mr. and Mrs. H.

-•!

..

A

i

Mrs. Arthur W. Morse and Mi,-.-

a

ard have returned from a week's v .t v
Walter A. Packard in East Boston.
visited Mrs. Frank B. Linniken in Kit hn.*.::d.
Me.

Miss Sarah M. Preston returned Monday
from a visit in Pittsfield with Mrs. George

years old
1
their teachers, organization, etc., with a full
steel to a height of 7 feet.
A party of Rockland ladies and their guests
| and she went to New York to live with her
list of the graduates of the High School.
went to Bangor last Thursday in two automosister, M;s. W. E. Jones. She married Charles
j
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
As many of the families of Waldo Counts
biles and dined at the Bar.gor House. The
Mutchler of New York and they lived in
have had members who have moved into BelTHE BROOKS FARMERS' UNION.
the west for some time, but later settled
party included Mis. Charles E. Littlefield of
The following transfers in real estate were fast and became residents, the book will throw
; New York and Rockland, wife of former Cong.
That the Brooks Farmers' Union is doing an ! in Boston, and Mrs. Mutchler was a fre- recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds side-lights on the family
genealogies of the Littlefield, Mrs. W'. T. Cobb of Rocklard, wife
visitor in Belfast with relatives and
active business is shown by the fact that 7C | quent
for the week ending September 17, 1913.
; entire county and the island districts of Peof former Gov. Cobb, Mrs. F. R. Spear and
friends. She had been failing for some time,
tons of supplies have been shipped to the
William J. Matthews, Searsport, to Winni- ! nobscot Bay. A supplementary Necrolo^j i Mrs. Charles H.
Berry, Mrs. W. S. White of
but was so patient and
uncomplaining that no fred E. Stinson,
Brooks station during the four months that the I
treats of persons who have died since 1900 u^
do.; land in Searsport.
Rockland, Mrs. N. B. Jordan of Liverpool,
one realized the serious nature of her illness
farmthe
While
Union has been in existence.
to 1913, and contains, like the numerous bioF. H. Brown, Brooks, to Electus Oakes, do
Eng,, and Mrs. W. R. Brown of New York.
Three weeks before her oeath she underwent
ers do not use a great amount of grain during
land in Brooks.
graphical notices throughout the book, ful
critical
a
surgical
opera:ion
and
from
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Pineo arrived by boat
this
the summer they bought three carloads,
Thomas J. Drinkwater, Northport, to Eliza- genealogical data.
slowly sank until the end. She had a happy
last Monday morning from Boston, where Mrs.
containing seventeen and a half tons each,
beth Drinkwater Hassan, do; land and buildAs is fitting in the history of a seaport
and lovable disposition, was steadfastly loyal
Pineo met her husband and accompanied him
during the month of August.
ings in Northport.
town, the maritime records and those of the to Montreal to
to her friends, and was beloved
by all who knew
report at the head cffice of the
The members are notified when a carload ol
Gilbert F. Henblein, Hartford, Conn., to Pe- merchant marine are
comand
is
very complete,
her. She
survived by two sisters, Mrs. W.
Royal Bank of Canada. Several pieces were
supplies arrives and some time within two days
nobscot Realty Company, Camden; land and
The
matter.
some
and
original
prise
unique
E. Jones of Howard, R. I., and Mrs. Austin W.
open to him, including one in Canada, but they
buildings in Camden and Lincolnville.
they call at the car for their order of goods
chapter treating of the visit of the White preferred a warmer climate ana will go to MaWilliam J. Matthews, Searsport, to Martha
Keating of Belfast; by an aunt and cousin,
Arrangements are now being made for a temS quadron to Belfast, will be interesting readMrs. Evelyn H. Gilmore and Miss Caroline J. Nickerson, Portland; land in Searsport.
be kepi
tanzas, Cuba, the last of October. The last of
porary storehouse so that grain can
James O. Clifford, Unity, to Isabella Kelley,
ing to any student of the development of our this week Mr. and Mrs. Pineo and their little
there j Gilmore, both of Belfast; by three cousins
on hand all the time and fertilizer stored
do; land in Troy.
hitherto unpub- da
Jennie F. Caswell, Searsmont, to Lizzie Ladd, Modern Navy, and contains
ughter Katherine will go to Kentville, Nova
should it be inconvenient to get it at the tim« Misses Florence, Anina and Evelyn Fitz Simlished records of some of its leading officers.
Montville; land in Montville.
mons of Roxbury, Mass
and by a niece Mrs.
to visit his parents.
Scotia,
it arrives.
Mary P. Coffin, Palermo, to Nora Coffin, do;
Not the least interesting feature of the book
Paul of Morrill, of whom she was esThe potato crop is nearly ready to harvesi Leroy
land and buildings in Palermo.
M. Pierre Tartone, the French artist, who
iB the Illustrations, which are of two classes
a<
pecially fond. The funeral was held Thursday
Melvin A. Page, Northport, to Georgia E.
and the Union is planning to begin shipping
and very numerous, The first class consists oi has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. T. George
at the home of her
in Northport.
of th<
land
afternoon
do;
Kelley,
manager
Mrs.
aunt,
an early date.
Mr. Embree,
Evelyn
Della Partridge, Prospect, to Adelaide S. from twenty-five to thirty portraits of the Dodworth of New York at their cottage on the
secur
H. Gilmore, High street, Rev. A. A. Blair ofMaine Farmers’ Union, has been away
Partridge, do; land and buildings in Stockton men who were the leading citizens of the North Shore, Northport, finished last week a
The
bearers
ficiating.
were
Pr°duce
Ralph H. Howes, Springs.
ing the best markets for the Union's “av®
of Mr. Dodworth in oils and it was exa
time; the second consists of about the same portrait
Dr. W. C. Libby, I. Thurston Clough and
D. and Minnie B. Gilkey, Boston,
Many members report that they for
Harry to Albert
Matthew Leadbetter, Northport; land Jn number of reproductions of photographs of hibited to a few Belfast and Northp< rt friends
ready saved money, besides paying
W. Clark.
share of stock, by the difference between
Northport.
well-known houses, public buildings, and the from 2 to 4 o’cleck, Friday afternoon. Mr.
Albert D. and Minnie B. Gilley, Boston, tc
Union and retail prices of grain.
Mr. Albert GammanE died at hia
Tartone mariied Miss Alma Dodworth in New
main streets as they were during the last
home. No. Eda Dodge, Northport; lard in Northport.
6 Church street, Friday
York last spring and after their return from
evening, Sept. 12th.
Myrtle L. Pendleton, Islesboro, to Ralph quarter of the last century. Such quaint obCharles E. Lane Critically 111He was born in Belfast, Nov.
26. 1833. the non Hamilton, do; land and buildings in Islesboro.
jects of interest aB the Paul Revere Bell, the their honeymoon trip to France, Egypt and
to
Effie C. Hunt,
Charles E
of tbe late Jamea and Rebecca
Alonzo Coffin, Thorndike,
old hand engine, Hydrant No. 2, the ancient South America they can e directly to Belfast.
Brooks, Me., September 17.
Bailey Gam- do; land in Thorndike. (Two deeds.)
in th ;
Lane is very ciitically ill at his home
raana- and *“ tb® Iwt of hia father's
schooner *'Polly,” an old pinky, and a picture The Dod worths and their guests have left for
to Lynn B.
a trainee I
Thorndike,
and
family.
Effie
C.
Hunt,
Coffin,
town under the care of surgeons
In boyhood he clerked in hia father’!
New York in their touring car.
of the shipyard showing a typical Maine
general do;Jand in Thorndike.
nurse.

bride has taught in the schools of Rockland
since her graduation from Farmington Normal school 10 years ago.

m.

were

Williamson’s

NUMBER

officiating a typical New England
community from its
Moses F. Hurd attended the reunion of his
clergyman and the bearers were Capt. George
origin to our own times.
A. Erskine, Capt. Francis P.
Morris
Heath,
Judge Williamson died before the second 10th.
Gould and Harry Page. The remains were
volume was entirely read* for the press. It
taken to Stockton for interment.
Mrs. Amos Clement and daughter Louise
has been completed and edited
by Alfred have returned from Seal Harbor, where they
Litt.
Johnson,
member
of
the
Mrs. Anna M. Ames, a former resident oi
D.,
Maine Hisspent the summer.
Lincolnville and Camden, Me., died Aug. 25th torical Society and the New England HistoricMrs. Wescott of Bluehill is spending the
in Waltham, Mass.
Mrs. Ames was born in Genealogical Society, and publis'.ed under the
week with her daughter, Mrs. Carl H. Stevens,
Brownsville, Pa., Nov. 30, 1844, and was the auspices of the Williamson’s History Associa- on
Congress Street.
widow of J. Warren Anus. For a number of tion, composed of over one hundred present
and former residents of Belfast. This second
Mrs. Lydia Wight has returned to her home
she
had
made
her
home
with
her only
years
in Wayland, Mass., after spending the summer
child, Mrs. B. C. Ames, who, with her two volume is complete in itself, and is an accurate,
grandsons, survive her. Deceased was an ac- painstaking record of everything of import- in West Northport.
Miss June K. Hills will arrive to-day, Thurscomplished pianist, a loving mother and friend. ance connected with the history of the town,
She was a great sufferer, and for her the during the last quarter of the last century. day, from Marblehead, Mass., to attend the
“Sleep that knows no awakening” is indeed Judge Williamson’s scholarly attainments and Hills-Heal wedding.
rest.
Feneral services were held at her late his position as an historian are too well known
Mrs. Eugene Hooper and son Carl were
home Aug. 28th, and interment was in Wal- to require comment, and every effort has been
guests last week in Castine of Mrs. Hooper's
made
to
his
work
in
the
in
complete
spirit
tham, Mass.
sister, Bessie Martin.

1

j

bearers

home at 1.30 p. m. Sept. 12th. There was a
large
attendance of friends and relatives and the
floral offerings were many and beautiful. Rev.

■

5

The

Mrs. Alvira A. Erskine died Sept. 10th at the
home of her daughter. Mrs. Francis P. Heath
in Bucksport, with whom she had lived for
some years.
Besides Mrs. Heath she leaves
two sons, Capt. George A. Erskine of Bucksport and Frank Erskine, an engineer in New
York city. She was respected by all who knew
her. The funeral service was held at the late

spray; Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Hatch, spray; Mrs.
Vilinda Hatch, spray; Mr. and Mrs. John Vickery and Dr. and Mrs. O. S. Vickery, spray; Mrs.
Ella Littlefield and Mrs. Ida Cross, spray; Mr.
Herbert Morey, spray; Mrs. Mary Bray, bouquet; Mr. Leo Jackson and mother and Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Fenwick, spray and bouquet;
Mrs. Lizzie Achorn, bouquet; Mrs. Lida Cross*
spray; Mr. and Mrs. S. W7. Shibles. spray; Mrs.
A. M. Hatch, spray; Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Brown,

attended.

Charles S. Bickford, Clement W.
Joseph Tyler and S. M. R. Locke.

Rowe,

ably opened by Everett Davis, travelling suit was of gray. The wedding
C. Clements, Wilber Reynolds, was a very
quiet one, only the immediate rela- There were other pieces, names unknown.
Dali, T. J. Dill, Clara York and tives of the couple being present. The house
Representative William Henry Wilder of the
e majority of those who particiwas prettily decorated
with autumn loaves
Third Massachusetts district died Sept. 11th at
:iscussion was of the opinion that
and pinks.
After the ceremony a wedding
affords equal opportunities, d luncheon was served and immediately after his apartments in Washington, D. C., after a
illness from a complication of dis>tner vocations.
that Mr. and Mrs. Bean left for their home in lingering
eases from which be had been suffering for
me for closing was draw ing near, a
Belfast.
Miss Etta Fogg of Sumerville, Mass,,
nearly two years. He was born in North Belf thanks was extended to the host was the
only out of town guest present.
fast May 14, 1855, where bis father Jonas
courtesies and to the speakers of
Dow-Knowlton. George W. Dow of Mor- Brooks Wilder, was a mechanic, and his mother
•n for their helpful remarks.
The
closed with the regular cere- rill and Miss Ruth E., daughter of Mr. and (Louisa Davidson) taught school. He received
Mrs. Claudius B. Knowlton of Liberty, were his early schooling in his birthplace, and at
after a lurch in the dining room,
married at 1.30 p m
were conveyed to the station.
Sept. 14th, at the Con- the age of 11 moved to Gardner, Mass. He
meeting will be with Granite gregational parsonage in High street. Rev. worked on a farm until he was 17, except during the dull season, when he was employed in
David L. Wilson performing the impressive
d; port, Oct. Sth, with an address
They were attended by a card mill. He then became a painter, and
by Ira Veazir? and response by A. Episcopal service.
in charge of a small paintquestion, What shall we do to in- Miss Flora Knowlton, sister of the bride, and two years later was
: “pularity of the Maine apples in
by Mr. and Mrs. Ch s. E. Rhoades of Belfast. ing business. It a few years he established a
small store for paints, varnishes and wall-pa.rkets? To be opened by Fred Jar- The bride was charmingly attired in a gown
per. The business expanded, a printtry was
or, influence of Good Literature in of white satin messaline, with garnitures of
Irish lace and chiffon roses in pastel shades. added, and soon Mr. Wilder was engaged in
y Ye'z-ra Nickerson. Address by
the manufacture of tools and machinery.
At
.Miss rlora wore a
handsome
white gown.
.-ti of Winthrop, who is to speak in
Master Stetson, who is unable to The bride is the daughter of one of 1 iberty’s
He became an exvvas admitted to the bar.
binder of program by host grange. most prosperous and highly esteemed farmers,
is a graduate of Gorham Normal school ami a
pert on patent natters, and over 0 patents
C. D. Y.
He visited Europe
successful teacher. The groom lias a success- have been issut i to him.
in 19(9, 1910 and 1911, making a special study
ful blacksmith business in Morrill, where he
1 he Churches.
will take his bride, a home having been made of monetary affairs, tariff and the high cost of
was a Mason, an honorary member
ready for her. They left at once for Liberty living. He
Baker will preach at City point
and held a master* steam
to spend a
few da>s with the bride's people of the G. A. R.,
ernoon at 2 30 p. m.
He was elected to the f>.Jd Conbefore entering upon their new life in Morrill. yacht license.
iar services of the Episcopal Misgress on the Republican ticket in 1910 from
Sprague-Braley, Miss Charlotte E. Braley the 3d Massachusetts district, and was reheld in the North church at 3.30
of Belfast and Emery G. Sprague of Waldo elected two
In 1876 Mr. Wilder
years later.
.-unday.
were married at 10 a. m.t Sept. 10, at the Bapmarried Miss Helen M. Laws of Gardner, who
.-ide Spiritualist Society hold regular
tist parsonage. The Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant
From this marriage there are
died in 1909.
rvices at their place of meeting on
o fficiated, using the single ring service.
The
two sons and three daughters. Last year Conat 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
couple were attended by Miss Lila Sprague, gressman Wilder married Miss Irene Paula
-rung service at the First Parish sister of the groom, and Earl Braley, brother
Uibel of Vienna, who hac been the chaperone
itarian) is held at 10.45 a. m., Sun- of the bride. The bride was
very becomingly of his daughters while .hey were travelling
School
meets
at
11.45.
:-unday
gowned. They went immediately to their new abroad. His death was announced in the
Miss Braley has for some
House Thursday night by his colleague, Conit of the Cup” will be
the subject home in Waldo.
-.on at the Universalist
church next time been employed in the dry goods depart- gressman A. F. Treadway of Massachusetts,
ment of Carle & Jones, and Mr. Sprague is a and the House, after adopting resolutions of
rmng. Sunday School at noon. The
prosperous young farmer. Both have many sympathy and respect, adjourned as a further
(.rdially invited.
friends who extend congratulations.
mark of respect. Speaker Clark appointed
ristian Scientists hold services in
the members of the Massachusetts delegation
127 Main street, Sunday morning at
Morey-Sherer. Charles H. Morey and Miss 1
and Congressman Adamson of Georgia, Wath
and Wednesday evening at 7.30 Susie B. Sherer were married at the bride's
residence, Rockland Highlands, Rockland, Sept. kins of Louisiana, Oldfield of Arkansas, Hines
Ahich all are welcome,
10th, by Rev. E. S. Frohock of Camden. Clar- of Maine and Slemp of Virginia, to represert
ices next Sunday at Mason’s Mills ence S. Beverage was best man and Mrs. Bev- the House at the funeral.
was
held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the erage was matron of honor. The ring
borne by Lester R. Sherer and the ribbon
■•thool, and at Trinity Reformed church bearers were Caroline M. and Charles A.
Mrs. Florence Gilmore Mutchler. who died
Sherer. Miss Eva L. Sherer played the wed- Sept. 10th at the Bessey Private Hospital in
iii., followed by Sunday school,
ding march, and music was furnished during Boston after a severe operation for stomach
rvices at the North church will be as
the
the reception by Miss Marion Sherer.
Prayer meeting Thursday at 7.30 bride wore white charmeuse, en traine, with : trouble, was born in Belfast, November 29,
ning worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; shadow lace and pearl trimmings. The groom 1877. and was the youngest daughter of the
is clerk of the Commcn Council and a promilate Capt. Fred A. and Adelaide S. Gilmore.
hool at 12 m.; C. E. Prayer meeting
nent officer in the First Baptist church. The
Her mother died when she was 13
.is

;

in Cicypoint, and succeeded him in the
business. For a sh jrt time he was in company
with his brother
George, and for about two
years was associated with the late George O.
Bailey in the same business. He retired in
May, 1890, and moved to the family home,
where he died. In all the relations of life Mr.
Gammans was upright, honest and honorable,
a good
citizen, and his long life was well
spent. For years he was identified with the
Universalist church and his wife waa one of
the most active members of that
society. He
was one of the
incorporators of the Belfast
Savings Bank and one of the original directors
of the Belfast Loan &
Building Association.
He married Miss Martha Jane Littlefield of
Brooks, who died .ept. 26, 1902. He is survived by a son, Mr. James Albert Gammans of
NewYork,and a daughter.Miss Maud Gammons,
whoge home has been with her father and to
whom she gave the most devoted care during
his long illness. The funeral was at the home
at 2.30 p. m.
Tuesday, Rev. A. A. Blair of the
Universalist church officiating, and was large■tore

Mrs. Nellie B. Hatch, widow of the late
Isaac E. Hatch, died Sept. 10th at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. T. N. Pearson, in Morrill,
where she had lived since her husband’s decease and was tenderly nursed during her last
long illness of many months by Dr. and Mrs.
Pearson.
Her age was 66 years, 7 months
and 20 days. She was the daughter of the
late Parker and Ann Mears of Morrill, and
leaves to mourn the loss of one who was a
j
true mother, one daughter, Mrs. T. N. Pearson,
and one brother, Mr. P. A. Mears of Winslows
MillsMrs. Hatch was born and lived most of
her life in Morrill, where in her early years
she became identified with Sunday school and :
church work and was a constant attendant at 1
these places during life. She early embraced
the Christian faith in Christ as her Saviour,
and later united with the Baptist church in
Morrill and was its clerk for the past 20 years.
Hers was a life of service, and she was active in every good work. She was a teacher
of the young ladies class in the Sunday school
for many years, her pupils having gone out
into life inspired by her counsel and example. ;
The funeral was held at the church at 2 p. m.,
Sept. 12th, Rev’s Irving B. Mower of Water- J
ville, W. F. Sturtevant of Belfast and C. M
Fogg of Morrill officiating. The funeral was
managed by D. O. Bowen, Esq. A select choir, i
Mrs. F. II. Morgan, Mrs. George Rose, Mr. E. i
E. Bowen and Mr. Wilbur Brown, with Mrs.
Gracie Bowen at the orgah,rendered two favor- !
ite selections of the deceased.
The bearers ;
were Charles and Elisha Brown,
George Erekine and Riley Jackson. There was a wealth
of beautiful flowers from her many loving
friends, testimonials of the esteem in which

Wentworth,
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and Mrs. Charles L. Wight of Hor.o.uliguests of Mr. and Mrs. Janies >\ ight. i he;

Mr.
are

have been

some

two

years absent from the;'

Hawaiian home, during which time ’hey have
traveled extensively, circumnavigating the
globe.— Rockland Courier-Gazette.
Miss Kathleen Tuttle, Bates. ’13, who has.
beer, with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Benj. 1 uttle at Belfast this summer, will go to Islesbon*
Saturday and Monday will begin he r duties asteacher of French, Latin and Krg'ish in tht

lslesboro High school.—Lewiston

tun.

Mrs. Harriet Gilmore Jones, a tister, and
Misses Florence and Anina Fitzsimmons of
Roxbury, Mass., cousins, arrived iast Thurs-

day morning, accompanying
Mrs. Florence Gilmore

the

Mutehler,

remains

ar.u

of

attended

funeral that afternoon.

the

Lewis A. Barker of Brookline, Mass., formerly of Bangor, recently purchased the resi
dence of the late Carl Schernoff. 40 University
road, Brookline. This is a very c. mmodious
residence of three stories, witn <.IHI) square
Mr Barker has just moved in
feet of land.
and will reside there permanently. He has u
in Barristers’
hall, Pemberton
law office
square, Boston.— Bangor

News.

Thorndike, who has been
spending her vacation in Belfast, Camden and
Rockland, returned to Dover ar.d b oxer oft
Saturday to resume her duties in the Western.
Union Telegraph Office. Mrs. Lucie Nickerson accompanied her as far as Dexter, where
she will visit Mrs. Oscar E. Bryant, face
Arvilla Thorndike.)
Miss Alice M.

aid

Mr.

Mrs.

E.

J.

Hatch

of

Kennedy

street, Augusta, took on txtended auto trip
Mr
last week that embraced four counties.
Hatch ct ml ines business with pleasure whenever possible, and ihe past week was fillet
with loth important factors of life. G ui it
were

made

on

relatives ar.d

frier.us

in Mon

mouth, Lite! field, Sabattus, Greene, Lewiston,
rings, Uj per GlouAuburn, Poland, Poland
cester, b;lbath Pry Lake. Intervale, North
Pownal, West Durham, Shilt h, 1 : lnswick and
1 ci sham. They arrived litme late Saturday
evening. On the trip Mrs. Hatch visited a.
relative whim she had ret seen fit nearly 20
Mr. Hatch nitt a ltimer High
years, aid
school pupil whtni he had rot seen for
than 21 y tars.—Kennebec Journal.

more

In the entering class at the University of
Maine this year are Miss Alfreds Ellis, who
will take a course in domestic science, and
Donald Clark of this city. Other Belfast students who have gone to Orono to resume their
Richard F. Crocker, Roland E.
H. Lindgren, T5, Stephen C.
Clement, Harold S. Jones and Ansel A. Pack
studies

are:

Stevens, '14, Ray
ard,

’10.

Miss Alice

I. Whitten

will

resume

studies, after having taught i-t East Corinth Academy last year. Linwood S. Jones, ’15.
will remain at home for this year to settle the
affairs of his father, the late Capt. John W.
Jones. George Wadlin of Northport, who
graduated from the Belfast High school last
June, will also enter the University.
her

Count y

Correspondence.

B. C. Avery came home from Hallowed to vote.

Merrill Shute of Bangor called

on

rela-

Saturday.

Mrs. O. M. Perkins of Penobscot visited Mrs. Emma Luke recently.
Miss Anzelia Harriman

Perley C. Allen and wife came home
from Belfast Sunday.
Franklin Sherer and wife have returnMargaret, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John Morgan, celebrated her tenth ed to Rockland.
birthday, Sept. 2nd, by entertaining a
Mrs. Kitty F. Hannum is home from
number of her little friends.
Providence, R. I.
The benefit and social dance for the
Mrs. Rachel Kingsbury of Belfast is a
Catholic Church, given in memory of
guest of Mrs Sarah Thompson.
Mr. Frederick Mortimer Steiner on the
Ethel and Clarence Thompson are visevening of Sept. 8th. was largely attended by our citizens.
iting relatives in South Freedom.
WINTERPORT.

PROSPECT FERRY.

tives here last

Mrs. J. F. Burkill is visiting in Hud-

son, Mass.

has gone to
to teach

Searsport, where she is engaged
school the coming year.

Miss Addie M. Ginn, who spent the
summer with her parents, P. M. Ginn
and wife, has returned to Worcester,
Mass.
(.'apt. Peter Quinlan and daughter and

The annual picnic of the M. E. Sunday
school, heid Sept. 3rd at Flat Rock,
Marsh Stream, was much enjoyed by all.

Swimming, wading,
the perfect weather

the straw ride and
added to the enjoy-

ment.

Mrs Jennie Hart of Baltimore were re- !
Cushing Chapter, O. E. S., held a
special meeting Sept 6th, it being the
cent guests of Capt. and Mrs. W. H.
Harriman, and Capt. Harriman and fami- occasion of the presentation of jewels of
ly visited Capt. Quinlan aboard his ves- office to eleven past worthy matrons of
sel, sch. Augustus H. Babcock, in Fort the Chapter. Mrs. Geneva Thompson of
Point Cove.
Washington, D. C., and Mrs. Grace D.
Webber of Auburn, Maine, were present
and
received jewels.
NORTH MONTVILLE.
Mr. Sewall Staples and wife were in
Belfast Wednesday.
Mr. Barr.es and Mr. Witharn are doing
the threshing through this vicinity.
Ira Hall is building a piece onto his
barn.
J. W. Nutter has been helping
him.

Nearly all the young people in this vicinity are attending school at Freedom

Thursday evening, Sept. 4th,

py.

CORNER, (Winterport:)

WHITE’S
a

week

at

Alpheus Cobb and wife of Searsmont
visited at Eugene Adams’ last Sunday.
Crosby Fowler of Unity and C. P. Carter were at C. E. Howard’s Wednesday.
Mrs.

Mass., is

Charles Wichert of Malden,
a guestof Mrs. Einora G. Bean.

C. E. Howard and wife and L. W.
Howard and wife were in Northport

Saturday.
Arthur

Gilpatrick,

Miriam Bartlett and her niece, Miriam
took the Belfast boat for Boston last Friaay.

Richards,

Mary Mason returned to Newton,
Mass., Saturday. She was accompanied
by Louise Norton.

Frank Holmes and wife, Mrs. Evie
Tyler and Leon Wiggin, called on Mrs.
Annie Nutter and family Friday after-

Miss Annie Bean of Old Town is the
guest oi; Mrs. C. B. Jewett.

Mrs. Angie Thompson and Mrs. Sarah
Thompson were Sunday guests of Mrs.
C. B. Thompson in Knox.

S. C. Thompson and wife of Washington, D. C., visited at the home of G. H.
York last Friday and Saturday.

0. Bartlett returned home
Sept. 1st, having spent three weeks
with relatives in Massachusetts.

to

their home in Portland

Sept.

5th.

KNOX.

Mrs. M. A. Haley and daughter Phyllis
in Dixmont for the week-end with
Mrs. Haley’s father, Fret! Bean.
S. J. Fish and wife and Mrs. Julia
White were at Camp Etna for the closwere

Mrs.

Mrs. Florence Shores was the guest
of Miss Addie Cross one day recently

Clements

R. L.

a

d wife were called

Etna last Thursday morning on account of ihe sudden death of their
aunt,
Roy Gordon and wife attended the Mrs. Welthea M. If. Bates of
Dexter.
"impmeeting in Maple Grove Saturday Mis. Bates was at her
at
cottage
Camp
and Sunday.
Etna for the Spiritualist campmeeting
t. .1. Rich, Fred Conners and wife, as had been her custom tor many years,
an
Lewis Philbrick and wife motored to she being a firm disciple in that faith.
She was stricken with acute indigestion
Belfast and Morrill Sunday.
Mr. Crorkett drilled a well for Willis
Richardson last week.
They found
wait r ai the depth of 70 feet.

to

late Tuesday night and died at 6 p. in.,
Wednesday. Mrs. Clements, with friends
of the deceased, who were her
companions there, accompanied the remains to

Mrs. Julia Cuitis, Miss Addie Cross, Dexter after short memorial services at
Harland Cross, Oakly Giles, Miss Annie tier cottage. Funeral services were
Munson of Bangor, J. C. Aborn and held at the Universalist church Friday
Will Thayer of Belfast were Sunday afternoon. Mrs. Vandervilt officiating.
Mrs. Bates had been a frequent visitor to
guests of B. L. Aborn.
this town during the life-time of her sisAPPLETON.
ters, the late Mrs. A. P. Clements and
Mrs. F. W. Ritchie.
Miss Daisy Gushee is attending High
school in Brownyille.
L1NCOLNVILLE.

Jay Moody and wife of Lincolnville
Sunday guests of Harry Pease.

Nathan Miller of Boston is at home
brief visit.

were

Painters and ca-penters are at work
on the Union church, which is being repaired and painted.
Fred Gushee, who has been in Brownvilli- visit i-.g his sister, Mrs. Carrie Page,
has returned home.
1. 0. O. F., conferred
on t hree candidates at

Appleton lodge,

rK. ri r ;
gn e
their Friday night

mi

eting.

Clarence Ames and wife’s ice cream
sales, held Wednesday and Saturday
evenings, are well patronized.
Albert Newbert and wife of Rockland
and Walter Newbert and wife of Boston
catted or trier.ds here recently.
Mrs. Minnie Wentworth ar.d daughter
Mildred have gone to Houltton, where
teach in ore of the
the latter will
schools.
V

The ball game i layer! Saturday
I

art! App!.-ion
rill tean\

boys

ll,..

was von

by

on the
M ..Frill

the Mor-

Harry Mar.deviiit

the sun
Haws-

New \

ami wife, who spent
ti er with
htr father, Harrison
..ave retut t ed to their home in

or

The schools in town
term Sept. Sth.

began

Miss Maude McKinney
school in Searsmont.
Miss

from

a

Lucy

is

the

on

fall

attending
Monday

Brown returned

visit iri

Augusta.
Pottle of Medfield, Mass.,

Miss Ella
visiting relatives at Miller’s Corner.

Robert Gay of Tewksbury, Mass.,

is

spending

a two weeks’ vacation with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Gay.

is

William Dickey and wife of Somerville,
Mass
are guests of David Cross and
wife.
Mrs. Carrie Pendleton ha0 returned to
Brockton, Mass., to resume her duties
teacher.

Several

parties from here went
to Belfast to hear t lie address
by Secretary Bryan.
Mrs.

auto

Mary

Miller has closed her Cota few

tage “Hillside,” and is spending
at

Bayside.

Miss

ci

Hattie Alien and Miss Mattie
of Camden were recent guests

Knights
Miss Madeline Russ.

of

Amos Mahoney and wife, who have
been guests of George Mahoney and
wife, have returned to Boston.
IbLESBOKO, (Dark Harbor.)
!
The town fair will he held here Oct.
followed by a dance in the evening.
Miss Mollie Williams has gone to Lake- 1 1st,
If stormy, the first fair day following.
view to teach.
___

Miss Ade'ine Ware of Brewer is visit-

Emma Dyer and son Bert of
and Robert Dyer and daughter
Doris of Bath are guests of Mrs. Olive
Mrs.

ing Miss Nellie G. Coombs.

Searsport

Mrs. P. 1. Merrill and son Seymour
have re turned to their home in W'altham,
Mass.

Knights.

have left for their home in Cali-

Mrs. F. \\ Smith and son Wendell of
Portland were guests of Arno Knights
and wife for. a few days, making the
trip in Mr. Smith’s ear.

Mrs. Amasa Hatch and Mrs. Ambrose
Hatch are visiting relatives in Portland
and Boston.

Herbert Farrar of Boston, Austin
Trafton of Maplewood, Mass., and
Horace Harmond of Somerville, Mass.,
who spent their vacation at “Hall’s Cot-

Robert Hatch ar.d Preston Hatch and

family
fornia.

A. G. Warner and wife have returned
to Manchester after spending several
days in Islesboro.
Miss Adelaide Hatch has returned to
Millinocket and Miss Marie Coombs to
Ham) fen, Me., to teach.
Mis. irez Pendleton and daughter

left Pept. 14th for Wellesley,
Mass., where Miss Pendleton is to enter
the coi ege.
Several Islesboro people were on the
Bar Harbor Express that was wrecked,
but were fortunate enough to be on the
first section.
Malian

Amasa Hatch and his Sunday school
with Dr. Larrabee and Ernest

tage,”

have returned home.

Our school superintendent, Mrs. Sadie
Knight, and the following teachers attended the teachers’ convention in Belfast last vttek: Mrs. Edna McKinney,
Mrs. Lena Rankin, Miss Carrje Drinkwater, Cairie Sherman and Mrs. Grace

Mahoney.
CENTER MON7VILLE.
G. A. Gordon
sachusetts.

has

returned from Mas-

W. H. Hall of Lowell
Gordon’s Friday.

was

at

M. C.

class,

Elwell, expect to
days.

for several

go on

a

camping trip

The Islesboro Inn closed last week after a successful season and the cottagers
are fast leaving, although several families will stay until October.
Miss Annie Farnsworth spent the
week-end with friends in Belfast, en
route for Pittsfield, where she has the
same school for the coming year.
The 2nd Baptist church is undergoing
extensive repairs, including a new underpining and painting throughout. Services are held in Union Hall at present.

The schools in town began Sept. 16th
with several changes. A manual training class will be held in the old Masonic
lodge room, which has been fitted for
that purpose.
Mr. Malof, whose native home is in
gave a very interesting interpretation of the 23rd Psalm last Friday
evening in Union Hall. Ice cream and
cake were for sale.

Syria,

Become

Strong

and

Healthy

with careful watching, proper food and clothing, plenty of out-of-door life and freBh air in
the room at night, the right remedy to regulate the bowels and ward off colds and congestion.
A happy mother writes:—
“I don't know how I cofild have raised my
f our children without "L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. They were very poorly. I remembered
t aking “L.
f.” Atwood’s Medicine when I was
small so 1 tried it for them. They began at
o nee to gain and have always
kept well by
Mrs. Georgia Haines,
using it."
Sabattus, Me.
If you have never used “L. F." Atwood’s
M edicine, write today for a free sample.
"

Miss Betterly of Fitchburg, Mass.,
who is visiting in Maine,attended church
at the Center last Sunday and sang two
selections.
She is a talented singer and
a member of the
Fitchburg choir

II. Smith was stricken with
paralysis Sept. 5th, while in the pasture.
He was found by G. E. Spear, who got
assistance and conveyed him to the
house. His condition is considered critical.
Thomas

MEN

AND

THINGS.

To the Editor of The Journal:
Marden says: “Never in the history of
mankind, was there such a perfect mania
among certain classes to keep up appearances at all hazards, to make a big showin the world, as exists in America today.” He tells of the fifty dollar shoes
and thousand dollar dresses worn by the
rich, and of others striving to make a
similar showing without the money and
thereby involving themselves in debt.
This costly attire adds nothing to the
beauty of the soul. Men spend much
time end money discussing the evils of
intemperance or the cigarette habit. How
often do we hear a sermon on the evils
of pride as taught in Scripture or in
human experience? It breaks up more
homes today than intemperance and is
one of the chief causes of intemperance

Mrs.

A par! v of one hundred enjoyed a
dam hake at Drinkwater’s Cove Sept.
7th.

as

Clement.

Emma Miller is a guest of her itself.
A man works hard and faithfully all
H. J. Morton, in Belmont.

Mrs.

sister,

days

..

I isi. has gone to Flagstaff,
y.T m 1. is principal of a High school.
Dr Ke fir made the trip with his Ford
car, returning to Appleton
the same
night, a:H! driving 235 miles.
r-t

a

L. F." MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.

the years bis family is growing to maturity. All his earnings are used in the
support of that family. When he can
work no longer, his wife gets a divorce,
presumably to marry a man with money,
and the provider of that family is turned
out. into the world as a worn out horse.
Of course his children have not been
taught that they are under any obligation to do anything for parents in return
for the cost of raising them. The happiness of many a home is ruined by simply
w-i-1-1.
I have seen a window put up and down
till both parties got tired.
Nobody
seemed to think of compromising byhaving it part way up. The happiness
of the world is made up of the happiness
of its homes.
Few can say with Tennyson:
“The woods were filled so full with song
There seemed no room for sense of wrong.”

The
Man”

Trussell, Belfast

Mitchell
<

i

muiBmii iwuhh nw^wi^axrw'~'nii

J.

Mrs. Walter W. Biscoe and daughter
Evelyn have returned to their home in
Penney visited Mrs. Josie ing days of the campmeeting.
Providence, R. I. Mr. Biscoe will reHolbrook, Sunday.
\V’. A. Thompson and wife returned to main at R. H. Kane’s for a time.
Dr. Wiliam Lowell of Bangor was in C. H. Libby’s last Thursday after sevMrs. Mary Edmunds and her sister,
town over Sunday.
eral days’ visit with friends in islesboro,
Mrs. Emily
Harriman, have returned
Belfast
and
Searsport.
The guests of John Mannuccia have
from Temple Heights and Mrs. H. will
returned home to Boston.
Henry Rand and wife of Kennebunk- pass an indefinite time with her sister
and family.
Miss Annie Munson of Bangor was a port accompanied R. L. Clements and
wife from Dexter, where they attended
week-end guest at B. L. Aborn’s.
After spending a few days with her
the funeral services of Mr. Rand’s sisMrs. J. Tibbetts, Mrs. C. BerMiss Mildred Webb was at home for a ter, Mrs. Bates, and will remain for a daughter,
ry of Razorville went to Ellsworth for a
week’s visit.
Sunday from the M. C. I., Pittsfield.
short visit with her daughter, Mrs.
Mrs. Abbie

A Glenwood Coal op Gaa Range for cooking, and a
Glenwood Parlor Stove, Furnace or Boiler for beating
means solid comfort and less fuel,

Hazel Arno, who has been the guest of
her sister, Mrs. C. B. Cushman, has returned to Bethel.

Mrs. Anna White visited friends in
Hampden the past week.

Mrs. Cora Lamb and daughter Mildred, who have been spending a few
weeks with Mrs. F,. F. Banton, returned

The Range that
Makes Cooking Easy

Miss Annie Butterfield of Lawrence,
who has been at F. A. Luce’s, has returned home.

returning

noon.

>a

wife and children

of Danforth, are guests of Volney Thompthe son and wife.

Epworth League Rally, the newly formed Ellingwood’s Corner League was entertained by the Village League.
Reports of work, music and felicitous
speeches, as well as the delicious refreshments, added zest to a very successful evening. The remarks of Stephen
Perkins, one of the most enthusiastic of
the visiting League, were especially hap-

Academy.

W. M. Vose and wife spent
the Girls' Home in Belfast,
last Monday.

at

Mrs. Eliza F. Bean is in Knox, the
guest of Mrs. Hortense Thompson.

following "Rights of a Married
printed in the Christian

were once

Herald:

1st.
Responsibility implies
thority. If he is responsible
family support, there must be
legal and moral right to regulate

au-

for
the
the

amount.

There is at least a right
that of his wife as to the
location of a home and style of liv2nd.

equal

to

ing.

His views and wishes as to
3rd.
family habits, guests and entertainments are entitled to respect and
should have marked influence.
4th.
His principles and convictions of right and duty should not be
offensively opposed, condemned or
d sregarded.
5th.
His personal comfort and
physical condition should be considered.
6th.
It is his right and duty to be
governed by his own judgment and
conscience as regards benevolence
without interference from his family, except in the way of suggestion
or conference, which is
the mutual
right of all the members When
opinions differ.
7th. It is his right and duty to consider his children’s permanent welfare in accordance with his judgment in regulating any pecuniary allowances he may make.
8th. It is natural and reasonable
that man and wife have not the right
to he absent from each other without
consent. In this, as in other respects, it is the duty of both to consider the other’s wishes, comfort
and welfare.
9th. There should be such mutual
respect, confidence and union as to
prevent concealments, secrets and

locked doors.
10th. There should not be a life
or practice in the household that

practically

condemns the principles
and would injure the reputation of
its head, or refusal to concur and
reasonably co-operate in his plans

and efforts.
11th.
Within the limits of
mon

Bense

and reason the

com-

right of

every adult member of the family
should be recognized to do God’s
work, or fulfill all righteousness, as
the Bible expresses it, without interference or hindrance, but the right
of suggestion should be recognized.

Some

women

violate every

one

of the

It is said of Sarah Orne Jewett that
above husband’s rights.
It has become
she described the gentle side of New
common that many men who do not
England life, its sweet tempered, kindly,
happen to marry until they have earned numerous
figures, leaving untouched
the ways ot the world, dare not venture.
i
is
One woman asked another if her husband that which was undesirable.
sometimes
as essential to
puli the rank
ever lost his
temper. The reply was he weeds and extract
the
decayed teeth as
lost it soon after they were m '.fried and I
he had never had any since. The loss of it is to cultivate the useful p; mt or
nourish
the
robust
body. Wh. n you
temper is a good thing if it is merely re- hear a
man sav he would rather
apples
placed by reason, but if its disappearwould rot on the ground than to give
ance means
abject submission to the will j them
away, you will see a tendency
of another, it is not so commendable.
There is nothing so vital to the happi- among his descendants to burn things
rather than allow them to benefit
ness of the world as the homo.
In many up
some
one else.
To hear
soy,
cases children nave been overworked,
“When
a thing is given to me, !' is the
but when s set of cranks harp on the
last of it, I am under no obligation to
subject until children fee! justified in return acts of
kindness,” it reveals a
taking their father’s business out of his
hands as soon as they are old enough to sou. growth thal is deplorable. Many
work, they are developing a quality of gootl authorities say that sue! a nature
human nature not unlike that found in can not be reformed. Such wee Is deserve a moral crusade.
the professional highwayman.
I once
it was the delight of Jesus to do the
tried to hire a man who was heating his
will of his father. The many favors beHe replied, “A
way over the country.
!
stowed upon children at ti.e preset.t day
good looking man need not work for a l has a
tendency to foster ingratitude,
living.” That human form which would The rankest
weed in the social circle is
subsist by the labors of another is not i
the
woman who delights in
j
ridiculing
worthy the name of man.
women who are faithful to their duties
When a man has strained every nerve in the
and tells of soulless women
family
to feed a
iarge family and improve a who could dance on the graves of their
forest home, who would think that evil husbands from
joy at the thought of
influences enough could be thrown around
having his life earnings to do as they
those children so that they would get of- ij
please with them. It is a d.-batahie
fended at their father because he did
question whether chil Iren brought up
not see fit to educate them in idleness?
under such influences can be reformed.
When such children allow their father’s
When evil influences, like weeds, spring
letters to be returned to the writer
up within the family circle, all that this
marked “refused,” they are doing ex- human life means to us is as
effectually
actly what the majority of mankind are blighted as the wheat beneath the scorchdoing in their attitude toward God, our ing sun. One man loses his grip on his
Heavenly Father. They are constantly j financial affairs and his business under
refusing His messages of love.
uie management ot a silly wife anti chilWhen John Adams, our second presi- | Jren
goes to ruin and the once prosperj
dent, asked his father to excuse him I ous business man dies in
poverty. Anfrom Latin grammar, his father
other
in trying to defend his business
replied
“Certainly, you may dig some ditches in against the encroachments of folly loses
the bog, it needs draining.
After one I the affection of wife and children. Some
day’s work John begged for permission women are cronic grutnhlers.
They
to resume hisLatii or the morrow.
If growl because
their husband has no
John Adams had been an up-to-date money.
They growl because he has money
modern boy like,.we have in some locali- and insists on
saving a portion of it.
ties, at least, he would have told his
Man delights in the production of the
father he did not have to do either and I best animals, the best
vegetables, the
UU1U
imvc
IUIU
HUM
1 dU"
best fruit and the best of everything exmire your spunk, Johnnie;” but it is
In regard to this
cept man himself.
very doubtful whether he would have highest production of God, most people
ever become president under those inare very indifferent.
YVe read that God
fluences.
repented that he made man because he
It is said of Cy us W. Field that when fell so far short of the fondly cherished
I fancy that many
he first left home, thougn he was with | hope of his Creator.
his brother in New York, he was so j a man has repented that he raised a famhomesick as to attract the attention of ily because it fell so far short of his lifeDr. Mark Hopkins, who remarked ‘‘1 ; long hope. Has Got! any more respect
would not give much for a boy if he were for a linely dressed, uncultured soui
not homesick on leaving home.”
Here than he would have for a fence post in
we see
the finer sentiments of human | the same attire? The fence post might
nature, as exhibited and appreciated by j be the perfection of its kind, while an
uncultured soul is a waste product
The
two of America’s greatest men.
When John Wanamaker began in the highest beauty is the beauty of the soul.
Geo. M. Cole.
business world he walked four miles to
Husum, Wash., Aug. Is, 191M.
Philadelphia every day and worked for a
dollar and a quarter a week.
It is a
fault of this age of the world that young
COMMENTS ON THE ELECTION.
women earn as much as men and spend
it ali as they go.
When a young man
Hon. John A. Peters. Congressmanmarries one of them she expects money
elect, said: “I regard the result of the
to be just as plentiful.
But how can
election as a signal triumph, not only for
two live on one salary in the same styie
the Republican principles of protection,
that they did when both were drawing a
but also for th ? new liberal RepublicanI believe it to be entirely possible
ism.
salary?
the anti-DemoYears ago I knew a widow' who lived to harmonize and unit
cratic strength. The differences between
on government land with a large family.
I remarked that she should file on that the Progressives and regular Republiland and have it for her support in old cans are not fundamental, but more a
age. No, the youngest son was to file difference of opinion as to how the same
i principles should be administered.”
on that land as soon as old enough. They
settlements or
were far remote from
Col.FrederickHaleof Portland, Republihave filed on the
someone else would
land before the favorite son was old can national committee man from Maine,
enough, it is a noticable fact that the said: “The election is a great victory for
mother did not make her home with the the new Republicanism. The Republican
party has shown that it is winning back
baby boy, but with her daughter.
The voters of the third Maine
It is a fad in some families that if a its own.
congressional district by a vote of (5UU0
man does not want a wife enough to take
or more have repudiated the tariff hill
her parents, too, he may look elsewhere.
That is fair enough, if so understood at now befoce Congress and the arlminis.
1 believe
the start, but decidedly dishonest to 1 tration of President Wilson.
throw such a burden on him years after- the result will have a marked effect on
wards. To the common laboring man, the country at large.”
it means simply to work like a slave
U. S. Senator Burleigh said: “The
through life and be destitute in old age. result
of the election, won in the face of
It is just as honorable for a man to live
tremendous odds, is most gratifying. It
on his own earnings as it is to give it
is an inspiration to the Republican party.
away and become an object or cnaniy
when unable to earn more. The disa- Its influence will be nation wide. Viewed
as an expression ot the voters in James
greeable features of these and many
other cases would be obviated by old age G. Blaine's old district upon the pending
Democratic bill, it is of great signifipensions, which were advocated by at
The campaign was conducted
least one man prominent among the cance.
While Mr. Petupon the tariff issue.
founders of our nation.
ers’
plurality was less than 1000, yet it
Neither old age pensions nor laws can
should
iie
noted
that
the
entire antiregulate the growth of the human soul. Democratic vote on the tariff
issue was
When a man has given a relative a farm
with a water system on it furnishing about 21,000, in a total vote of less than
thousands of gallons of water every day, 36,000.
what will a righteous judge say when he
Gov. Foss of Massachusetts w-as very
learns that the benefactor’s horse is bemuch
at the Congressional regrudged a drink of water? Little thieves sults .pleased
in Maine.
“It was just what I
are usually punished severely, but those
he
said.
“In a special meswho steal the deareBt treasures of earth expected,”
some months ago I pointed out that
sage
often go free.
the tariff was going to be the real issue
I jA professor from one of our colleges, in New
England, and I toid President
who had worked his way through college,
Wilson and members of his Cabinet that
recently remarked what he might have New
England did not like his tariff bill.
accomplished could he have been favored
with his present experience in early life. Now you see what has happened in
Thus it is, those who have made the Maine, and the tariff bill did it—and
what happened there is going to happen
greatest success in life see in looking
back how they might have done better. everywhere else in New England.”
The harbor must be charted and the
Col.
Roosevelt refused to
dangerous placeB marked. One young discuss Theodore
the result of the election in the
man delights to introduce his poor moth3d Congressional District in Maine, in
er to his fashionable classmates in colwhich the candidate of the Progressive
lege. Another, under similar circumran third and polled only about
stances, is ashamed of her bent form and party
half
as many votes as Col. Roosevelt did
shabby clothing, largely the result of last November.
her untiring efforts to aid him in his college course. Of such Marden sayB: “I
have never known a man who was ashamed of his mother to make a real
man.” "If you want to know a young
FOR FLETCHER’S
man’s character, find out what he does
with his spare minutes.”
so

itv'lljt.j.

FOR SALE
THE OLD ESTABLISHED BUSIKES

RETAIL

DEALERS

I.X

Grain, Flour, Feed
and Groceries,
64 Main

St., Belfast,

Main

---

For

j

particulars inquire of W.
Belfast, Maine.

A. SHALE -J
i

^

j
j

NOTICE OF FORECLOS

PINKLETS
The

V17HEREAS, Frank M, I

VV
M
Fairha
County < f W
mortgage deed dated March J7. \
recorded in Waldo Keg try
;
305, Page 145, cur veyed t > Wu
pany, a corporation du:y orgn..
ing under the law »f r'he
having its office at la I fast.
Waldo and State of Maine- a
land, with two-stery doul
thereon, situate in
nity .«•
ed on the north by laia; it' J
land ot Frank M Fairbanks.
Leroy Knight, and west by

Simple Laxative

remedy which gently assists nature.
Smooth and th »r<m ;ii in action, Pinklcts,
the new laxative, d*> i,..t gripe, irritate
or cause any drug habit.
So simple is t’..< ire. mi position that. they
A

running through,

]

{

!

the

i
;

vili;.g»-".

another certain pa-,.
cottage thereon, >itu it* ! at. V.
in U .ity afon said, and bo
On the westerly m*!c of l i.
southerly side by land of Jai:
on the easterly side by la e
ton. ar.d on the north bv Ian
Also another parcel of land
Unity and bounded ai d de.w it
.- ounded
orther» b
ed by W li ILolf*-. :tster;\
westerly by lat d of J. K. «.V
A. i.. ri.-.
by land of W !
mill ami machinery
Also another eerfan parein said l. nity, bounded ami d«
lows, to w t: Beginning at the
Also

pation.
j

j

<>

ran he
t.;r- :i i: 1 <•<>:.nei-iion with any
other modi, ‘net! at is not in itself a laxative.
Ac ’ir'-'* of treatment with them
« :
and th-M
:■
<-f regular habits
is tlie beet treat;’.* :.t l r eh runic const i-

]

CASTO R I A

j

(FORMERLY SHALES & FOLLETT

j

Children Cry

L. T. Shales & Son

;

»

|

Of

In every !,.■ nvh!
a simple, safe
medic:ii*‘ is jur ;
Pinklcts are tiny,
ul*
sugar-,'..lu i
ea-y to take.
Your own drug-. :
:
supply you. Sold
in 25 cent )•*
oi i,.
Pinki-ts me :.c< ■: tiv<-f*«r bad breath,
will clear 11 '■•••', V\mn,and are recommended f“ i*
i 11*
1 diousiless, headad..--, const ?p::\ ci and whenever a gentle
laxative is ivuuiivd.
—

•.

■

LET US

|
;

|

j

j

\
i
|

of land conveyed by JNathaniel (I. Webber ami
W etister to tiustavus Hunt, on
of the Bog Brook, so-called;
center of said Brook to land -<v.
min Fogg; thence west on sa.
line about ninety-four rods t
with Hayden’s mark on it; ti
about eighty rods to a cedar
den’s mark on it; thence ea.-;
We have reopened the foundry on Front made by David Uarland, on sa;
line to the place of beginn.
street, under the superintendence of Mr. A. R
forty-three acres, more or less
LEADBETTER, an experienced iron moulder, j Also another iot or parcel of
have a large stock of patterns, and are pre- said Unity, hounded and di-scri
to wit. Lying on the
easterly
pared to till all orders promptly and at reason- I mile
Pond, so called, and beg it
able prices.
30tf
stake on the shore of said i*
erly fifty feet to a stake aeasterly one hundred feet to a
northerly fifty feet to stake an
easterly one hundred feet to
ginning, together with a rigb
said Iot to the main stage
Unity to Tr y, and wh.-rt
nil id
mortgage has been hr ok
fore by reason of the breach
thereof said Waldo Trust t
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this twenty-sixth dav r
1913.
WALDO TKL’S’J
By ORLANDO !.
Its President, dills
the authority vested in him
By virtue
D. X M.
under chapter 130 of the Public Laws of 1913,
and under the direction of the Governor and
1
’ouncil, the Treasurer of the State of Maine offers tor sale coupon bonds of the State of Maine
in the denominations of $lt)0, $20
$500 and
$1,000, in the aggregate principal amount of
$300,000, and maturing serially from one to
forty years, hearing date of September first,
1913, arid interest at four per cent, per minum,
payable semi-annually. Said bonds to be denominated “State Highway Bonds.”
Said bonds will be awarded to the highest
bidder conforming to the conditions herein ;

<i

tier

j

\

DO YOUR

!)

|
i
I

CASTING

i

(
;

j

L

:

j

litLFAST FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO,

PROPOSALS.

| $300,000.00

...

j

four Per lent.

BONDS FOH STATE.

THE RK

DO

J

Nothing better

contained.

No bids for

said bonds at less than par will I

he received.
No bids for any part of said bonds conditioned upon the length of the term they shall run I
will be received.
In the event of an over subscription tor said
bonds by two or more bidders at the same
price, they being the highest bidders therefor,
the bonds will be divided among them in proportion to the amount of their respective bids,
and in case of such apportionment the amount
of the short term bonds received by each bidder
will be determined by the Treasurer of State
by lot, unless the several bidders awarded such
bonds agree.

j

o

market. For salt

1

Bids will be opened at the office of the Treasurer of State on the First
day of October, 1913,
at two o'clock.
JOS. W. SIMPSON,
4w36
Treasurer of State.

MARCELLUS J.
_BROOKS,

\

MAIM

Dr. W. C. UBBEl
DENTIST,
93 MAIN STREET,

BELFAST. M*'*1

•

FREE!!!
of 60 old favorite

Send

songs.
COLLECTION
for bargain list of second-hand pianos and
organs,

free.
4w35

and the song collection will be mailed
LORD & CO.,
Masonic Building, Portland, Me.

I am prepared to do all kinds
Furniture and piano moving a spec
orders at the stable, corner <*f Mai
Bireets, and they will receive pr-xr
ttcn. Telephone connection
w. VV.

14tf

126

WaldoAve

81A K

f,

j

! the

-decline and fall
THIRD PARTY.

of the

!

MIISIU SUE

i

“GUILTY OR NOT GUILTY.”

j

(From

j

Reproduced by

!

the

FALL

W

issue of Farm and Fireside.
permission of the publishers.)

current

SUITS.

or

VELOURS,BASKET CLOTHS

;

JCADES

!

'lash

FOR COATS AND

Sept. 15, 1913. If

-.K.

be for lack of

v

is never

:r-

a

for

i

limit*

I

\\ hen

dress

s

suit

or

can

very

Jght up-to-date by the ad-

1

.-w

coat,

or

extra care

j

;

trees, show odd coats and
skirts if they belong to the

;

-?.

i

some

good looking suits
designers in

y New York
■piadcloth and

serges,

wooietis, have

.-

the same materials
i

are

corre-

satisfactory

wear, and any type of
suited since models are varied.

I

|

figure

braziers.
\\ ith the low topped corset that is a
favorite, a brazier is quite necessary to
hob the figure trim and taut,
allow

i

used

skirt to carry out the

proportions

correct

with the latest mode.
Warner
rust-proof corsets can be relied upon for
authoritative latest styles, as ell as for

of ex-

iled woolens, while buttons

into

j spending

collars,

as

trimmings, pieces

-r

or

which mould the average

lines

on

figure

famous

!

thick ami

a

a

grace

from

seen

fitting prevails, as at
nearly ail the new models,
in foundations is necessary to

clumsy look. The
corset models just launched at all
up-to-date stores and departments, show
great advance, securing comfort and

•be latest materials,

models

FITTING.

new

trimmings

new

a

loose

present, in

| prevent

|

usually

the ensemble.

to

LOOSE

bar to smart*

a

but

vivid

season

thought,

ttion# rule the mode,

of

style

woman

a

well turned out this

r

t>!\ck is back

ones,

green, yellow, b.ue or
brick led relieves rs dullness.
White
costumes are a!l white with
only a dash
of black to emphasize a line or lend
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bright*-n sombre

again for whole costumes,

yet

it to

en-

yield

to

every motion as tashion now

demands.
It is

AND SKIRT LINES.
are

.'.*

!

the rule in all the new

built

e

on

Cossack and Rus-

ry much liked, especially
ger set, and or, these wide
■

play
strictly

sashes

garment of any sort.
Loose fitting is the rule, but the fit is more than
ever important at a time when
outlines
are indicated rather than defined.
Verona Clarke.

tailored male
I. waistcoats in contrast*

•re nitre

:

•:t

material

give

mate

modes

ig coats

are

the relief

demand,

time since it was deemed

justed

important

an

long

a

necessary tnat a woman should be uncomfortable in order to be smart, in fact
no one ever looks well
wearing an ii! ad-

i_

the rule, even

cutaway styles
ire below the

hang away
line.of the

and the straight “up and
r- iuoes the size of

which

be-]'.-using the girth

j

-•

universally

seen.

at

the

10c. and 15c.

Skirts

and but tuned at front

or

ARE FOR

fo->t, and arranged in pegabove to give the recog-
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s

ire

FROCKS,

composed

Vv ho bv

of two ma-

I
s.

are

special arrangement

have ail the

are

and fin is,'led with butter-

STRENGTHEN
I

Don’t

.1 skirts, however full their
ve, are narrow at the hem

suffer

WEAK

longer

with

KIDNEYS.
weak

sweep at the front

you

I

soon

feel

wife when all else
as

well.

ousness.

;

like

a

new

with

woman

failed.”

Good

for the 1‘vei

Nothing better for indigestion or biliPrice, 50c. and $1.00, at all druggists

JUDGE PHILBROOK ON DIVORCES.

|

Rockland, Me., Sept. 10.
j
] himself as strongly opposed
i
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I

j
I

|
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Recording
to

divorce,

that Knox
County has altogether too many of
them, Associate Justice Warren C. Philbrook today warned the attorneys that
they must furnish real proof of the allegations contained in their libels and not
rely upon the friendship or sympathy of
the judge.
“You would not expect to come in
here and win a case on a promissory
note without producing the note,” said
Judge Philbrook, "yet you come here
with a rosy-cheeked libellant, alleging
that she has received cruel and abusive
treatment, without furnishing the specific proof.
"The trouble is nowadays that some
couples don’t like marriage as well as
they expected to and find the cruel and
abusive treatment plea a convenience."

and

expressing

the

belief

DON’T LET BABY SUFFER WITH ECZEMA
AND SKIN ERUPTIONS.
Skir
j Babies need a perfect skin-covering.
eruptions cause them not only intense suffer| ing, but hinder their growth. DR. HOBSON’S
design is by Tile McCall ! ECZEMA OINTMENT can be relied on for reMew York. Designers and
I lief and permanent cure of suffering babiei
McCall Patterns.
I whose skin eruptions have made their lif<
miserable. “Our baby was afflicted with breakt of contrasting material, 01
ing out of the skin all over the face and scalp
lively set un foot, is a devict Doctors and skin specialists failed to help. W<
■'

employed discreetly
and

attractive.

beaded garnitures

(

is

botl

are

it

J,
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PI.A1DS and plaids,
ami plaids and more
lle
of

Washington, D. C., Sept. 15, 1A1 a.
The free grazing of 2,500 head of sheep
upon the Bitterroot national forest, in
the State of Montana, has been authorized by the secretary of agriculture as
part of a novel experiment in trapping
the deadly spotted lever tick. The forest
service and the public heailh service are
wurking together in co-operation with
local sheep growers in this new cam-

paign.

It is the general bejef of the leading
medical authorities tnat the mysterious
and frequently fatal disease commonly
known as spotted fever is spread by the
tick Dermacentor andersoni which, in
parts of the Bitterroot forests, occurs in
such abundance that it constitutes a real
menace to man and beast.
Surgeon MeClintic of the public health service died
last year of spotted fever contracted
during his study of the disease and its
control.
The plan proposed contemplates tbcgrazing of two bands of sheep upon the
parts of the forest where the tick is
most abundant, with the idea that large
numbers of the ticks will attach themselves to the sheep. Then, as occasion !
requires, the sheep will be freed of the
ticks by being dipped in an insecticirie
solution which will kill the ticks without
in any way injuring the sheep.
The engorging of the female tick with
blood is one of the essential functions of
reproduction, and this gorging must of
necessity take place upon the jarger
mammals which serve as hosts to the
The U. S. biological survey has
tick.
reached the conclusion that the great ;
bulk of the fever ticks which become
filled with blood get their supply while
attached to domestic stock, and that if
the domestic animals are freed of ticks

by dipping,

:

druggists,
Dubuque,
PFEIFFER CHEMICAL COMPANY.
St.

Louis,

Mo_Philadelphia,

Pa.

WANTED

plaids, ii
to operate power machines for sewinj
chil
GIRLS
straw braid into men’s, boy’s and
variety
colorings and al dren’s
hats. We pay inexperienced gins b:
b'feks, are used for combinations 1 hour while learning.
Wnte quick /or particu
THE HIlLS COMPANY,
mats, and for all trimming pur i lan.
Amherst, Mass.
3w37
f laid
sashes set off plain dresses |
I

by spraying,

or

by

some

other effective method of treatment,
the chances of the infection of human
beings will be vastly reduced. Of the
different domestic animals the sheep is
the most readily handled and the easiest
to dip or treat, hence the selection of
sheep for use in the.experiment.

overjoyed

verj

iJM, and little Turkish jacketi
Y "’ell
away from the figure a
line and slit to show the dresi
beneath are smartly endorsed.

Dr. Hobson’s Eczema Ointment and wen
to see baby completely cured before one box was used,” writes Mrs. Strubler
or by mail, 50c
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| Huerta Mao of the Hour::
I

In Mexico, the

jj

Revolt Ridden Nation

DO YOU

hfcAR

CONSUMPTION?

chronic your cough or how
throat or lung ailment is, Dr.

No matter how
Eevere

King’s

your
New Discovery will

surely help

you: it

Stillman Green, of Mali“Two doctors said I hail
chite,
consumption and could not live two years. I
used Dr. King’s New Discovery and am alive
and well." Your money refunded if its fails
to benefit you. The best home remedy for
coughs, colds, throat and lung troubles. Price
50c. and $1.00. Guaranteed by all druggists,
i
may

your lite.
Col., writes:

save

VERDICT AGAINST THE B. & A.

Caribou, Me., Sept. 10. A verdict of
$S50U was returned today by a jury in
the case of Theodore A. Southard
against
the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad. The
case was one of
personal injury and
grew out of the wreck on the B." & A.

■ ■

▼ HO is this Huerta? What sort
of niau can this he to pause
W
amid the distractions of his
own country and send a dej fiance to the expressed pood wishes
S and intent of the United States?
This is the question that* has been
asked throughout the country ever
I
since news nune that Huerta had issued an ultimatum demanding recognition uf his administration.
Victnriano Huerta is a man of parts,
• of education, of high
military training
and achievements, and this but adds
inter, st to his position in relation to
the United States.
Born in 1S57. he is now. at the age
of fifty-six, in the full zenith of his career, with natural ability strengthened
by experience of men and affairs, able
ns at no previous time to cope with
delicate and dangerous crises.
Huerta inherited not only a strong,
supple body, but intellectual capacity
expressed by an active brain, quick in
perception, divisive In action.
He spent four years at the military
school in L’hapultepec. After being
graduated he at once joined the regiment to which he was assigned—a coast
Huerta left Chapultepec
regiment.
and joined his regiment in 1S79. I.ittle
is known of Ids doings for the next
decade.
But in IS'.u. at the age of thirty-five,
he emerges once more, this time into
the full light of day, a man who had
served twelve long years of active routine army life, and now. with the rank
of lieutenant colonel, in command of a
military station.
He had many adventures with brigands. it is said, and one of them hap
pened to lv a tening point in his career
He was riding through a mountain pass, accompanied by two or three
of his military family, when a group

[VV
^

at
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The Kind You Hare Always
Bought lias borne the signature of Chas. H. Fleteher, and lias been
made under his
personal supervision for over 30
years. Allow no one
to deceive you in this.
Counterfeits, Imitations and
but Experiments, and endanger the
,**'as'S°"d”
Children—Experience
are

»,
health
ot

against Experiment.

The Kind You Have Always Bought

years ago.

The

J

plaintiff was a member of the
Presque Island Band, the members of
which were returning home after an excursion to Kidder’s Point,
Searsport.
I
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Leaves Belfast at 8 a. m. and 2 p. m., arriving in Rocklan T at 9.30 a. m. and 3.S0 p. m.
Leaves Rockland at 10.15 a. m., and 4.30 p.
ra., connecting w ith trains in Belfast and Rockland.
Leaves Windsor Hotel, Belfast, and Thorndike Hotel, Rockland.
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SHEEr IS ED TO TRAP SPOTTED

amibition to work, without fear of pain. Mr.
John Dowling of San Francisco, writes;—
‘Gratitude for the wonderful effect of Electric
Bitters prompts me to write. It cured my

1
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Sunday and Evenings
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THE MAINE TRANSPORTATION CO.

striking

kidneys.

get prompt relief by taking Electric
Bitters, that wonderful remedy praised by
womer everywhere. Start w ith a bottle
today
You

■
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Maine returns emphasize in a
way experiences already recorded over a wide range of territory.
Were
th. election to be held in the third di
trict today, Lawrence's vote would
doubtless be not over half what it was on
Monday. Many of the Progressives who
remained wilh him lid so on tin assumpu hi that his was a real party, possessed
of a likelihood of su icess.
Earii r n the
S' ason its leaders had declined to cot tinue
the truce of a year ago, as Mr. 1 eters
proposed. He had offered to go int tinprimaries with them and abide by lb*;
result, but they felt too sure of tiled- position to share it with anybody.
>utvoting the Republicans a year ag. by
more than two to one, they felt conti a rt
ol having things their own way now. An 1
most of their vote was doubtless po led
on the assumption tha: they really ha 1 a
iuture. Now that this pretence has been
exposed the retreat from the ranks will
be still more rapid.—Boston Herald.

was made to the fact that he and
his company had been appearing annualthere
for thirty-eight years and that
ly
“those who were children when you first
played in Westville now send their children to hear you, confident that
they
will enjoy your entertainments
just as
much in their early years as was their
own experience at a similar time of life.
ence

SOLO BY A. A. HOWES C CO.

t

Price Webber Caned.

H. Price Webber, the actor, who is
known throughout the Maritime Provinces and northern New England, has
been remembered by his friends in Westville, N. S., in a way that will keep the
townspeople long in his memory. Between the second and third acts at one of
his performances Mr. Webber was called before the curtain and presented with
a gold-beaded
cane, accompanied by a
letter of congratulation in which refer-

It has been commonly observed that
for the hair
just as the Progressive movtment made
tits start in ihe West, gradual
y mov-1
nsightly—matted—colorless—scraggy
ing eastward, so the paralysis of death hair made—fluffy—soft—abundant and
seemed to be creeping over it in the radiant with life at once. Use
Parisian
same geographical
course.
Everybody Sage. It comes in 50c. bottles.
has known of the collapse ot the third
The first application removes
dandruff,
party in the West. It has remained stops itching
scalp, cleanses the hair, takes
stronger in Maine and Massachusetts, away the
dryness
and
brittleness, increases
by common observation, than anywhere the
of the hair, making it wavy
else in the Union.
Maine had an elec- and beauty
lustrous.
tion yesterday which disclosed how holEveryone needs Parisian Sage.
low, however, are Progressive hopes in

these last of its strongholds.
The collapse of the Progressive party
in Maine is little short of pitiful. Only
last November its vote exceeded that for
Taft by nearly two to one. Sept 8th its
vote was less than half that cast for the
Republican nominee. Political history
may be searched in vain for an exhibit of
so rapid a disintegration.
There is something uncanny, disquieting, almost.gruein
such
a
some,
precipitate decline. One
wonders if the American people have
sufficient evenness of political temper,
when they go in such large numbers into
a party,
only to leave it as if someone
had shouted •'tire.”
The Progressive organs asserted vociferously that Lawrence was going to
win, and he was a candidate of admirable
qualifications, much like those of Charles
S. Bird here.
They surely expected to
retain second place.
Maine laws put
many offices at the disposal bf the “two
leading parties,” the Progressives naturally wanted to be one of them. But
they have been badly disappointed. It is
safe to say that they will not again figure seriously in Pine Tree State
politics.
They have gone the way of ail the third
of
the
parties
past.
The Progressive leaders in the district
had put lorth every effort that would
help them hold the advantage they gained last fall.
Spell-binders of no less renown than ex-Senator Beveridge, exStcretary Garfield, ex-Atty.-Gen. Bonaparte, ex-Speaker Walker of Massachusetts, and otner “ex’s” of pomp and circumstance, toured the district from end
to end.
Ihe people turned out in crowds
any.
listened attentively,
as they did
when Bryan and Champ Ciark made' their
whirlwind tours there last week.
The result in Maine indicates a decided reaction against the national administration.
Peters has a plurality over
the Democratic candidate, with a Pro
gressive opponent in the field, materially larger than Goodwin’s last year, when
there was a truce between the Republicans and Progressives, of which h- was
the beneficiary.
The opposition to the
Democrats was only a little over 5lt per
cent.
Today it is in a majority of 6000
and 7000. This is due primarily to the
tariff. The Maine verdict is the first
response of the country to the new Wilson
bill, recorded in advance of its enactment.
The size of the total votes exceeding that on the presidential ballots
last year, affords further evidence of an
intense popular interest in the struggle.
The bearing of this result in Maine on
the Massachusetts situation is clear.
If
the Progressive party makes a correshere
the
canRepublican
ponding SiUmp
didate for Governor will be elected.
And henceThis now seems probable.
forth the dwindling of the Progressive
forces will proceed rapidly.
When the
tide begins to run, and everybody realizes that it is running, the effect of the
events of the campaign is cumulative.
It has now become clearly demonstrated
that the Progressive is not to be the opposition party, East or West, and that
the battle of the future lies between the
two old parties.
The voters will make
up their minds and express their preference accordingly.
They will, in so doing. nave little patience with side-shows.
Charles c Bird is a side-show here, just
as Lawrence proved in Maine.

o

___

H.

W. B. WILLIAMSON, General Manager,
Augusta, Maine.
JOHN L. DONAHUE, Agent, Rockland. Me.
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Agent, Belfast, Me.
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@ 3913, by American Press Association.
PRESIDENT Hi'ERTA

of men sprung out of tile underbrush,
covered them with rifles and called on
.them to surrender.
A nun less able than Huerta might
have nude resistance. He did not. He
took in t.u- situation at a glance—his
mind leaped far ahead to a possible
denoueme t worth while—and surrendered at once.
The high aymen admitted that they
if Zegaza's bandits and
were part
conducted the distinguished prisoners
to the leader s hut. and there after
a brief parley Zegaza made a proposition wherebv Huerta would receive
material benefits if he would keep
Zegaza informed of the days when
Huerta’s soldiers would he absent
from a neighboring village.
Within
'two weeks Huerta sent a message to
Zeeaza:
"Next Thursday."
Thursday came, and with it came to
the village Zegaza and his band of
outlaws. As soon as they were safely
In the main street a detachment of
Huerta’s troops suddenly appeared in
front of them and opened fire.
The
highwaymen wheeled to race back out
of the village and found their way
blocked by another detachment.
All were at nice surrounded and
placed under arrest. Zegaza himself,
described as a fearless, desperate man,
was shot one week later “in
attempt
to escape from prison.
Official news of this sharp, strategic
action readied President Diaz, who
had kept his eye on Huerta ever since
as a lad he entered the
military school
at
Soon
Chapi.itepec.
Lieutenant
Colonel H uerta was ordered to report
at the palace in Mexico City. Thither
he went an 1 was t >ld to choose what
post he liked best.
ITe chose to he appointed chief of the
geographical department—to the surprise of all who did not know him
well. And as soon as possible he again
departed from Mexico City, and for
another period of ten long years he
was engaged in
going from one end
pt Mexico to another, studying the
location of rivers, plateaus, mountain
ranges, surveying hundreds and thousands of square miles and becoming
Intimately acquainted with every nook
and

cranny

and

watercourse of

his

The original of the compound Rheumatic
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The publishers of the Woman’s Magazine have
advised us of an increase in their subscription price
and a consequent advance in clubbing rates, and The
Journal and Woman’s Magazine are now >2.2^.
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to
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difficult country until, when he once
Picnic and hunting parties, and all other
more emerged in HK>2, he probably
are forbidden trespassing on Sears’
persons
intimate
more
personal
possessed
know-ledge of Mexico than any other Island in the town of Searsport.
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CHARLES CALKIN,
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General Agent Bangor Investment Co
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The Democrats of the 3d district

art

sorry that Bryan and Champ Clark dit
remain in Washington.

'lot

1\ S.

Senator Johnson of

Maine

as-

Roots

The annual convention of the Waldo

County Sunday School association

held in the conference

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

C'i ARLES A. PILSBURY,

SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION.

room

was

of the Con-

gregational church, Searsport, Sept.
10th, with 79 delegates representing ten
Sunday schools. It.was an ideal day and
the hospitality of the Searsport people
was greatly enjoyed by the guests.
The
absence of president T. N. Pearson. M.
D. of Morrill, was deeply regretted and
was sent him
a telegram of sympathy
in regard to the death that morning of
his mother-in-law, Mrs. Nellie D. Hatch.
Rev. C. M. Fogg of Morrill, was elected
president pro tem. and presided at the
meeting. There were but few changes
the program, one of which was the
omission ot the address. The Boy Probin

Wilson of

Barks Herbs
rhat have great medicinal power, are
raised to their highest efficiency, for
purifying and enriching the blood, as
they are combined in Hood’s Sarsa-

parilla.

40,366 testimonials received by actual
count in two years.
Be sure to take

Hood’s

p

Fancy Mackinaws

Sarsaparilla

Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated, tablets called Sarsatahs.

JUST ARRIVED

personal!

In

Miss Sue M. Partridge spent last Friday
with Bucksport relatives.

Pattangall

says it was

moner?

doubt whatever that it does pay, but
that it must be work, ami not laziness.
The supreme court of New York has
Good honest work always pays in Sunday
decided that Gov. Sulzer was duly im- school work as in any other.
Under the head of County roll call. IS
peached and cannot exercise the funcschools were reported and 10 represented,
tions of governor.
There is still a bewith a total number of delegates. 79.
lief, or perhaps we should say a hope,
Tne following committees were then
at
that
the trial he may triumph ovet appointed: Nominating, Rev. 0. G. Barnard, Miss Marian Philhrook of WinterTammany.
port and Miss Idella Knowlton of BelThe Portland Argus was for many fast.
Credentials. H. M. N. Small of Jack-■ ars
commonly known as the “Lying son, Everett Choate of North Montville,
Argus;” hut long since lost that unenvi- Rev. W. F. Sturtevant of Belfast.
Resolutions, Rev. A. J. Lockhart of
able prefix. We do not read the LewisMrs. E. P. Morgan of Morten Journal,
but judging from what Winterport,
rill and Rev. H. G. Booth of Brboks.
our
esteemed
of
contemporaries
many
At noon a picnic lunch was served in
say that paper has fairly won the title the upper conference room by the ladies
chat no longer applies to the Portland of the Congregational and Methodist
churches uf Searsport, who furnished esArgus.
coloped clams anil coffee.
A praise service, conducted by Mrs. F.
A Boston man who returned last week
P. Morgan of Morril’, followed, and Rev.
irom a tour ot
r-urope s<o. s uiai me
H. G. Booth of Brooks led in devotion.
English woolen manufacturers are over- In place of the address on "The Boy
I). L. Wilson of Beltoyed at the proposed reduction of the Problem,” by Rev. hut
helpful talk was
fast. an informal
tarilt on woolen goods in this country,
given by Rev. Dr. Warren of Bangor,
is
“sure
to
declares
result
in
a
he
which
president of the Penobscot Sunday school
association. He advocated among other
great boom in business in that country.
things organized work in the Sunday
i he English and Scotch buyers will bt
school.
greatly benefited.’’
General Secretary Weir then gave a
very interesting report of the recent
IT COMES HIGH, BUT-.
World’s Convention of Sunday school
workers in Zurich, Switzerland.
Rev. W. F. Sturtevant of the Belfast
The Philadelphia Public Ledger in an
Church gave a very able address
editorial on the high cost of livingcharges Baptist
on “The Sunday School and Good Citizen.t to “a false, reckless system of econoship.” He spoke of the importance of
mics characteristic of a prodigal generawork and especially of educating the
tion ard dangerously extended on the children in the history and teachings of
His text was: "Ye do err,
; the Bible.
American farms.” And further;
His thought
not knowing the scripture.
Has it ever occurred to the piersons was that
many sin through ignorance
-■•ho talk of the loss of Western grazing and that
many’ of the mistakes of life
as the cause of unreasonable prices for
are made because people are not educatthe
were
before
beef that long
ranges
He spoke of the
ed in the ways of God.
used the American people had a plentiful fact that education along intellectual
a low
and
mutton
at
of
beef
supply
lines is excellent as far as it goes, but
cost? That was due to the fact that that it is only a one-sided education unraised
its
farmstead
quota
every
nearly
less rounded out with a spiritual educaNow the
of beef, mutton and pork.
tion. He cited the fact that there are
ordinary farmer refuses to raise cattle: today more educated men in prison than
:
He will not raise
he says'it doesn’t pay.
ever before in the history of the country,
sheep; it is too much bother. He will a different class of criminals than ever |
the
raise
not even
high before. This point emphasized the statepigs, alleging
price of middlings and other feed: ir ment, that although highly intellectual,
are
meats
scarce
everyconsequence
they ‘‘err, not knowing the scripture.”
where. and the farmer himself haunts His’ address was listened to with the jj
thf country store and pays an inordinate
closest attention and was very inspiring
price for Swift's or Armour’s pork.
and helpful.
» The it -rn c-asy-going, trouble-dodgThe committee on' resolutions reportii g system of American farming in the ed and their report was accepted, as folEast he? .«■< n carried to amazing lengths. lows:
At neurit’ every country station great
We, the members of the annual
■rates wilt tie found each day containing
convention of the Waldo County Sunbread shipped from city bakeries for
day School Association, convened in
farm households which no longer take
oearsport, Sept. iO, 1913, submit the
bake.
Nor
does the ordithe troub.e to
follow ing resolutions:
a
maintain
market
farmer
That we regret ’he absence of our
nary
garden
II
or carefully raise fruit.
exbuys
pn-si !•. nt. Dr. T. X. rearson of Morand
his
canned
goods
pensive
preserve?
rill, and ihat we extend to him our
ard even his pumpkin pies.
The oid
sympathy and affection in his hour
household industries and promicTve arts
of domestic sorrow.
nay e beer ’ust. and naturally trie cost ot
That we plead for a greater deliving is high.
gree of efficiency in our Sunday
school work, as a result of special
That, map all bo true, but is it to be
preparation of tin- work of teachers,
at the American people will
\pictei
through the agency of our teacher’s
i? conditio ns of half a cen-•(■turn to
training classes and by all means
t i’vr
■-»(,'
!• ‘hofimi
now recommended for our employment.
i.- estate of Mount Vernon was
riL-ton
capable of producing, and did produce,
the Sunday school cause, and to our
i tactical1., every thing needed to feed and
county convention, and that we asc
’the and house his family and servants.
sist our officers, es; eciaily the secreHe had among his slaves blacksmiths,
tary,hy sending in due reports of the
Sunday schools of the county.
tarpenters, etc., bakers, weavers and
That we appreciate the cordial reWith the proceeds of his
seamstresses.
ception we have met with on the
luxuries
were
crops
bought, but all that
part of the pastor and the Searsport
Congregational church, and of the
was needfu was produced on the estate.
liberal provisions they have made
The writer in boyhood lived in a Maine
for our accommodation and refreshtown which had no meat or vegetable
ment.
market, f radically every family kept
The old board of officers was re-elect-'
a
cow, and those who did not supplied ed as follows: President, Dr. T. N. Peartheir neighbors. They of course made son, Morrill; vitft president, Rev. H. P.
Searsmont; secretary, Mrs. Antheir own butter. A pig and a few hens Taylor,
nie M. Frost, Belfast; treasurer, Gerald
were kept, and a garden supplied vegeHoward, Belfast. There was one change
tables. As to meat, when a pig or a in the superintendents, Mrs. A. J. Lockthe place of
calf was killed it was distributed among hart of Winterport taking
Mrs. M. W. Rich of Belfast, as superinthe neighbors. Game was plentiful; partHome
tendent of the
Department.
At the close of the session, General
ridges, wild geese and ducks were to be
and
in
a
Weir,
had for the shooting,
the season
Secretary
by request, informally
He said
discussed the Boy Problem.
carcass or two of deer would hang in the
that ‘here is no boy problem; that boys
Fishermen came up river are
woodshed.
just the same as they always were
He
and sold fresh fish from their boats. and should be dealt with as before.
Lobsters from Englishmen’s river were advanced many helpful plans and made
many suggestions which will doubtless
brought to your door. Light was fur- he found
The convention closed
useful.
nisbed i y whale oil lamps; later by burn- with singing God he With You ’Till we
Meet Again.
ing fluid.
■

Craig
Craig have returned
from their Battery cottage.

to

Prof. James Sleeper and friend

left

Margaret

M.

week after

Sleeper

a

long

season at

returns to his

the

duties at

this

Dr. Elmer Small has been in Lynn, Mass.,
days, the guest ot his brother, Janies
B. Small. He went to attend the Small-Wood

several

wedding.
Mrs. Charles M. Collins and little son Max,
who spent rhe summer with relatives in

Brooksville,
this city.

have returned to their home in

Miss Hazel M. McTaggart, who is attending
the Shaw Business College in Bangor, came

Friday

home

uiumex,

for

a

few days’ visit with her

mis. j./nia j. ivic

laggari.

John E. Darling is a Republican candidate
for the 4th Suffolk district, comprising wards 9, i2 and 17, Boston, at the prim-

for Senator

ary election to be held Sept. 23d.
Mrs. George E Johnson and her sister, Mrs.
Raul English of San Francisco, Calif., will
leave today for a visit with relatives in Brookline, Mass., after which Mrs. English will return to San Francisco.

Mabel Cushman of Roxbury, Mass-,
who was to have come to 'Belfast for a \isit
with friends, was suddenly called to Westbrook, where her aunt, Miss Nan Bailey, is seriously ill at the home of Mr. and Mrs. F. J.
Miss

Rigby.
Miss Mabel A. Craig, who landed in Hamburg about two weeks ago after a delighful
voyage, has since enjoyed a trip through Holland and
atives

a

visit in

ith whom

v.

their home

Harry

near

Hanover.

The marriage of Miss Ethel French, daughter rf Mr. and Mrs. Charles French of G Favor

street, Lowell, Mass., and Arthur Atwood will
take place at 5.30 p. m
Sept. 24th. Miss
Charlotte Tibbetts of this city will be a bridesMiss French

formerly

lived in Belfast

aunt, Miss French of R. A. French
fche attended ihe Banks Business col-

her

& Co.

lege and after graduating went to her home in
Lowell, where she has since held a position as
stenographer.

1

are the conditions now?
You go
the fish market for your fish and the
meat maiket for your meat, or you
order by telephone. You do not keep a

What

to

You get fresh vegea pig or hens.
tables and fruits at the grocers, from the
South E-id the Pacific coast, when in

cow,

the old

days

from the home
rare

are

luxury.
found on

only vegetables were
garden and fruit was s

the

Now grape fruit or melon
many breakfast tables anc

all the fruits of the tropics and sub-tropics are plentiful and cheap. Then foi

In the

electricity.
ght
early days wood was abundant and chea(
and was the only fuel. Now coal is mainly used in the kitchen and to run youi
furnace or steam-heating plant and th<
coal barons have nearly doubled its prici

li

you have gas or

in recent years.
telephone, and

Then you must have

perhaps

an

i

automobile

of the things incidents
to present day life unknown to our an
cestors, but now for the most part in
dispensible. It is, however, as impos
sible to return to the simpler life as i
would be to substitute the stage coacl
for the railway. The only way we cat
escape the high cost of living is t<
“shuffle off this mortal coil.”
These

are

some

LONG ISLAND HEARD FROM.

THE NEWS OF BELFAST.
The steamer Golden Rod. which had been
tied up at the pier of the Eastern S. S. Co.,
for several days, was sold at auction by the U*

S. Marshall at 1 p. m., yesterday to Mr. Mcof Castine, agent of the company
that has been running the boat on the route
between Belfast and Castine, for $2,100. The
Golden Rod left for Castine at 3 p. m. yesterday and it is supposed will resume her route.

Clusky

A crowded house greeted “The Newlyweds
their Baby” at the Colonial Theater Tuesday evening, and the two-act musical comedy,
which is founded on George McManus famous
cartoons, was much enjoyed. While the chorus
would hardly pass muster at a beauty show,
the dancing was good and most of the costumes
Harold W7est, the tiny comewere effective.
dian, who played the dual role of Newlywed
and

Values/’

Suits and Coats

=

Belfast, Mrine.

-AT-

|
W

Mixer
The notice for the reunion of the
descendants of George and Mary
Mixer, to he
The eleventh annual session of the Mt. Walheld Saturday. Sept. 13th, at Silver Harvest
do Sunday School Association will he held at
Grange hall, Waldo, read ‘Rain or sh'ne,” and
Monroe Center, Thursday, Sept. 25th. A most when the
day came, there could be no passible
to
school
Sunday
profitable day is promised
mistake; it was certainly rain. But in spite of
workers and each school is requested to send the almost
continuous downpour all div the
delegates. The following program has been noon hour found thirty-seven
seated at the
arranged:
well laden tables, and within the next hour
the
MORNING.
number had increased to fifty-two.
10 00. Devotions.
The forenoon was spent in a social
10.15. Address of Welcome.
manner,
Rev. C. N. Eiiopoulos and after dinner the business
meeting was
We
Came,
called
to order by John I).
Response, Why
Mixer, president
Rev. A. J. Lockhart
After the usual business, the folpro tern.
10.30.
Reading of Records,
lowing officers were elected: President, John
Report of S. S. in District.
D. Mixer; secretary, Mrs. I. A.
Music.
Sanborn; vice
Rev. C. H McElhiney
11.0U
Address
presidents, Isaac Sanborn and George Ryan;
Committees.
Appointment of
treasurer, Frank Clements; committee on arMusic.
rangements, Isaac Sanborn, Herbert Paul and
12.00. Picnic Lunch.
will
furschool
Charles Payson; committee on
Entertaining Sunday
program, Pearl
nish tea and coffee.
McCray, Margie Hersch and Ada Sanborn.
afternoon.
A short recess was followed
ny an excellent
1.00. Praise service.
! program. From the wee ones of five years to
Biblical
Extra
Subjects.
1 30.
study of
the
ones
of seventy everyone did his or
larger
Rev. A. J. Lockhart I
her part well. In fact,
Music.
every number deserved
H.
G.
Booth
Rev.
2.00. Address,
especial mention. First on the program was
Miss Mansur ;
2 30.
Address,
; singinpr by the choir. Then followed recitaMusic.
Dr. E. II. Boymgton tion, Stanley Paul; recitation, Zvlpha Clem3 00.
Question Box,
Modern Evangelism,
3.30.
ents; recitation, Edith Sanborn; reading, Ruth
Rev. C. N. Eiiopoulos L
Paul; recitation in costume, Zylpha ClemMusic.
4.15.
Report of Committees and election of
marks, Abbie Clements; recitation, Charles
officers.

Parker, Monroe; Secretary, Miss Marian
Philbrook, Winterport; Treasurer, Mrs.
Belle J. Palmer, Monroe; Supt. Home Dept.,
Rev. J. L. Corson, Stockton Springs; Supt.
Normal Dept., Mrs. Elizabeth Lane, Prospect;
Supt. Primary Dept., Miss Elvina Grant, Pros-

only

McKay, aged £7
surviving child of George

Mixer,

port.

was

of the

They

accompanied by

l

fifth

several weeks.... Allen Knowlton, who has
has recovered and

A. A. HOWES & CO
GrocerieSj Drugs

years,
and

| Gold

Mary

five

months,

was

|

the

and

great grandchildren)

EAST

daughters are in town for a visit with
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Cram ...L.

Dorothy

of

are

quests of

the engine in the corn factory....
Mrs. Albert C. Mosman of Lisbon Falls reKnowlton, R. F. D. carrier on route I turned home last Tuesday. She was called
No. 1, is taking his vacation and left Sunday here by the death of her granddaughter,
with Mrs. Knowlton for a trip to Camden and ; Dorothy Mosman.
Boston. Earl Reynolds, Mr. Knowltons subrun

a

Marlton

miss

facstitute, is taking his place-The corn
season
tory began business Sept. 22th. The
it has been

Tuesday from

nome

poor

Wills.

Kitchen
1

FOR FLETCHER’S

OASTO R I A
___

THE

It is reported from Washington that
while the total harvest of potatoes will
be less than last year it will be sufficient
The shrinkto supply the normal needs.
age in this year’s crop is ascribed to the
las
from
*ason,
heavy hold over crop
the low prices and the general demoralization of the potato trade last autumn,
which caused a reduction in acreage.
Indications are that Maine will produce
ever recorded, while
i he largest crop
Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota and
North Dakota will harvest a normal
The yields in Massachusetts, Concrop.
necticut, New York and Ohio promise to
The average condition of the
be light.
crop is ten per cent, below the ton year
average but about ten per cent, above
rh“ condition for the same season in 1911.

1

I

POTATO CROP.

assisted by Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest. Mrs. Wellington M. White of Miami, Florida, presided
Others present were Miss
over the coffee.
Louise Hazeltine and guest, Mrs. Peters, Miss

DR.E.H. BOYINIIT0I
SPECIALISE
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Children Ory

Dorothy Eleanor Mosman, only child of
Raymond G. and Emerald Bradman Mosman,
is
York
New
of
City
passing
here.Mr. Ordey
died at her home last Friday afternoon aged
baby and Major Knott Much, was a wonder, a few weeks in town, staying at George Cram s.
1 year and 3 months, after a lingering illness.
utch comedian
and Daniel L. Murphy, in a
She was a patient little sufferer, and everywas
excellent.
role,
FRANKFORT.
thing possible was done to prolong her life,
Miss Mary Leonard, who for several weeks
A Thimble Party at the Field Home. Miss
but was of no avail. She was a patient in the
of her aunt, Mrs. James
Field and Miss Caroline W. Field w’ere the has been the guest
resume j Waldo County Hospital for four weeks, and as
Battles, has returned to Boston to
hostesses for a very enjoyable thimble party
they saw no hope for her recovery she was
her duties as teacher in the public schools |
at the hospitable Field homestead on Primhas gone to Bow- brought home, and ihe grief-stricken parents
M.
Hurley
Alice
.Miss
The
afternoon.
rose Hill last Tuesday
guests
t«where she has been engaged for fought hard to save her, but death cave
spent a pleasant afternoon in sewing and in doinham,
Much sympathy is expressed
in the John C- her as a relief.
to
teach
languages
another
year
admiring the beautiful view's from the porch
.Mr. and Mrs. W illis fur the parents in their great sorrow'. Funeral
and garden. Quantities of beautiful fall fl iwr- Coombs High school...
at her home last Sunday at
Cuok have returned from Jackson, where they services were held
ers, including asters, zinnias, marigolds, glad1 o’clock. Rev. Wm. Vaughan of Trinity Res mother.
were called by the death of Mr. Cook
the
atgraced
and
other
varieties,
iolus,
many
The interment u. s
formed church officiating.
of Stockton Springs is
in Grove cemetery and she was buried mics*.
tractive rooms. Chicken salad, hot rolls, olives, _Mrs. True Trundy
of Mrs. O. E- Parker for a
home
at
the
sent
her
beautiful
visiting
flowers,
by
parents, friu-ds
cakes, coffee, salted nuts and candies were
Wm. Bagley and Miss Helen and neighbors.
served in the dining-room by the hostesses few’ days_Mrs.

Mercury

|

nephew.

.asi

and Appleton.
She was accompanied by her sister, Mrs.
Frank Barker, who will visit her for a week
before returning to her home in Salem, Mass.

a

corn year... .Charles Puicifer and family
left last week for their home in Brooklyn, N
Y., after passing the season at their cottage

cuapies reiurneu
visits in Washington

rueue

Two

Los Angeles, Sept. 12. Two wills,
been Irawn up by
to have
Florence E. Chase of Bangor, Me
threatening to involve the •>2Ud.,1,»u estate of her
brother, the late Horace
Chase, a local hotel proprietor, were
Five
taken under submission today.
relatives are involved in the struggle.
In 1910 Chase entered into an agreement,
it is alleged, with his sister, Flor.-nce,
that upon his death she should share
equally with the other relatives n his
estate, but with the stipulation that upon
her death that part of the estate
She agreed
would revert to his heirs.
0" June S,
and sent the will to him.
1912, Florence died, just a year after
Horace, but scarcely had her lir.-t will
been filed when another will was found
leaving the money to another sister and

BELFAST.

Dorchester, Mass.,

Left

supposed

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Innis for two weeks,

K. Fowler went to Union last week, where he

as

L. A. WEBBER,

She

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. Allen and daughter

infant

one

Seal Rubbers i

WILL OUTWEAR ANY OTHER.

l

r-i

short

Medicines

I THE SWIFT SHOE STORE

were

<

a

and

gs asaasBss&BassssssBasasssaBfis** »**

the

returned last week to Belfast to resume his
Wm. Jacobs has moved his fam..y from
uties at the American Express Office... Hon. Riciiard Brown’s to Jessie
Staple house n
A. J. Skidmore left
Monday for Portland, High street.
|
in
the
as
to
serve
where he is
grand juryman
The supper in Mason’s Mills chapel list
U. S. District court ...N. J. Greeley and
¥7..
J Cn»nr/lnir
Friday night was well attended and the societies netted $16.
in Gardiner... .Mrs. Earl Maloney and her two

will be

Vegetable

IN SEASON.

one lady remarked, “We are fast colors
and no one ever heard of a ‘dry time’ at a
Mixer reunion anyway, and a little wet more
or less is not noticeable.”

been ill at his home here,

this year

everything

The freshest and

All the Fruits and

Every reunion is always better than the
last week and returned to their home in Holast, and everyone agreed th it this one was no
were
accompanied
New
They
Jersey.
boken,
exception.
by Mrs. Dingelstept, who has been their guest

is to

best of

and

Mrs. Car-

Cargill and son Neal, w ho have been
...Mr.
gill residence for the past two weeks
and Mrs. Richard Deimel closed .heir cottage

her

have the

,

Spices
Vinegar Wi™NG

represented.
It was a late hour when they departed in a
terrific downpour, but no one seemed to mind*

at the

for

1

Purest

oldest person present, and one
generation, little Miss Elvira

granddaughter

Car-

was

We

youngest. Several of the sixth generation
were present, and in at least one instance
four generations, (consisting of mother, son,

mother, Mr. and Mrs. Taylor-Walter
at his
gill, who has been spending a few days
old home, left Monday for his home in ArlingHe

PRESERVE

the

Lydia Sanborn, aged

1Y

Harry Grant and tamiiy of Cambridge,
remainder
Mass., arrived last week to pass the
of the month and October at their cottage.
have as guests Mrs. Grant’s father and

;==s

ones

Mrs. Abagai!

Springs,

j

“AND:

talked the

ones

ipg:;"

PICKLING
IFOR

might dance, but soon it was
evident that nearly everyone was young—at
least they were dancing.

younger

pect.
Executive Committee: Mrs. Albert Peirce,
Frankfort, Miss S. A. Mansur, Monroe, Miss
Orra Libby, Prospect, Mrs. E. C. Berry, StockMiss Sophia B. Chase Winterton

ton, Mass.

while the older

nounced that

_>l[cr5][o]rr3—

toi

Sanborn; talk on styles, in costume, Ruth L.
Paul; recitation, VangieRyan; remarks, George
Ryan; A True Story of Olden Times, Almeda
Whitcomb; recitation, Ashley Paul; recitation,
Ruth Sanborn; remarks, F. O.
Ryan; recitation,
Vesta Clements; original
dialogue, Ruth L.
Paul, Zylpha Clements and Emily Page.
After the meeting was closed, it was an-

B.

LIB LK

“WOOLTEX.”

S

FAMILY REUNIONS.

AS-

j
1

THE STORE THAT SELLS

O

WALDO SUNDAY SCHOOL
SOCIATION.

j

JAMES H. HOWES

|

Peirce, who have been the guests of their
SEARSMONT.
uncle, Hayward Peirce, have returned to New
Prof. Ii. E. Cobb has returned to his home in
on
the
resumed
has
been
York city... .Work
Chicago ...Mr. Charles Raymond of Boston
State road between Frankfort and Winterport was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Salisbury
when completed, will give an excellent
last week... Mrs. Bixby has returned to her
which,
Elizabeth Kelley and guest,Mrs. Williams, Miss road between the two towns... .John C. Carr home in Philadelphia after spending the suma
has
he
where
I mer with her son. Mr. J F. Paine, and family.
Maud Mathews, Miss Grace H. Hall, Mrs. has gone to Wilbraham, Mass.,
Latin and Greek in the Wil- |
Miss Angie Paine has entered upon a
Amos Clement, Miss Annie L. Barr, Mrs. Hall position to teach
braham academy.... Mrs. E. S. Cyphers of j course of study at Kents Hill... Mrs. George
F. Hoxie, Mrs. Charles M. Craig, Mrs. Charles
home
the
at
been
Plaisted and sons, who have been visiting Mr.
visiting
Searsport, who has
S. Bickford, Mrs. William F. Schoppe, Mrs. of her daughter, Mrs. H. L. Clark, was taken and Mrs. Raymond Packard, have returned to
seriously ill Friday and Dr. W. L. Hunt, of Malden, Mass_Miss Jennie Whitney of West
James C. Durham, Miss Margaret A. Dunton.
Bangor was called to perform an operation, Appleton and Mrs. Fred Hanson of Camden
were recent guests of Miss Fannie Hansonwhich she is now rapidly recovering.
from
WALDO STATION.
The selectmen have appointed Mr. Oren
The schools in town began Sept. 8th with
Jackson town treasurer to fill the vacancy
Beware ot Ointments for
the following teachers: Sadie Cummings, Stacaused by the death of Mr. A. G. Caswell....
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph P. Fowler and son made a
tion school; Mildred Smith, Sheldon school;
Catarrh That Contain
business trip to Bangor last week-Miss M.
Mildred Clary, Evans school; Leon Hussey,
A.
the
sense
of
Bailey of Searsport was the guest of Mrs.
will surely destroy
Paul school.The late rains have made as mercury
last week-Mr. Eugene
smell and completely derange the whole sys- Matilda Reynolds
have
some
has returned to Lowell, Mass.... A
complete and revised in ail but six the gardens look thrifty, though
tem when entering it through the mucous sur- Reynolds
has been received and
schoolhouse
the
bell
for
never
should
be
used
Late potatoes faces. Such articles
towns was: Total vote, 36,137; Peters, been lightly touched by frost
and
reputable physi- will be placed in position this week-Mr.
15,072; Pattangall, 14,555; Lawrence, look fine, early pieces are somewhat blighted. except on prescriptions from
returned to Melrose,
have
M.
Mrs.
H.
Ripley
cians, as the damage they will do ie ten fold to
6510.
Nearly 75 friends and neighbors gathered the good you can posaibly derive from them. Mass_Mr. J. G. Knight, a former resident of
this place, now of Lincolnville, is suffering
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Emery Sprague Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
0- contains no mercury from a slight stroke of paralysis. His wife is
last Friday evening, truly surprising them as Cheney & Co., Toledo,
in
Detroit, Mich., caring for her aged mother,
acting
directly upon
and is taken internally,
ill....Mr. Llewellyn Hanson
to numbers and the variety of noise that can
the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, who is critically
W.
friends in Camden last week.... Mr. J.
visited
instruments....S.
be produced by musical
in buying Hall’s Catarrh Cure be sure you get
F. Marden, Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Ripley and the
Johnson is repairing his barn this fall. He has the genuine. It is taken internally and made
to
F. J. Cheney & Co. Testi- Misses McFarland made an automobile trip
choice Holstein stock....Mrs. Oscar in Toledo, Ohio, by
some
last week, via the shore road from
Rockland
monials free.
Belfast, returning by the way of Hope and
Staples is somewhat improved in health and
Sold by druggists. Price 75c. per bottle.
Union.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
rides out frequently.

The Long Island returns, received at
Augusta Sept. 11th, give a total of 34
votes of which 30 were for Pattangall ;
Clerk’s returns
and 4 for Lawrence.
were received Sept. 11th, from the entire district, except New Portland, Smithfield, Eden, Knox, Searsport and Waldo.
They were practically indentical with
the early Dress returns.
An investigation of the Burnham vote,
originally reported as 70 for Mr. Pattangall and later as seven, revealed that 70
was correct.
This, with the Long Island vote and an increase of ten for
Peters and a decrease of ten from
the Pattangall vote in Montville, decreased Mr. Peters’ lead by 73 net, and
gave him a plurality of 517.
The final standing with the district

is

Silks and Fabrics

TELEPHONE 67-2

MT.

1

SOUTHWORTH,

12 Main Street,

Wilder

B.

Mrs. Willis Arnold and son Robert left last
Sunday for Springfield and New York, where
they will visit prior to returning to their home
in Philadelf hia, for the winter, having spent
the summer with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Frederick \A Brown, at Sea Breeze cottage.
Mrs. Arnold will join her husband in New
York, he having left Belfast a week earlier to
visit his old home in Broadbrcok, Ct.

with

RALPH D.

Offering.
Adjournment.
Brussels, accompanying relThe retiring officers are: President, Dr. E.
she is to spend a year at i
H. Boyington, Winterport; Vice President, Mr.

Condon, assistant postmaster at
Pittsfield. Me., went to New Haven, Conn.,
last week, called there by the serious condition of his brother, Frank Condon, who was
badly injured in the New Haven wreck. I^ter
reports say that Mr. Condon is able to sit up
and hopes in a short time to be able to return
to his duties as secretary of the Trenton Y.
M. C. A.

maid.

“The Home of Good

,

NEW

n

Newest and Latest Patterns.

town

Battery. Prof.
Beloit College.

OPENING

Would like to show >ou. Drop in and look
them over.

Mrs. S. H. Mathews and Miss Mabel R.
Mathews were in Bangor last Friday.

Pattangall to tariff lem, by Rev. David L.
J North church, Belfast, who was detaintreachery.
Mr. and Mrs. George Mahoney spent last
ed at home by illness.
with friends on Waldo avenue.
The groom at a recent wedding in BurThe address of welcome was by Rev. Thursday
Freeman W. Shepherd of Quincy, Mass., is
of Searsport, who
H.
Charles
McElhiney
was
named
atir
lington, Yt.,
Lovely,
voiced the sentiments of the hospitable a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel J. Gurney.
while it may be taken for granted thal
people of Searsport in fitting terms, and
Miss Mae Collins returned last Saturday
‘lie bride was also lovely, her name was
Rev. C. M. Fogg of Morrill made a from a two weeks*
visit with friends in Bangor.
head
of
the
Under
Whittemore.
i hearty response.
Mrs. Helen S. Collins and grandson are visitthere were questions, ans: Conference
The Agricultural Department is going wers and discussions of various phases ing her sister, Mrs. J. Harvey Stinson, Swan
to print a monthly magazine.
Has the of Sunday school work. This was led La<e avenue.
Commoner, then, no “farm and fireside’ by General Secretary W. J. Weir of
Mr. and Mrs. Israel Porter, who have been
supplement?—Boston Transcript.
Portland. “Does Sunday Work Pay?”
visiting their aunt,Miss C. Frances Welch, have
was the suhject of a talk by Rev. C.
Will it have clubbing rates with the
He emphasized the word returned to Salem, Mass.
M. Fogg.
State Department monthly, The Com“work” and stated that there is no
Mr and Mrs- Charles M.
and Miss
cribes the defeat of

hut

the

JI

™NEW LOT™

Rheumatism by
Whole System of all

Relieves

j
|

Cleansing the

I An

assistant cook at

JELLISON & QREtiK

Impurities.

Do not try to relieve Rheumatism hy dosing
the system with dangerous drugs. RHEUMA
is free from all opiates and narcotics and
cleanses the system in a natural but scientific
The dangerous “waste” is eradicated
manner.
from the kidneys, bowels, liver and skin.
RHEUMA costs only 50 cents at A. A. Howes

SPRAYING and

WHITEWASH!!*1
l)ONK BY

& Co’s,

“I was a great sufferer from Rheumatism for
ten years. After two days’ use of RHEUMA
I laid down my crutches and have since given
them away. I am a well man.”—J. R. Crocker,
2w38
614 Sumter St., Columbus, S. C.

EDGAR W. GRA>
Commercial House,
3w36

....

WANTED

For Sale

Ten first-class cigar makers at once to
make Seth Bullock and Pearl Brook Cigars.
Five-minute ride from
Also 5 apprentices.
Belfast.

2t38p

Car fare

paid

each way.

F. M. BAILEY,

City

A

house of

Northport

able

on

eight

the

home

ami
the Batters

rooms

avenue near

summer

Apply
J5tf

P. O.

i;

or

premises

all-the-year
to

MRS. CHARLES

The News of Belfast

HOW

THE PASSAGASSAWAUKEAG RIVER.

TO

before I was.
And the ages after me,
■j*he waters fell and rose
And still will seek the sea.
;-ftou river of sunshine and shadow,
river of moods and dreams,
river of moonshine and star dust,
mber and amethyst gleams.
the apes

many spinning wheels are
in use in Belfast today?

—

c
ien

apes before I came,
time and the world

were

candles? Yet it is no more
ridiculous to do these antiquated things than it is to
mend stockings. Just throw
the Mending bag away and
insist that your entire fami-

flame
Indian’s light canoe.
river of love and enchantment,
■u river of ripple and wave,
.ph on between shore and embankment—
e forgot is the Indian’s grave,
.by

sunsets

•he

p ages after I,
entered the

too,
silence to be,

ly

the ocean will woo
wilt flow down to the sea.
river so dear, so dear,

heart of

and dance and

e

Holeproof

shine,

be glad of thy cheer,
;he Indian’s heart—and mine.
—R. T. Newell.
hearts will

the

original wear without
I
mending kind.

al of Lincolnville picked and marketseason 133 bushels of blueberries.

6 pairs for Men,
6 pairs for Women,
6 pairs for Boys’ and Girls',

a Metz runabout
E Kotman of New York, a summer
on the North Shore, Northport.

B. Norton has sold

.m

$1.50
2.00
2.00

Only one store in town that
sells Holeproof and that is

eighteen young people, filling
kboards, drove to Swan Lake last
.>
evening and enjoyed a supper at
..followed by a dance in the town
of

tv

formerly.

Young

|
|

of

I

was

|

that
man

The Frenchbpro Land & Fisheries Co. is
building a smokehouse at the shore end of
their

the wharves

m

West Northport are to
-ntertainment at the Bra nard schoolTuursday, evening for the benefit
..pel fund. Miss Alice E. Simmons of
a ill read, and there will be
a musical
lee cream and cake and candy will

j

annual

rty-ninth

j

W. C*. T.

ote

convention

|

be taken up. The election of officers
place Friday morning and the reports
uty presidents presented Friday af-

■ist

regular report

e

of

Dr. Eimer Small,
the bene-

!

for

\
|

bricks, and

on

the

upper side

a

<‘S a

tar

and

matched hardwood

a

Livingstone

New York, who

of

|

|

tie

days

three

two

days.

events are

The

Monroe.

,L

j

without any

This

is

in-

stretches,

so

is

that the horses

at

are

Monroe is

the New

considered

one

England States,

apples.
factory wras late

will

The sardine

the

ground, but

suggestion

At Lis

saw

Almon

men

rol-

blows

no

was

under

taken to the

body

evidence of

and all

the organs revealed
There were super-

violence.

ficial cuts and bruises

on

the head and back

might have been caused by a fall and
system showed the effects of
alcohol. A c <roners inquest was held Monday
forenoon with the following jurymen: C. F.
Thompson, W. H. Hall, C. E. Owen, W. G.

a

fast

examined:

were

Freeman

The five
Almon

under

arrest were

George Harvey,

of

son

men

discharged.

Harvey was about 35 years old,
a

was

the

cousin of the other

Harveys, married, and lived in the settlement
known

as

“Harveytown."

His mother lives in

V-'aldoboTo.
Harvey had been married but
was divo*ced, his wife being Ida E. Tower.
They had three children. He had been employed on the water works and was boar, ing
at the Commercial House.
The mat y owners of
“Ford’s Folly.”
Lord cars in this city and count; will be int* resied in

facts fr«:m

Henry Ford,

s

their inventor.

recent,

sketrn of

I be story

begins

incident: “Eighteen years ago upon
the streets of Detroit occurre 1 the first autohe cause of the
mobile accident in the world,
with this

this

because of the

mishap was not ‘joy riding,’
contraption jeeringly called

i persons and packing on an average 600 to 700
cases daily.
The fish come mainly from Cas* tine and if the
supply continues the factory
will run until December.

bi

t

the

•J'rd’s

chugging
Folly’and

Mr. and Mrs.
by Henry Ford himself.’
Ford were lakiogtheir evening de in a “horseless carriage” of his constructior. when something went wrong with the brake;; and a bicycle
riderwas knocked down,his wneel lestroyed ano

driven

Many have realized that with the prevailing
high prices it is difficult to make both ends the wheels of the car passed half way over the
meat.” A Belfast man said that the other day cyclist. Although the man was Liiinjured, he
emanded damages for the destruction of his
his wife suggested having a beefsteak for supper and taking it home he cut off a piece of wheel, and Ford, after a long conference, degristle to bait a rat trap. The next morning cided all he eou!d afford to pay was $1.50.

of the fast-

if not in the

Bvrnham. Our Burnham corwrite?: “The people of this commu‘-re shocked last Sunday
morning upon
ng that Mrs. Bertha Varney had eom•-"i suicide by shuoting herself with a
reat her home at Reynold's
Corner, Saty evening about 9 o’clock.
Her husband,
at

dent

1

he

found the bait untouched, and said he supit was so long since he had had any maat
in the house that thi rats did not know what

Henry

posed

genius

it

come

world’s great mechanical

Ford, the

and head of

an

institution

employing

15,250 workers, pays today the third argest intax of any man in the world.
Henry

was.

Ford was born on a farm in Dearborn. Mich.,
Advertised Letters.
The following letkeep? a general store over
six miles from Detroit, and receiving only a
the family live, had closed the store and ters remained uncalled for in the Belfast post
school education, Ford early leserted
0 the stable to see that all was
! office tor the week ending Sept. 16th. Ladies— country
secure
school life and for several years drove a thresheht. Hearing the shot he hurried
Miss Marcia M. Boothby, Miss Mattie Hail,
i
up
j mg machine. The boy was fond of mec hanical
:in(* found Mr.?. Varney
gasping her last Miss Nora Ryan, Miss Sophia Sawyer, Miss “dickerings of all sorts. He built a waterNo reason has been
Eva
Mrs.
Miss
D.
Seekins.
|
Shaw,
Mary Smith,
given for the
wheel for his boy playmates, which v.’as a marihough Mrs. Varney is said to have been Gentlemen—James A. Cole, B. Crosland, John
vellous construction. Going to Detroit, owing
1
1
"dent because of poor health. Besides A. Dodge, Geo. H. Forbes, Otto Heim, Frank
to the removal of his parent* to t lat ci y, he
ban I she is survived
by her parents, lngersoll, Edwin Jones, Oscar Lebel, (3 let- was employed as assistant engine*** at th- Edi1 Mrs. Melvin Heald. who live in
Pitts- ! ters), Chas. H. Lewis, A J. Libby, Richarc son
Illuminating Company. Ford r in a dyt amo
*
i uneral services were held at the
home Mosher, S. W. Paul, G. M. Robinson. Arr.c taere and dc ring his leisure time nade the first
letBill
Jesse
S.
Smith,
Schultz,
(2
Russell,
] ters
gasolene engine, of which he ha*, long drelin)
I
\ arney, who

j

S
j
!

j
I

[

|

Following his employment with the Edison
Company Ford was engineer for the Detioit
ed.

-----

■

..

■■

■

— ■

Company, famous for the construction of
but one automobile, known as *999.” Tnis company existed but one year and was a comple .e
f blure. Undaunted by this and encouraged by
his wife. Ford built his first, car the following
year. He married early in life and speaks of
his wife as “the believer.” and she is the one
always consulted when any new plans are under
| way. More than 25 .'ears ago Henry Ford
! sketched almost an exact representation of
I the Ford car on the market today. This was
seven years before any auto was built.
Today
the Ford plant, not 10 years old, turns out
A

JUST RECEIVED
NEW HOT
WATER BOTTLES
|

-AND

—

Fountain Syringes

u

< o

daily 1,000 finished cars and includes the largest
machine shop in the world. The famous Krupp
plant at Essen, Germany, is not so extensive,
nor does it employ so many men,
although
Kru p has most of the governments of
Europe
as customers.
Henry Ford knows the Ford
machine from its birth, and that he is proud
of it is shown by the fact that today he always
drives his

own machine, there
being no chaufthe Ford household. There is one son,
Edsel, 19, known at the Ford plant as “Ford’s
right-hand man." Edsel is a very quiet boy,
has a desk in his father's office and is familiar

Groceries, Drugs and Medicine.

with every

department

Ford’s latest idea

is

the

in the

huge

concern.

installment of

a

com-

plete moving picture outfit direct from Germany for the purpose of perpetuating for all
time every process in the making of the Ford

car.

womens

laid out

are

Bridge
street

where

on

the horses owned

by

the

city

L. A.

street

on

C

Water

Waldo

Upper High;

late, the horses have
been so far away when they were needed for
fires, that considerable delay was caused, and
at

Mrs. Charles E. Littlefield of New Yo-k and
Mrs. Tibbetts of Clarendon street, Rockland
motored to Belfast, Monday and w>th Mrs. M
S. Whitmore were guests of Mrs. Etta S
Mitchell at dinner at the Winds >r Hote'.

j

the fire of

was

Wednesday morning the delay
especially annoying and might have

proven

Following
the

on

seats

season

ft

S

IB

of the Maine

can

now

be secured at Adams’

J

and

Applicants must reside within
by the post office

the terrifor

which

The

examina-

plication forms and full information concerning the requirements of the examination can
be secured from the postmaster at Bayside and

when
Wa

we

have

an

hke1,t'd ?ba

"e

a

|

especially

you

nice lot of goods, come in
about if and if. interested

know

Phased

3
M

have you call and look tk,
,,aSt"'wl< «
received and
tne above salesroom

in

to

1

||

$5.00. Community Silver
Ware. Electric Grill. Electric roaster. Electric
Coffee Pot.

P°C,kfet ,Knives’
?.nJ F(’rksVS:lfeI!

Strops Percolators $2.25

We

if

jjf
$
#

to

show •vou better than we can
tell you.
you come m?
Yours truly
can

1

Miss

been chosen

3M»S

§

#

Margaret N. Hazeltine have
special committee to arrange a
! program for the work of this department the
I coming season and Miss Sue M. Partridge a
Carle and

tiggS it

Svviss Watches. Leonard Watches.
Watch chains. Revolvers
Carvin^ Sets. Clocks. (10 kinds Knives
KjZOrs’ Shears- Nut Sets. Nui Cracks.
tidir Brushes, Universal Lunch
Boxes, Bread YliVrs
Thermos Bottles $1.00 to $5.00. M. C.
Razors. Ra^

i

paper. The evening was greatly enjoyed by
the members and several guests. Mrs. Amos
Clement, Mrs. G. R. Williamson, Mrs. Essie P.

admit-

..._W

—

1
«fo

j

tory supplied

~

1

i

Crafts. At the meeting of t1 e
reading department of the Arts and Crafts
last Tuesday evening Miss Margaret N. HazArts

]

ted.

!g

§-.^1V. SmV S'.'&M»=v*SH

I!' displayed
t ba\
TT .,Tile

S

jewelry

The compensation I
office was $323 for eitine gave the first of two papers on short
the last fiscal year.
Age lim't, 21 years and stories, considering them as a whole and takover on the date of the examination, with the
ing up their construction. She also read two
exception that ii a State where women are c'assic short stories by Poe and Hawthorne.
declared by statute to be of full age for all At the meeting Sept. 30th she will read from
purposes at 18 years, women 18 years of age short stories illustrative of the points in her
the date of the examination will be

|

WEBBER, Proprietor.

e

store, Belfast.

m

vacancy by reinstatement.
of the p istmaster at this

The progratr was
lateness of the hour.

refreshments were
emitted because of

Festivals v.iil be as follows: Bangor.
Oct. 2nd 3rd and 4th; Portland. Oct. 6th, 7th
and 8th.
Five concerts will be given in each
city, with a chorus of 806 voices, great solo
artists and the Boston Orchestra.
Reserved

Saturday, Oct. 11, 1913, an
held at Bayside, Maine, as
a result of whica it is expected to make certification to fill a contemplated vacancy in
the position of fourth class postmaster at
Bayside, M fine an! other vacancies as they

on

pij

For Our Basement
Salesroom

Music

examination will be

y oc:urr.t that office, unless it shall be decided in the interests of the service to fill the

initiation

The dates for the 17th

Fourth <Y.\s- Postmaster Examination.
The United States Civil Service Commission
that

the

served.

disastrous.

announces

§

|| NEW GOODS !

Eleven candidates were initiated at a meeting of ihe Maccabees of the World, Monday
night.
Lady Annie Sanborn, was assisted by
Lady lorence Gregory of Bangor Hive, No. 1.

that severe! limes of

son

f

one

--'Wmu Ivy'S

urt; beyond Franklin on
avenue on Main; beyond
avenue; beyond Primrose

Waldo

on

street.

<8

(the head of each

only

§*H8WSffi

;

b yond Washington
Bridge; below the fyjot of Miller on
treet. nor beyond the dump on Water
These oruers were passed for the rea-

on

shoes]that

on: at

$3.oo and $4.oo

shall be employed while working for the highway department: They shall not go below
Peach street on High; Peach street on Church;

beyond Park
Court; beyond

only

is “Patrician.” It is
the aristocrat of fem ne
footwear. And vet, notwithstanding superlative qualities, the prices of
“Patrician"

I
W

1

Won't

g

8

CARLE & JONES.

committee

on
printing the program.
The
J
will be closed for the winter with the I
the locai Secretary at Belfast, or from the U. exception of Wednesday and Saturday after;
noons, but the president, iftrs. E. R. Pierce
S. Civil Service CYmmission, Washington, D.
I
A mJ J
can be reached by telephone 110, and will rent
C.
should
be
executed
Applications
properly
and fiieii with the Commission at Washington the room or open it at any time for business.
within 7 days before the date of the examina- The club recently united with the State Fedtion, otherwise it may be impracticable to ex- eration of Women’s Clubs and Mrs. Pierce and
AN
Mrs. Essie P. Carle will attend the State Fedamine the applicants.
eration in Lewiston next week.
For Two Brides. Sunday afternoon Miss
New Advertisements.
Ralph D. SouthMaud E. Steward entertained a small party at
u is juai receiveu a new
wuiin, it. [fiaui
Hurd Farm, JNorthport, in honor of the two
lot of fancy Macki aws in the newest and
brides of next Monday: Miss Lou M. Thomplatest patterns and invites inspection... .Carle
son, who is to be married to Virgil L. Hall, and
& Jones have just received and are displaying
Miss Geneva P. Heal, who is to marry Maine
in their basement sa lesroom an especially nice
Hills.
The trip to the farm was by bucklot of goods, some o f which are enumerated in
board, the young lad es arriving about 3 o’clock,
their advertisement, but which they would
anu ri,
\mg a want annul the farm. Supper
like to show you-Small stray pup found by
was served at a dainty and most
appropriate- G L.
Peavey... Charles P. Morrill and C. A.
ly decorated table
The tablecloth was garMorrill and family of Belmont publish a card
landed with ferns, and a bouquet of
Queen j of thanks....
Buy Holeproof stockings at the
Ann’s lace graced the table. In a circle about
Dinsmore Store and throw the me iding bag
the center of the table in front of each
guest j
away-Dr. and Mrs T. N. Pearson and Mr.
were tiny dolls, dressed in yellow bridesmaid'!
P. A. Mears publish a card of thanks ...Room
costumes, with the exception of those for the
In fact
j to let. Apply at 25 Congress street-The
you
for
whom
brides-to-be,
there were little dolls New York
Bargain Store, Colonial Theatre
Ali
new
in white bridal array, carrying white
and
bouquets block, announces a fall opening of new coats,
of tiny marguerites.
The dolls were linked
suits, dresses and millinery for ladies, misses
together with white ribbon, and between the «ni children-Exchange
your old fountain
dolls were miniature bridal
of
marbouquets
pen for a new Crocker Ink-Tite at tlie Old
guerites. The place cards were of rose and Corner Drug Store.... See notice of
Chapman
bridesmaids design. The serving table had a & Adams
Co., Boston, Egg Specialists.... Mabeautiful bouquet of lavender and white son &
Hall, Belfast, have gasoline engines and
-weet peas, and was also decorated with ferns.
cider mills for sale-F. M. Bailey wants at
Miss Clara R. Steward, sister of the
hostess, once ten first class cigar makers to work on
served the delicious menu, which
included Seth Bullock and Pearl Brook cigars; also five
iced peaches and whipped cream, crab
salad, apprentices.... Mrs. Frank C. Hamilton, Searsolives and sandwiches,
ice-cream, cake,cookies port, publishes a card of thanks... .Tenement
at d coffee. After the supper there
w is a most
to let on Church street. Enquire of C. M.
enjoyable chat before the hospitable open fire Knowlton-Lost between the Hurd farm
in the parlor before the
departure for town. Northport, and Belfast, a box containing lace
T e affair was a delightful one
and much en- medallions.
Finder please leave at The
joy ed by those present who were, besides the Journal office and receive reward ...The
guests of honor and hostess: Misses
Isabel and Pierce, Billings Co., want men, women and
I Erneroy Ginn, Helen F. Dunn
and Margaret L. girls for their coat shop; also coat makers and
.Table girl wanted at once at the
The weddings are to
press men
occur at the
| Keene.
Windsor Hotel_A. A. Howes & Co. have
homes of the brides next
Monday at noon, just received new hot water bottles and founThompson will be attended by the
tain syringes.
i
groom’s
sister, M.SS Grace H. Hall, and Mr.
Hall by his
I brother, Mr. William H.
at our office.
Hall. Rev D. L. Wilson < f the North
Congregational church is to
officiate and the guests will
and Devoe is not the only good paint;
be confined to the is cheap;
it is one of a dozen: and, very likely, the only
fammes and a few of
the bride's most inti- one in
your town—there are hundreds of midmate friends.
Miss Heal is to
have her two dling and bad.
You can see what chance there is of another
younger Sisters, M.sses Louise
and Marian M.
good one there; perhaps one in ten at the most
Heal,
bridesmaids and Mr. Hills
Bad paint is dearest; middling is dearj^costs
win beatt miec by Norman A.
Reed. Rev a a
2 or 3 times as much as the best.
of the First
No matter about the co-t a gallon; that isn't
Universalist church
n
it; the cost a square foot; the cost a job; better
formerly Of Belfast, will
officiate.
yet; the cost a year.
There’s a whole education in pair t in this
19 Coder Street,
Me.
DEVOE
advertisement
Mason & Hall sell it.
1 H AVE OPEN ED M V NI'W S IT' DIO A i

—

room

OFFERS

^j n ^ |

J|

^

MfefSB;

ELEGANT LINE OF

NEOKWEAR,
| HOSIERY,
GLOVES,
SHIRTS,

!

HATS, CAPS,

j

anything

j

goods

]

may wish.

up-to-the-minute

in

style

;

ws'Hic rrvpiG, j l vsi, mm.

j

"I
Women and Girls
j

WANTED

j Men,
|

..

|

Good Paint

FOR OUR COAT SHOP.

COAT

MAKERS

j

Belfast,

I

iilrTiif

=r

mi

FALL showing

i
n

—of

New Coats, Suits, Dresses
and Millinery
2 For Ladies, Misses and Children.

|

Bargain

COLONIAL THEATER BLOCK.

Store!
{Swings I

Cedar street, and

be

will

able

to

take

in.struclion in Piano, Organ, anJ the
Theory of Music.

a

limited number of new pupils. Classes in eartraining arid other preparatory w >rk for children not yet ready to begin the study of the

;1

o

|y

j

PIERCE, BILLINGS CO.

im^miliesandab0",^^™,

New York

\

PRESSMEN.

Edit!] HI, Davidson,

TheT^

j

AHD

j

Also

Apply

j

feur in

A. A. HOWES & CO.,

In

Bennett, chairman, A. J. Morrison and Geo.
H. Darby, and the three engineers of the Bellast tire department, the fallowing limits were

tion is open to ali citizens of the United States
who can comply with the requirements.
Ap-

sailer

starting

list.

M.

the examination is announced.

The

But you will find

ment

95

At a meeting of the
city property, consisting of H.

on

which

witnesses

can

in

the everyday com nudities
of'life you will find
hundreds of articles
that] possess >arious degrees ot

City Horses.

The

committee

and the man's

Preston, R. P. Chase and B. 0 Norton.

scarcity of fish, but for
the past month there has been a good supply and the> have been employing about 200

States.”
de

factory

season

perfectly

g'oing around in a circle. It has
been th e opinion of the
majority that
k to be fast must
necessarily have
es. but this theory is
disproved as the
v

i

the

Bangor Com-

track

found two drunken

following
Harvey, Ernest H. Harvey, Dr’s E. A. Wilson,
| G. C. Kilgore and Carl Stevens. The former
The next regular meeting of the Sons of held closely to their story of the affiir and the
Veterans and Ladies Auxiliary will be held debtors testified of the autopsy held Sunday
Monday, Sept. 22nd, at the usual hour. All when no marks of violence were f >und on the
members are requested to be present as im- i body of Almon Harvey. The verdict of the
came
to his
portant business will be transacted. Supper jury was that Almon Harvey
death from heart disease induced by alcoholism.
will be served at the close of the meeting.

A track which excites a con
-ays.
ie arnouut of discussion is the “saucer”

j

on

tion of the
no

1
where he exhibited two of his
“What Happened to Mary,” the great New
the Newport horse show last week, York success which
appears here soon at the
fourth prize in the gig class, with his I Colonial,
promises to be one of the best enteriing Grangelt, and fourth prize also in
| tainments of the season. It will be produced
vith Grangelt and Gongelt. These
with all the care to company and production
-re half brothers, bred in
England, I that characterized its lengthy run in the Me•e being Royal
Donegelt, and both tropolis.—Advt.
have been in Belfast all the season.
The Saco Valley Canning Co. received some
vingstone's will stay he:*e until the corn last week and
began canning Monday. If
( October.
the frost holds off for a weeK or so there will
Monroe Fair. Yesterday was the be a
good sized pack, although the recent
g dty of the Monroe fair, which is to frosts have damaged the corn in some localier. :wo days
only this season and doses ties. When the corn canning season is over
The usual

he would

undertaking roomsof Charles
R Coombs, where an autopsy was held Sunday
morning by Dr. E A. Wilson, m dieal examiner for Waldo county, assisted by L>r. G. C.
Kilgore, Dr. Carl Stevens and Dr. Aielbert
The examination was very thorough,
Millet.
taking about three hours. A careful examinawas

.t

|

said

arrest, as well as Fred Baker and
Peter Whitehead, who said thoy were not with
the others but had seen the scuffi *. Tne body

schooner

ed, and cost $130,000. She was
and had been a big money earner.

ng the season at the McLane villa on
-»rt avenue, has returned from NewI

around

placed

wrecked

floor, with
netween that and the planking of the
ith their iarge storage and office
Ag recently completed Cooper & Co. have
.»! plant for handling their growing bus-n

Almon

placed
in his boat to be taken home, but before go
ing far it was found he was dead and the boat
was headed for Lewis' wharf, and Coroner C.
R. Coombs, the city marshal and sheriff were
notifi»d. All connected with the affair were

George W. Wells, totally
off the Virginia coast Sept. 4th, was
built in Camden by H. M. Bean in 1900 and
was the first six m isted schooner ever launchThe

Finally

He

was.

struck.

week.

erected for the storIt is about 50 by 100
and gravel roof, sides sheathed

Almon Harvey
the others and

home with Ernest, but fell down and col-

ling

the

y shed has been
ime and cement.

took

times.

trouble

etc.

Wright has the contract for installing
heating plant in the summer home Mr.
Ira M. Cobe of Chicago is building in Northport,and for tne plumbing and metal work, and
now has a crew’ of four men
employed.
Mrs Emily Hyams of New York. The
receipts are now $315.52.
Many will be glad to know that Belfast is to
have a Lyceum course this fall and winter, to
ew wharf of Cooper & Co. is a
great
begin Nov. 11th with a concert by the Mozard
to the water front. It is about four
Company of Chicago. Other attractions wiil
er than the old wharf and well above
.est tides. On the south side is a land- follow, of which particulars will be given next

|

H1BR.CJT

lapsed. A man from a barge at the Coe-.Mortimer plant who was fishing from a dory saw
the scuffling and came ashore to see what the

C. L.

arty at the Home for Aged Women,
>wing gifts have been received: $25
rs. Ira M. Cube, $10 from Mr. George
e of Chicago, formerly of Belfast, and

I

j

go

The Uni versa list Social Aid will meet this,
Thursday, afternoon with Miss Edith M.
S -uthworth
This is the first meeting of the
season and all members are
requested to be
present.

p

|
|

several

pay roll.

of li.e finance committee of

.■

Harvey

man

The Pierce-Billings Co. of Boston, who have
been making vests and pants only at their factory in this city, have added a coat making department which will mic.-rially increase their

U. will bp held with the

|

being reshingled,

«

home, hut refused. Freehold of him and both fell

advised to go

was

O, Patterson house. Church street,
occupied by Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Siugg, is undergoing repairs. The porch roof on the Pearl
street side is

It appears

learned.

was

then continued up the track.
was in a worse condition than

The E.

of {he

church, Rumford, Sept. 17th, 18th
The different departments of the

wharf.

The Emma White Barker Tent,No. 4. daughters of Veterans, will meet in Memorial hall
Thursday, Sept. 25th.

Admission, 10 cents; children, 5

e.

story

Saturday afternoon Almon Harvey, FreeHarvey, Ernest Harvey nd Winfield

pretty drunk and wandered up the railroad
track. During a shower they’found shelter in
a culvert and took a few more drinks, and

The regular meeting of Primrose
Chapter,
O. E. S. will he held tomorrow,
Friday, evening
at 7 30 o'clock.

iies* Aid of

j

liquor a man named
strangled by bis companion.
over

i>v/uic

bridge.

>wer

vi

had been

Later the true

A full attend-

with hook and line fi\
1

quarrel

a

Harvey

past week or two the harbor has
,ed with “tinkers’*—small but toothi they have been caught in large

Among

Saturday evening

rumored that Belfast had been the
scene of a murder.
The first reports were
that it was committed in a boat in the harbor;
it

the

ndike Center church.
desired.

j

Ladies

|

Prospect and
s'iociation of Free Baptists will be held
8aturda\r and Sunday in October at
tuber session

Ef The Aristocrat
i of Footwear

his little Metz “22” roadster. While the Metz
Social Union of the
Bap- machine is primarily intended for a two-pas| tist church held their first meeting after the senger car, two additional rumble seats can be
summer vacation last Monday
evening with obtained from the factory, so that four passenI Miss Grace Hayes. The following officers and gers may be accommodated when desired. Mr.
| committees were elected: president, Ella Healey’s car is tilted in this manner, and he
: Smalley; vice president, Grace Hayes; secrewith hia wife and two sons made the trip to
tary and treasurer, Mary Hayes; work commit- Chelsea in two days, accomplishing 181 miles
| tee, Amy Wilson, Grace Hayes and Ethel on the second day, from Casco, Maine, to ChelJohnson; social committee Ada Sprowl, Ethel sea, over the mountain" of western Maine,
j Sturtevant and Edna Hopkins. It was voted New Hampshire and Vermont. The trio was
I to join with the Sewing Circle in giving a har- made with a perfect score, not even a wrench
! vest supper at the church Sept. 26th. The being used on the machine during the entire
next meeting will be in the small vestry of trip of one week. Over 700 miles were covered by Mr. Healey on this trip, and but 32
| the church Monday evening, Sept. 22nd.
*
It Was Not a Murder.
gallons of gasolene were consumed.
The

that in

f

Robert C, Curtis has at hia farm on the
Jerking road a flock of about 200 spring White
Wyandottea. They are as white as the driven
snow and worth
going a 1 ong distance to see.

have been built years ago.

I

wear

hou

t

The Woman’s Hospital Aid enjoyed an all
day picnic yesterday at the Vickery cottage
Quantabacook, making the trip by buckboard.

Open season on woodcock and partridge beS*»pt. 15th, but local gunners found the
; birds scarce on the first day. Two hunters
The house and barn of Lewis A. Brown, 8
bagged four woodcock and a partridge the I Alto
street, were struck by lightning in the
second day.
thunder shower last Saturday afternoon. The
Work on the State road on Bridge street has bolt struck the
cupola on the barn, then went
been delayed by encountering such obstacles rut in one
corner, followed along the coni as ledges, rocks and springs. Work
began at ductor and entered the house through the
I the railroad track a id will be continued to the sitting room window, tore off the screen,
section of State road built last year. Automo- split a
leg off the couch and exploded with a
biles coming over the bridge turn into Water report like a small cannon. No one v.as
hurt,
street, some continuing into town, others go- however, not even a slight shock being felt.
ing up Holt street into Bridge street. The
Mr. Herbert W. Healey of this city
recently
new street is a great convenience and si
ould made a wonderful trip to Chelsea, Vermont, in

just what ladies are
making their own tallow

new,

The Rockland-Belfast auto now leave* Rockland for Belfast at 4 p. tn. inatead of 4 30, ai

gan

And

...

Many Belfast people went to Belmont Tnee
day to attend the annual town fair.

;

pianoforte.

Ileal Economy in Modern
Musical Education.

Studied the pianoforte with the late Carl
Baermann of Boston, and the theoretical
branches of music

Conservatory.

at

Ci iss opens
September Sth.
for appointment.

the New England

Tel. 36-5

t*w37p

68 Church Street.

Call or write
4w36

Belfast

Hardwood Matched

Floorings,
MAPLE, BEECH and BIRCH.

TWO

;
Girl

MANUFACTURER^
Clapboards, Spruce, Basswood, Pine.
20tf
L. C. MO^SE, Liberty, Me.

wanted.

A ROOM TO LET

LOST
Between Hurd farm, Northport, and Belfast,
box containing iace medallions. Finder please
leave at Journal Office and receive reward.
a

Compositors

j

1

APPLY AT

25 Congress Street.

held this month.

tor Half a

Annals of Belfast

*

Century.
BY AN OLD SETTLER

|H|

(Hon. Wm. G. Crosby.)

\A

(1S3S.)

CHAPTER XXXII.

The year 1S3S was exceeding1*- lean in
local events. The people were too busily

political manipulations to
anything else: there was
hardly room for anything to happen

engaged
take

in

hand in

a

The

“Election.” The contest between
the two great parties, Whig and Democratic, was bitterly personal, especially

save

in

locality. The Whigs
at the spring election;

this

victors

usual season

had been made that there

■

the tables

turned at the fall election with

were

■

depth

fought with desperation; the
equally desperate in their
efforts to retain possession of the loaves
and lishes.
It was a regular “bread and
butter” campaign.
The political power of the State was
in the hands of the Whig party, Edward
Kent having been elected Governor. The
doctrine that “to the victors belong the
spoils.” although up to that period regarded by the party as heretical, became
practically an article in its creed. Col.
Geo. Thatcher of Monroe was appointed
Sheriff of the County in place of Jacob
Traftor. removed; Hailey Pierce, Clerk
of the Courts, in place of N. M. Lowney removed; Solyman Heath, Register
of Probate, in place of Wm. H. Burrill,
removed; and Webster Kelly. County
Attorney, in place of Charles R. Porter
removed. All the appointees, except
Col. Thatcher, resided in this place; Eelfast was “provided for.’’
Coi. Thatcher was a son of Judge
Thatcher of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, once Member of Congress. He
was born at Biddetord in 171*0, graduated

ill

i

“outs" and
•'ins"

were

Harvard in 1S12, studied law with
Hon. Cyrus King of Saco, where he commenced practice in 1815. He removed

at

from Saco to Monroe in lsso and resided
there until 1841, when he

Collector of Customs for this port, and
here to reside. In January, 1845,
ne resigned his office of Collector and re-

came

turned to Monroe,

where

issued

he

resumed

business and resided until 1853. when he
removed to Westforci, Mass., where he

on

our

prediction
“die a yearling"

ish took
the

of

possession
who replied

same

the

in 1S1-1;

town

our

troops

ing

was

recognized

as

one

of

days in the calendar.
were religious services in the eventhe North Church.Unitarian, Bap-

at

tist and Methodist houses.
at the Unitarian house
manner

should have been prepared to
Master
a different reception.

we

them

fulfilled.

noticeable

There

the bearer of

to

the flag of tri ee, as narrated in a previous chapter, that had we received earlier
notice of the coming of his Majesty’s

give

was

For the first time in the annals of Bel-

*

of the

The services

were

after the

Episcopal Church.

The number of deaths in town
the year was

during

thirty-four.

large, portly gentleman
such a one as Shakspeare had in his
THE NEWS OF BROOKS.
mind’s eye, probably, when he described
the Justice—“of fair, round belly, with
Friday Mr. an i Mrs. Cheney Higgins
were entertained at the Lord cottage at
good capon lined,” and from the peculi- Little river.
arly of his personal appearance was
Asa Jones anti wife took an outing last
sometimes called by the bad boys of the
week at Bayside, the guests of Mrs.
the
was
He
Edmunds.”
“Toad
day,
Jones’ brother. B. F. Ham and family.
father of Alvan Edmunds, a highly reJ. W. Hobbs has closed out his grocery
spected and worthy townsman, grand- store in this village, as he was unable to
Edmunds

was

a

—

father of the late Charles C. Edmunds,
and great-grandfather of the late Nor-

bear the confinement on account of poor
health.

Father, son, grandson, and great-grandson all rest in the
same plot in Grove Cemetery; the family

T. I. Huxford has had his large stand
of buildings resningied, and the Dr. Rich
house shingled. Sargent and Reynolds
did the work.

N'. Edmunds.

man

is extinct.
The

Miss Mildred Page has returned to her
home in Lowell, Mass., after spending
her vacation at Sprout Hill with her
aunt, Erva Gould.

by him, it is said, in 1817;
although the first printed code, drafted
by Samuel Gordon, James Poor and Timothy Chase, was not adopted until 1822.

Mrs. Miranda Roberts and Mrs. Edith
Murch went to Clinton Tuesday to visit
Mrs. Edith Walker. They also attended
the Waterville fair.

Mmunns

.Master

was

a

prominent

member of the Masonic Fraternity.
code of by-laws of Belfast Lodge

first
was

framed

Miss Marie Chase of Portland is at
suddenly June 12, 1857, aged sixty- Master Edmunds was the first Treasurer
two weeks with her father, A.
six.
He was a high-minded, kind-heart- of the Lodge. A truthful portrait of home lor
Mrs. Lizzie Chase arrived
E. Chase,
ed. honorable gentleman.
him, not an elaborate work of art, hangs Friday for a short visit.
Mr. Kelly was a lawyer by profes- in Masonic Hall.
Miss Edith Lawrence of Freedom, who
He was bon in Salisbury. N. H.,
sion.
The Menagerie of June, Titus, Ange- has been
doing dressmaking for some
anu graduated at Dartmouth in 1825. He
vine and Co. was exhibited on grounds of our ladies, returned home and js quite
commenced the practice of his profession near the Academy on the 18th of June ill with an abscess on her knee.
at Frankfort from which place he reMiss Peavey attended the teachers'
from 1 to 4 o'clock p. m. The propriemoved to Belfast.
He held the office of tors claimed in their advertisements that convention in Belfast, returning Friday
auto, with Mr. Higgins and wife,
Deputy Collector under Col. Thatcher, "in the collection would be found a by
Mrs. Lillian Morrill and Mrs. Belle Estes.
died

Collector of Customs for this port, appointed in 1841, and during chat term re-

greater variety than any heretofore offered.” The public were willing to take

sided in

very few came to see
for themselves hotv the fact was.
In the afternoon of the ninth of July a

Frankfort.

While

residing

in

this county he continued in the practice
of the law and stood confessedly at the
head of the Waldo
moved

County

Bangor

to

a

on

Hampshire

Hi?

He

and

from

was

rapid-

at

he was taken

suddenly

il

He'.niker. July 4, 185,',

at

re-

the Suffolk Bar,
visit to his friends in New

ly acquiring rank

,.;-d

1846,

in

Boston in 1850.

thence to

when

Bar.

ant

igei

forty-nine.
preachers visitt i oui
February an 1 hek
forth i:: the evening to a large assenv
b'.iue, attracted b.v curiosity to learr
'1

Mormon

vo

v.,luge

si

ne

on

23d of

u.ewliat of the faith of the “'.utter

uav

Saints.”

The men were both il iter

they may, perhaps, have had th«

ate:

it;

their word for

Roy Godding’s new house on Emmons
party of five gentlemen left this place street is well under way. It is to be
Nov. 1st, we are told, and
on a hunting and fishing excursion among completed by
will be a very pretty little home, ol
the islands in Penobscot Bay. They arwhich Mr. Godding and wife are exceed-

was

an

insensibu

on'/

evoked

ail who ;houl.

preach

a

malediction

an

other doctrine tnan “Chris

crucified.”

Him

or

Baul,

St.

Xo

converts

anc

tin

o

beer

,adoring.
In

the

month

of April following

"protracted meetings,” as
they were styled, were held by the various religious denominations in our place,
not. probably, to neutralize the effect
jir ‘.iuced by the Mormon preacher, but
an honest conviction that
some-

from

should be done to check the rising
tide of immorality and irreligion. There

thing

those who douttedthe

expediency
of the movement, questioning the permanency of its apparently good results,
but all were agreed that the morals oi
our village needed reform sadly.
were

One of the results of the Knox Convention and the dissensions in the Democratic party growing out of it, of which
mention

was

made in a

preceding chapCol.

Daniel
Lane from the Collectorship of this Port
and the appointment of Nathaniel M.

ter,

was

the removal

of

this event occurred

Lowney, Esq.;
esrly
David W. Lothrop of this
in the spring.
place was appointed Deputy Colieetoi
and Inspector in place of Nathaniel H.
Bradbury and Isaac Allard of this place

appointed Deputy Collector at
Frankfort in place of Benjamin Shaw.
At the annual spring meeting, April
16th, Nathaniel H. Bradbury, Thomas
was

Marshall and James Gammons were
chosen Selectmen, Henry Colburn,Clerk,
ard John Haraden, Treasurer. They
were

Mr.

all Whigs with the
Bradbury, who was

that

branch of

tive.

The
was

a

largest

oi

member oi

the Democratic

which assumed the
thrown

exception

Party

of Conservanumber of votes

name

478.

On the third day of May died Asa Edmunds, Esq., aged eighty-one. He came

place from Connecticut; the year
coming is not known to the compiler. He was by profession a schoolteacher and continued to practise hie
to

this

of his

vocation until far advanced in years. He
Sergeant in the army of the Revo-

was a

lution

and was one of the

who under

Major

picked

Mrs. Francis Sanborn Hill of Rockland, who l as been the guest of Mrs.
Leander Staples for some lime past, has
gone to Waterville to visit her brother,
accompanied by Mrs. Dora Sanborn of

His brother-in-law, Mr.
Lothrop, succeeded him in

Phoenix House.

following.

uauie.v

11;

f*

---

■■

Chang-Eng, received visitors days with the family of Wilbur Barker.
at the Eagle Hotel on the 13th and 14th
C. A. Lane and wife were in town two
of July, and on the pith and 17th the
days this week, called here by the death
"American Arena,” or Circus Company, of’Mrs. Lane's niece in Jackson. The
A. Turner and Sons, Proprietors, exhib- five members of the Lane family have
had steady employment through the sumited their "beautiful steed of horses and
Brothers

Equestrian r enormers,
twenty-five cents; children under
years of age half price

at Dark Harbor, and will return
mer
home at the end ef the season, Oct. 1st.

ior

nrsr-raie

ten

Augustus Ward and wite,

the 13th of

ber of votes thrown ,n the gubernatorial
ticket was 751; for Fairfield 447, for

Kent 299, Scattering 5. Fairfield was
the successful candidate. James McCrillis was elected Rep 'esentative.
On the 17th of the same month the

Eagle Hotel, which
Mr. Bailey Pierce,
name

by
re-opened by
Sawyer, under the

was

and Steamboat office.’’
name

wrought

no

illustrious

The

change in

and

predecessors

ana

children,

enjoying

ed Etna

campmeeting.

Happy Valley Chapter, O. E. S, held
their first mietirg Sept. 3rd after a vacation of two months.
Quite a good I y
nu mber assembled, and all seemed happy to meet together and take up again

the management of the house; the new
landlords followed in the footsteps of
their

Miss

many delightful trips about
the country in their newly acquired Ford
car.
Accompanied by Mrs. John Hobbs
they motored to Bayside recently, have
visited friends in Bangor ana at Northern Maine Junction, where Mr. Goddard
was formerly stationed, and also attend-

of the "American House and Bel-

Stage
change of
fast

Garfield Goddard, wife

are

had been vacated

Messrs. Pickard and

nee

Olive Roberts of this place, after spending their honeymoon in Unity, went to
Belfast, where they have employment.
Mrs. Ward is bookkeeping in the Herald
office and Mr. Ward is clerking for the
H. L. Whitten Company. Their many
friends wish them success.

meeting was held on
September. The whole num-

The annual fall

an-

nounced in their advertisement that their

Delicious rethe work of the order.
freshments were served by the enterFrances Merritt
best the market afforded and their bar tainment committee,
The fine dialogue
and Lillian Morrill.
well furnished with the Choicest Liquors;
which was to have been given was post“bar” in italics, “choicest liquors” in i
poned until the next meeting, as the
capitals. Mr. Saw’yer died at the Ameri- i heavy shower prevented some from becan House on the seventh of December,
ing present.
larder would be

kept supplied

with the

1839, aged thirty-two. He was the son
of Capt. John Sawyer of Portland. He
had resided in this place at the time of
his decease but little more than

long enough

a

The frost of Aug. 25th did no material
damage to crops, except in the lowlands,
where cucumber, squash and pumpkin
vines suffered, but some cold nights reyear;
: cently remind us of the uncertainty of

crops at this season, and we
in fear and trembling lest a killing
frost get our sweet corn before it is ready
for the factory, as some of it was a little
The canning factory
j late in planting.
will begin operation this week, and many
York, bringing two giraffes, male and farmers are looking askance at the rapidly growing moon and meditating on some
female; it was the first male of the j of
the unpleasant things that so often
species ever brought to this country. happen when the September moon gets
Two females, the first ever imported,
“full.” After the drouth the timely
arrived a few months
and were rains arrived to save the endangered
to secure the esteem and

all

confidence of the community.
On the 30th of this month the Brig
Carroll of this place, commanded by
Capt. Josiah Simpson, arrived at New

“Or drive

a

gentlemanly business.
being the president’s aid-decamp,” said Lieutenant Brayton. “but
I'd rather be the general's orderly in
camp.”
very

earlier,

men

the great attraction of the day among

quadruped-fanciers. With the giraffes
Capt. Simpson brought two Arabs as
their keepers and attendants. N. B
They did not belong to the corps of
“Arabs” who made their first appearance
at the polls in this place at the Election

caisson." chimed in Cap-

Cogswell.
“Speaking of driving

tain

guns. I’d like
to tackle an automobile.”

president's aids because he

was

a

J

turned

_

Itching, torturing skin eruptious disfigure,

drive one wild. Doan’s Ointment is
praised for its good work. SOc at all drug stores.
annoy,

being

used in

de-

scendant of a commodore in the navy
who flourished in the war of 1SK1
He
hired an automobile, and after coming
very near causing the wrecking of
several cars and a couple of dozen persons he went back to the garage and
asked to be taken on for a chauffeur.
The proprietor, having a call for a car
from a house in a fashionable quarter
of the city and noticing Brayton's genteel appearance, sent him to do the
job.
Brayton pulled up beside the
curbstone. He came near mounting it.
A young lady standing in Ihe window,
dressed to go out. came to the door
uud descended to the car.
“Take me for a ride." she said—“I
don't cure where."
Brayton put on the clutch and speeded southward down the Potomac.
“Be careful," said the young lady as
he skidded round a corner. "Have you
been a driver long?”
U-S,

barely

LU1SS,

HilS

escaped

ILK*

It'l’1.'

wrecking

a

picturesq
narra,

Contrary

1.1

Ii-h.,1.

Ii„

us

donkey

...Mr

teak,

.V

w

her.
The very thought of the

frightens

hospital operating table
surgeon’s knife strikes terror to her heart, and no v.
It is quite true that some of these troubles may reach a
where an operation is the only resource, but thou-.
women have avoided the necessitv of an operation b.
Lydia E. Pinkharn's Vegetable Compound. This t
attested by the grateful letters they write to us aft.

It seemed almost imdo a bit of work
and I thought I never would be any
better until 1 submitted to an operaI commenced taking Lydia E.
tion.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
1 had
soon felt like a new woman.
no pains, slept well, had good appetite and was fat and could do almost

possible to

Uncle Sam's forest rangers require
permanent camp sites within the
forests shall be kept in sanitary condi-

tion.

The ubiquitous tin can must be
buried, and waste paper burned when a
camp is left.

Now

charge.

At <1 Pud a,.- (unit Ik Ut at iv.t.t-t, within ami
for The County of V nidi*. a the -t «-..ml Tuesday of September, A. 1> l'dl3.

Maine Charity Hoard Organizes.

Portland, Me., Sept. 10. The State
Board of Charities and Corrections, com-

certain instrument, purporting to lie rhe lust
.Cl? will ami testament «<t i.ibbt-u- c. cunmr.ngs,
late ot Prospect.in said County <1 Waato. deceased. having been presented for probate.

ANIMALS

\

••

Oth

imlilillllurl

Bears the

Signature

Many ills

of

C

come

from

impure blood.

Can’

pure

;

j

j

I1

j

j
1

?

!

s.

i

I DO sS. In Court of Probate, held at BelYY last, ui the Oth day of September, 1013.
K O. Manual, administrator on the estate of
Mary a. stauti.il. late of Brooks, in said County,
deceased, having piesenUd bis til-l and final
account ot administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th
day of October next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the >aid account should not be
allowed.
JAMES LIBBY. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
ARTHUR W. Leonard, Register.
SS.—In Court ot Probate, held at Belthe Uth day of September. 1#1».
Miller J. Richards, executor of the estate of
Sarah A. Richards, late of Troy, in said County,
deceased, having presented bis Huai account of
administration ol said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
a Prothat all persons interested may attend at
bate Court, to be he'd at Belfast, on the 14tli day
if
show
any
they
cause,
next,
of October
and|
have, why the said account should not be allowed.

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

j

A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard,

Register.
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duly appointed
DAVID E. BIRD, late of Belfust,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment
immediately.
V
y
CHARLES R. COOMBS.
Belfast, Sept. 9,1913.
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WALDO
fast,

scriber hereby gives notice that he has beeD
ADMINISTRATOR’S
administrator of the estate of

blood with faulty digestion, laz]
liver end sluggish bowels. Burdock Blood Bitters is recommended for strengthening atom'
ach, bowels and liver and purifying the blood.

have

The

Il'iulL’
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Leonard, Register.
NOTICE.

llil.lL>

on the estate ot J rank M. Patterson, laic of Belfast. in said County, deceased, having presented
Ids dual account of administration ot said estate
for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
w eoks successively, in The Kepubm-au Journal,
a ne\v spa per published in Bella si. in k< id C"iinty,
that all persons interested max attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on thv 14th day
of October next, and show cause, it any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed,
JAMES LIBBY. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
a unit it W. Leonard, Register.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, I
that all nersons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th
day of October next,, and show cause, if any
they have, wli> the said account {should not be
allowed.
JAMES LIBBY. Judge.
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\I'r A LOO SS —In Court, ot Probate, held at BelYY fast. on the Oth day of September. 101 It.
John K. Dunton, administrator, de boms non.

rtf

YIT'ALDO SB—In Court ot Probate, held at Bel
Vt fast, on tlie 9th day of September, 1913
Fred A. MeAilbter, administrator on the estate
Henry M. Cole, late of Burnham, in saici County,
deceased, having presented Ins first and final
account of administration of said estate tor al-

A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W.

J

at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be belli at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of October next, at ten of the
clock befoie noon, ami show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
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The Kind You Have
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day of

certain instrument, purporting to he the last
will and testament ot Charles F. Havener,
late of Seal spot t. in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate
Ordered. That notice be given to ali persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be

I. REED.administratrlx'of the estate
of Herbert A. Reed, late of Searsport, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that the collateral Inheritance tax may be made by the Court iu said
estate.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of tins
•rder to be published three weens successively
in The Republican .Journal, a newsp-tper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said Countv, on the 14th day of October, A. D.
1913, at ten of Mie clock before noon, tnd show
cause, if any they Have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not he granted.
.JAMES l.IBBY, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:
AliTiiiTK W. Leonard, Register.
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For Infants and Children.
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, witlmi ami
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of September. A. 1>. 1912.

Belfast, within and
the

SS.
T oi;i
! -\
ta>t. mi tin '.'tl day o! m
R Dm ton. adndm-tratola B. Marsh, lam .*: I
m
deee.i-rd, liaviuu presrMn. !
account of administration of
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Leonard, Register.
on

the Ci

l.lTli I'.SAVWNKl) el Ha\e’ !.! I. Ill tie
Malt1 of Mass.iehii-ett-, e\i'ru*>.r of the
••-late of .Maty A
y w a ru. iate of Hr rudike.
in said County of W'a do dee.-a-ed. h:
:i
pret.
sented a petition praying foi a ncei
certain real estate ..f .-aid d*vea-. d. do-ci :bed
in said petition, and for the puipo-e therein
named.
Ordered, That the -aid petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
ol del tit be published three weeks Ml>V«--.\eiy 111
The Kepuldii-.in Journal, a "••w-paper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
ou
Court, to he held at oelta-t. w ithin and for
County, outlie 14th day ot October, a. I>. lb 13,
at ten of ;lit- clock before noou. and -liow oau-e,
,f any they have, why the prayer ot -ant petitioner siiouUI not be granted.
JAM KS 1.1 BB V. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Aimit liW'. 1.kon a li 1». liegtster.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 14th day of October,;a. 1).
1913, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
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O. ST ANTI A I., widower of Mary A. Stantial. late of Brooks, in sai l County of
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At h Probate Court held at Belfast. uillun and
for the County of Waluo, on the Dili i.aj ot
September, A. 1). 1913.
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Doubtlessyou knowthodai.
delayed treatment
1
Y
realize that
of colie and other d: as.
wrongly applied remedies ...o often worse than no
not to diagnose
treatment at all. In other w
a disease accurately may pr« >ve fatal. Every owuer
should be able to iv«-.
an ailment and give
eorreet treatment at the n.-r .=> iiptmis. Prompt
a
’it Is the great secret
of treating horses.
Minutes moan dollars.
Of course prm or treatment Isalwe
-ee-'V
ThaMs ,1ust h .v ii-.m;
u v V
riii;
r ; s* f
Manual will prove so v .ih
liable to y i. It Is by
1-. ELumphr: ;■ s.M D., V.
h* w t
d...
and tea.
e
.■!. 1 give
n.
proper
treatment.
This book will save v"’
hundreds of dollars :r
costs you nothing. Itw...
be sent Absolutely fr*
on request to any farm.
In order to in trod tie;
Humphreys* Veterinary Remedies. Romembi r,it
absolutely free. You do not ha.ro to order a:
remedies to secure tlie book. Address, Humphn v
Homeopathic Medicine Company, l.xi William Stn
New York City. This is a splendid opportunity i*
obtain n veterinary treatise that you should 1.
in your library. As a reference work you will im
it iu valuable. To have it. la the time of need will
worth many dollars, whereas it will cost you but >
postcard by writing for it now.
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Minutes Mean Dollars
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Haines by authority of the Legislature,
mot here today ar il organized by making
Mr. Whitehouse chairman and Mr. Lt gget temporary secretary. The board
will have rooms at the State House in
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posed of Hon. Robert Treat Whitehouse
of Portland, John S. Liggett and Rev.
Thomas J. Neldgen of Augusta. John
Wilson of Bangor and Mrs. Grace A.
W ing of Lewiston, appointed by Gov.

color leave her cheeks nt witnessing
the effort on him. rather than give her
pain—which he (liil not feel himself
he lay down again.
Senator Brown, who was busy at the
capital at a meeting of a committee of
which he was a member, did not hear
of the accident, and since his daughter
had not been injured he was not informed of it.
About 0 o’clock in the
evening he came home, and Mrs
Brown met him at the door to tell him
what had occurred and that the injured chauffeur was lying on a lounge
in the library, being fed dainties and
braced with choice wines by Alice,
their daughter
Senator Brown said
he would go in and see the man and
have him removed to his home or a
hospital, whichever seemed best.
When the gentleman stood in the library doorway and saw young Brayton lying on a lounge, a table covered
with luxuries beside him and Alice
bending over him. a look of surprise
dawned in his face, while Brayton
returned a look of consternation. The
senator was quite sure he had seen
the chauffeur somewhere, and the
chauffeur knew the senator very well
by sight, having seen him often at the
White flouse.
“Are you not one of the president’s
attendants?" asked Mr. Brown.
“It’s all up with me," replied the
officer.
“I’m Lieutenant Brayton, the
I thought I'd turn
president's aid.
chauffeur for a lark.”
Mr Brayton was forgiven for having endangered the life of Miss Brown
and invited to remain In the house
till he had recovered.
He said that
his chief wish was to keep the matter
from being known, especially to the
newspapers. Miss Alice thereupon suggested that it would be best for him to
remain till every vestige of injury had
disappea red.
Attended by a pretty girl, it was
not to be expected that he would recover in a hurry
It was a couple of
weeks before lie left the house, and in
a couple of weeks
more his engage
nte«t with Miss Brown was announced
The secret of his escapade never leaked out.

if you

j

lias restored so many suffering womentohealtli.
B^S^'VritetoLYDIA E.IMNKHAM MKDU’IXECO.
WW (CONFIDENTIAL LYNN. Al ASs.. for advice.
Your letter will he opened, read and answered
by a woman and held in strict confidence.

upon which Napoleon was born, are managed by the French government. They
produce lumber, firewood, and turpentine, and all parts of the tree are far
more closely utilized than in America.

TREATING

j
!

For 30 years Lydia It. Finkhain’s Vegetable
Compound lias I wen the standard remedy for female ills. No one sick with woman's ailments
does justice to herself if she does not try t his famous medicine made from roots and herbs, it

The forests of Corsica, the littie island

IN

question

?

submit to a surgical operation without first giving 1.
E. Pinkhatn’s Vegetable Compound a trial ? You kn.
it has saved many others—why should it fail in you:

More than 3,000 small logging operanow buy national forest timbers; at
least 25,000 persons, settlers, miners,
stockmen, and others, obtain timoer
from Uncle Sam’s big vvoodlot for their

|
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move or
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Charlotte, N. C—“I was
health for two years, wo
both sides and was very n
1 even lifted a chair it w
a hemorrhage. 1 had a gro
the doctor said was a turn
never would get well uio
an operation.
A friend ad
to take Lydia E. l'iukham s \
ble Compound, and I glad \
1 am now enjoying tine h
am the mother of a nice
You ean use this letter t<> 1,
suffering women.Mrs. 1;
Id Wyona St.. Charlotte. N.

get around.

or

i

all my own work for a f:.
four. 1 shall always feel tmy good health to your m«
—Mrs. Hayward Sowers.

Compound did for me. One year ago
1 found myself a terrible sufferer.
I had pains in both sides and such a
soreness 1 could scarcely staighten
up at times. My back ached, 1 had
no appetite and was so nervous I
could not sleep, then l would he so
tired mornings that I could scarcely

that

own

;

These Two Women Prove Our Claim.
Cary, Maine. —" I fe *1 it a duty I
owe to ail sufferiur women to tell
what Lydia E. Piukham’s Vegetable

l.

than 2

j

health has been restored.

popular belief, forest tires
more

jl

\Yhen a woman suffering from some form of for
disorder is told that an operation is necessary, it of

3 miles an
hour. Even in extreme cases it is questionable whether they burn at a rate of
more than 6 to lb miles an hour.

Miss Brown
Nevertheless he **sojered
was so pretty, so attentive, so sympaSo
thetic. that he preferred t«» linger.
he made several feeble attempts to
hi.-

to

j seldom travel

where the
Presently they got
road was more open, and the young
lady began to ask questions. This led
to her giving her handsome chauffeur
Her fa
information about herselfther was Senator Brown, but recently
elected, and Washington was new to
his family
Brayton represented him
self as the son of a cab driver.
He
said in being a chauffeur lie had got a
point ahead of the old man.
He was talking to the girl with the
back of bis head forward when he
heard a tout-toot and a yell and felt
a smash.
An auto rounding a cornet
had run him down.
The young lady,
being in the back seat, was unhurt,
but Brayton was sent flying out of his
seat and landed in the street.
He was
picked up unconscious. The man who
had plunged Into his car was beside
himself with anxiety.
Brayton returned to consciousness and asked
what was the matter. He was placed
In the car Unit had run him down beside Miss Brown, and she directed that
they be driven to her father’s house.
The senator was not at home. Bray
ton had recovered sufficiently to desire to keep his identity a secret and
gave his name to several newspaper
Miss
reporters as Patrick Poolan.
Brown directed that he be carried i111■
the house, but he insisted on walking
supported by a man on each side. Miss
Brown wished to send him upstairs to
bed. but lie preferred resting on n

id

apitong,

as

It has been discovered that the waste
from dogwooi shuttle-blocks can protitabiv be made into handles for steel
knives and forks.

out
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cart.
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and
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Ovoid
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Douglas fir. according to the information collected by the forest service, is
the principal wood exported from this
country. It is said to be the favorite
wood among insuiar manufacturers for
flooring, ceiling, siding, cornice, sneiving, finish and ho it work. Makers of
furniture demand California redwood and
sugar pine, southern quarter-sawed oak,
eastern ash, sugar maple and western
white pint.
Fuur woods, principally conifers aiM
oaks, go into the construction ot boats
for framing parts, masts, spurs, interior
trim, planking, boat crooks and tiller
Handles.
Meat blocks are made from
sugar maple, which with sycamore sup
plies the entire demand in me United
States. Wagon felloes are made of
while oak, and other parts of vehicles
are manufactured from
high, grades id'
white ash.

growing

crops, esnecially potatoes. Hay
out fairly well and grain crops first class,
but apples will be somewhat of a failure
this year, partially owing to cold winds
in blossom season.

as

Heretofore, it is said, raw materials
have been made up into finished articles
in the United States, almost without exception, and exported as such. With
the discovery by American manufacturers in the Philippines that they could import United States woods and make them
: up with profit there, wood-using factorPacific coast woods, in
| ies were built.
consequence, are in many cases taking
the place of the native woods with such

are

[

William Barton crossed

Rhode Island in the night of July
9, 1777, and captured and brought off
Major General Richard Prescott of the
British army. He was Chairman of our
.Board of Selectmen at the time the Britover to

Janies Bustieid and wife of Haverhill,
Mass., who spent the summer at Wimiecouk Lake, were in Brooks Sept. 10th
the guests of their niece, Mrs. A. B.
Pay son, and left on the night train for
Belfast, to stop a few days with Mrs.
Payson’s sister, Mrs. S. 11. Lord.

The Siamese Twins, alias “The United
a

of

series

the

was

Hilton of Wis-

'ime of his decease he was, and had been
nearly a year, the landlord of tile

the month

hai

Mr. Hilton
Ehen

12th in

tne

for

Thomas W.

they

on

were

e-asset, an ! at the time of his untimely
death was only twenty-six years of age.
At the
He came here to reside in 1834.

eastward of

which

interred

of Col.

faith were made here. They were rr.ori
successful on some of On islands at the
us, on

His remains

ate.

them certainli

son

Cheney Higgins carried Willard Jones
and wife and three children to his cottage at Bayside Sept. 3rd, v here they remaintd over the week-end, coming home
Monday ill time for thu children to begin
All appeared to enjoy the little
school.
outing very muen.

He lived about two hours but

his head.

in

very extrf.ordi
his tex
fron

of the

wife boards with friends.

killed by the accidental discharge of his rifle, the hail entering on
the right side of his chin and nigingii
Hilton,

Spirit; one of
gift of gab to a
He took
nary degree.
one of the Epistles of

gift

a

evening and ingly proud.
passed the night there. Leaving there
Tilton Elliott and wife are spending a
in the morning of the next day, with a wetk here at their old home.
Mr. El- lounge.
West Point is a good school to edulight wind and under a bright summer liott is working for the Mutual Life Inthe summer his cate young men to hard knocks, and
and
sky, when about two miles out from the surance Co., is during
in Lincoln, where his Brayton had the pluck of a soldier
Head one of their nun her, Ehen W. headquarters

rived at Owls Head in the

brought her- an 1
Grove Cemetery.

had the

Mrs. Wallace Estes ana daughter Ariine visited Mrs. Inez White in Belfast
baturda.,. Mrs. White brought them
home at l.ight in her Maxwell runabout.

reported

are

lands.
"This is

coming
wharves, and

the 21st of December. The
made at its birth that it would

fast, Christmas

appointed

was

mile of

a

The last number of the Waldo Patriot

give quick
relief without
distressing.

woods

\

Samoa, Hawaii, and the Philippine is-

:
“Why don't you hire out for a chaufi feur?"
I
passengers we rereceived and landed
I believe
“By Jove, there's an idea!
at a landing-place where McGilvery's
I’ll adopt it."
Brayton was just out of West Point
shipyard now is, at the foot of Allyne
and had been appointed one of the
street.

a

The Democrats carried
before them.
They were the

sufficient

was

Washington D. C., Sept. 15, 1913.
Recent statistics indicate a marked increase in exports of lumber from the
United States to the Orient. More than
a quarter of a n illion feet of American

By RYLAND BILL

of water to admit of her

within half

terrible whirl.

everything

Bangor, Capt. Howes,
trips per week during the
this year. The discovery

PLAYING
CHAUFFEUR

steamer

made her two

ihe

were

AMERICAN WOODS GO TO ORIENT. !

We had unusually cold weather through
the month of November; for many days
the mercury was below zero, and for a
good portion of the month we had good
sleighing. The newspapers throughout
New England pronounced it the coldest
November we had experienced since 1815,
and predicted that it would be remembered as “the cold November.”
The science of Phrenology was introduced to us in December by Doctor Bartlett in a course of four Lectures at the
brick schoolhouse.
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15tfeet wide on the street,
and 40 feet long. Heavy old shutters
hide the narrow windows, when closed.
Cn a tablet, two stories up, is a Latin
inscription, the first part of whichjtransated into English
reads, “No house

ttie ship “Milano,” Venice, Italy, to
Piraeus. (Athens) Greece,

13, 1913. We left
cosmopolitan throngs
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wo,
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bears

•.11y lighted arcades, the
attire of the Mohammedan
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more
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worthy title
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Life among the Genoese people has its
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“The Old

booths of
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Italian
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Constantinople,
Eiysian waters that trained
and

smoking.

old Vesuvius

of his life, in the more than tour centuries since he lived and labored, must
have stamped itself on the mind and

;p out of the great crater
ure
over its west side in

heart of this
to

wind the morning of Aug.
■vo .'-like fleeces.
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If old

smoking,
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it serves
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the last

again

.round there

Shoe

L. Noyes of
Stonington,
Since the last reunion 21
members have died.
At a campfire at
night it was voted to hold the next re
union at Bangor. The*
following veterans answered at the roll
call;
Co. A —Lieut. Judson I,.
Young Lin; coln; Sergt. John A.
Brackett Liwrence. Mass.; Sergt. John
K. Stone,
Brownbeid: Sergt. A. \Y.
Gray, Brownvil,-. Francis Poor, East
Brownfield;
A- Arnold, Togus; Peter Neddo
Ulh town; and Joseph
Sites, Mapleton
Co B —Sergt. Jewett H. Noves
St onmgton; Charles H. Clark,
‘Bradford;
frank L.
Kenney, Eddington, and Augustus H. D.tnico, Ellsworth
C-George VV. Saunders, Whiting;
A- W. Googins,
fi;
Eastbilook, ami E. S. Kellogg, Lubec.
Co 1 > _A. Parker, Old
Town; Alonzo
Carver. Hampden; Guy
North

imimergain
An American visitor who has witnessed the play said: “And now to the

^
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field.

lay

c? K-Sergt. H. B. Stanhope, Foxci"!t; Ira F. Gross.
Orland; Robert H.
Nowell, Hermon; John C.

Knox, Orono; Thomas Smith Corinth: Daniel W. King,
Bradford; Hosea
Staples. Bangor: Mory Mulliken. Pittstieki;Wm, R Downs, Winthrop; Capt.
1 hotnas Clark,
and
Milton

Situation.

Augusta

brannan, Richmond.
Co F-Samuel G.
Richardson, NewIlor': Daniel Austin, Turner and Thomas
Clark, Augusta.
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Wyman

house

no

Land Co.

by tiering with such an
astonishing success, that the villagers
could be induced to attempt the study
of tlie great Passion oratorio by the
oratorio

223-3 Howes’ Block. Beltast. Me.

Cry

for FLETCHER’S

^Astoria

Rev. H. F. Muller of Fulda.
The oratorio was consequently de- I
veloped into a dramatic reproduction,
and the first representation of the
which was divided into morn
same
lng and afternoon parts, took place in
ISOS In a spacious theater especially
erected for the purpose. The performan>res gained now a reputation which
esflended far beyond the Swiss firm
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PARK

UNITY

AssociatioN
TROTTING and PACING RACES
AGRICULTURAL FAIR
UNITY, MAINE,

1
SEPTEMBER 23 and 24, 1913.
Entries Close

PURSES.

IN

$600.00

September 18,

Eeeents rt.adi aftt

r

September

at

11

P.

M
1

1 < •, I'vft, not

PROGRAM
FiP ST LAY, TlltSDAY, ‘EPTENtEER 23, 1 P
2.22 Class. Trot and Face. Purse S150.

No. 1.

M

2.50 Class, Trot and Face, Purse S100
SECOND DAY, VUCMSDaY, SEPTEMBER 24. 1 f. M.
2 18 Class, Trot or Pacs, Purse S200.

No. 2.
No. 5.

2.29 Class, Trot or Pace, Purse $100
Green Fctse Faca, Trot or Pace, one halt mile Purse $40

No. 6.
No. 7.

re-

Premium offcrt tl by L. L

a box today.
Price, 25c.
by all druggists.

Get

Rec-
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Unity,

Me.
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Manuf .UureJ
FERTILIZER-Country a: Belfast. Maine.
K: LI A-I Adt NTS.

you to use E. FRANK COE
in the Best Equipped Factory in the

>

\

JAcK.'ON & HALI.

£

I

hy Fenelon.

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE
They will tell

<

THE COE-MORTI.MER COMPANY. NEW YORK

~

<

"1

PRESTON’S

Stable i
Livery, Boarding &offTransient
1 have single and
Main street
on Washington street just
\ ou> patrondouble hitches, buckboard*. etc. Careful drivers if desired.
2115-2. nouse til-1
ly2S
age issolicited. Telephones —stable
\\ G. 1' i 'Sl'ON, Proprietor.

Is situated

NEWSPAPERS SAY.

A President endorsed Pattangall: an
ex-President endorsed Lawrence: the
people endors d Peters. Do the people
rule?—Ellsworth American.

one year

,

f7«

CRrclFlXION.

tiou, the angel
ppenring to the shepherds, the star "' ltcthlch-nu, the birth
uf Christ, tile aciurution of the Magi,
tin Might into Egypt, tlie baptism in
the river Jordan, the Sermon on the
Mount. Jesus, the divine friend of
children, and Hie eutry Into Jerusalem.
“Altogether marvelous light effects
were obtained by means of a most skillfully managed artificial illumination.
in ‘Jacob s Dream' a real Impression of
a golden path to heaven was shown,
and the angels in all scenes appeared
much more real than they are seen in
the Oberammergau piay.
“The afternoon program, opening
with the 'Designs of the High Council' and ending with the Ascension,’
was rendered with such exquisite art
and heart touching devotion that the
memory of It will forever remain with
those who were present
After tile
great tragic of the crucifixion the
dazzling representation of the resurrection and ascension formed a rare
Illustration of what is embodied In
Christian hope and a most Impressive
finale to this most sacred of dramatic

r

__

I

1 HE

Fcgers fcr bfstifdt urdt
S5.00 1st. S3 01) 2nd.

T. REYNOLDS, Secretary,
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interested, to

E. E.

voted to hold the next
in September. 1914.

Auburn,

ommended

business openings at at-

nothing

Christop'ne

out his

forget

Do not

ancient or modern attraction o ;
Irown his recollection that thi

was

greatly.”

I

pleased

h

Buzzell,
Stetson;

prompt, safe, at d do not cause pain.
Mrs. M.C. Dunlap of Leadill, Term says: “Dr.
King’s New Life Pills helped her troubles

We write all kinds of insurance.

o

dicr and saving of money, tha
: be
buried in thisCampo Santo

American visitor will

they

if you are thinking of huying or investing. Write for a list or come in and see
us.
It will cost you only your time. \\ e

would be

1

k

F. Hick

SAFEST LAXATIVE FOR WOMEN.
Nearly every women needs a good laxative.
l)r. King’s New Life P Is are good because

We also have something that is attracting
the careful buyers in an investment that we

sample of many
w
ay stands on a pedestal thi
woman of 70 years in flowing

w

Clinton...

^■||||1I

Just as good for
cake and biscuits and
pastry and ail the rest
of the good things

I

Tewksbury

tee.
It
union at

tractive prices.

a

ip|$S^k

Andews,

following officers being elected for the
; coming year; E. Q. Frost, Pittsfield,
president; I. H. Manter, Foxcroft, vice
president; D. M. McCrillis. Newport,
secretary and treasurer; Maj. B. J. Hill!
Auburn, Gen. John Harper, Lewiston,
E. E. 1 arr, Lewiston, executive commit-

In running order.
E. E. WYMAN LAND CO.

have some good

o

_

or-

meeting was held, at which were
present three members of Co. A., one of
Co. B
seven of Co. C.,
eight of Co. 1).,
two of Co. E., two of Co. F., four of Co.
G., four of Co. H., four of Co. L, and
four of Co. K., making a total of 39.
Routine business was transacted, tile

over

!

An

ness

greater
nearly everything raised on a
farm than the production. Now we have
some real bargains that will pay you to look

looks stand there wit

specify Wil-

noon was
at noon a

on

of his life is sustained b;
and figured courtier

^B
^^B

only

you

Lincoln’s Mills Sept. 10th. The for'sspent it social intercourse and
bountiful meal was served by
Mrs, Tewksbury. At 1 o'clock, the- busi-

at

be lower but the chances will steadily
grow better to make money on a well managed farm, for the consumption is much

iced

■B^^better
^^you
k

Ninth Maine. The members of the
9th Maine Regiment, with their wives
and other friends, were
royally entertained at the hon e of C. T.

never

the enclosure one group o
ian marble haunts me.
/
rank and pride of powe

^BS

each a
loaf than
have evermade
before—yours if

'.otod to hold the next annual reunion al
Lannlen.
War reminiscences were indulged m in the afternoon and the veterans attended the '‘movies.”

Why do you hesitate to buy real estate
any more than a year ago? The prices will

inspira

lome in

Waterville.

I'OLRTH Maine. Nearly 125 survivors
Maine Regiment, 2nd Maine
Battery, Berdan’s Sharpshooters and
Naval Veterans attended the annual reunion of their association in Rockland
f-t pt 12th.
'1 he necrologist reported 12
Paths, six from the regiment, three
from
the_ battery, two from the Navy
old one from the sharpshooters,
it was

there
wvrs

Emerson,

P. Maxwell Auto Runabout for

A 16 H.

■»

,3 59
4 05
4 1*
-1 20
430

of the 4th

Howes’ Block, Belfast, Me.

ir

n

Dixmont; Lieut. Philip H.
l'iint, Mich.; Sergt. Samuel
Newport; Charles H. Foster,
( harles 0. \
arney and Charies
lord. North Dixmont.

tombs ant

are

Portland.

Blue Hill and Moses F. Hurd, Belfast.
B. Smart, Sebois and Justus
E. Huff, Topsfield.
Co K—Lieut. Francis M. Johnson.

E. E. WYMAN LAND CO.

phone to

and sacred in

The magnificent
ii

parties

Boston.

Kiefe, Ellsworth'
Winterport; William J.
ConmcK, Ellsworth; Harrv V. Totman
Bar Mills; Ambrose I’.
Phillips Ellsworth; John C. Clark, Egypt; James
Bow ley, Alton; Charies W.
Royal, Brewer; A. E. Conners, Bar Harbor and Elmer L. Clow,
Eastbrook.
Co H-Capt. Albert
Maxfield, New
lurk, 1st Lieut. Thomas T. Tabor, Bangor; W. H, Grinned, Corinth;
Joseph F
Stevens, Lewiston; Haskell G. Herrick.

WATCH-

other important business.
It will pay you
to look into this for an investment or a
business. For fullfparticutars call, write or

consecrated earth,

inner face of the wall

as

SAVIOUR.

teeuth century.
It was thus reserved for the then
unknov a village «>f ^.*lzach at the close
of the nine; -.nth century to give new
life t< Pass'r : plav performance- in
The inhabitsuts of Sol
Swit/civjinl
z;o !i. a siuip'c a- 1 pious
icnple, had
for many y. rs in tlie past fit eu accustomed to d< dte the long winter even
lugs to the study and rendering of religious plays and oratorios. n*l when
A. Sclnnli. .-no of the mooeors in the
village, weir to Oberaminerg; u in 1800
the represent a ;->u made sie-h an extraordinary impression on him anti his
four compani-ms that they resolved
that Solzuoh. with its natural inclination for the reproduction of religious
dramas, could make a success of tin*
Numerous obplay In Switzerland.
stacles seemed, however, at first to
make .i carrying out of their plans im
possible, and it was only in the winter
Df 181)2. when the local choral society
performed the beautiful Christmas

my former
For sale

'log.

uange

or: a

After
a change for the better.
box. the trouble left. Doan's Kidney Pills still have my hearty endorsement
They have given me relief on several -«casions and 1 cannot say too much about them. 1
willingly verify all that I said in their praise in
I

some

cy renowned over til Europe
-tvrpieces and art treasures
I'otitnin

Pills

Finally,

lief.

Ambrogio

St. Annunziata has

mid ile age paint
of art and a

I

I tried

il.edral of San Lorenzo ami

■

Kidney

G. L. Field, 2 Union Street, Belfast,
Me., says: “I feel it no more than my duty t»
say a few words in praise of Doan's Kidney
Pi’is, pro ured at the City Drug Store. For
some time I had severe pains across my kidneys and the kidney secretions were unnatura'.

inconsiderable,

not

are

Doan’s

Mrs.

two

not

places

THE

those Easter plays were at first, they
gradually gained in value and importance; more details were added from
the Bible history mtil they included
the whole passion o’ the S *-*i--in*.
A de* ino in the production of sacred
dramas made Itself felt it the seven

firm foundation here.

decades a rapid
manufacturers of silk and

last

sources,

ARE

tation consists of a series of tableaus
virants showing incidents and episodes from the Old and New Testaments, also scenes depicting the child
hood and ministry of Christ, the afternoon program represents the sufferings
and death of Christ and his glorious
resurrection and ascension.
‘Let Th'-re Be Light.’ a strikingly
beautiful representation of the creation. forms die opening of the play.
Then come the story of Adam and
Eve. the fratricide, Abraham's temptation. Jacob's dream, Joseph sold by
li s brethren and Joseph In Egypt,
the finding of Moses, tr»-• manna and
the giving of die law of Mount Sinai.
E. eh number on the program seemed
to surpass its predecessor, and the
t.-nge audience listened and watched
spellbound, f.a who would have suspe< ted an e- seiirKle of such accomfi-h* d and high y gifted artists among
the sdnple vdia-go populace of Sel/.ach?
“The .-•.•coil'd part of the umruing perron :a lice be hided ten scenes from t lie
Xew Teste :m nt—the angelic saluta-

BELFAST.

the centuries; but her
and posit on in the foot-

THE ACTORS

play itself. It consists of tiro parts, a
morning performance from 11 to 12:30
and an afternoon performance from
While the uern.ng presen
2:30 to f>.

People are sometimes slow to recognize true
merit, and they cannot be blamed, tor so many
have been humbugged n the past. The experience of hundreds of Belfast residents,
expressed publicly through newspapers and

con-

PROFESSION

;"'-(Mu-ii

cestei, Mass; John 0.
Reuben Gross,

MAKERS.

NOTHING CAN UNDERMINE IT IN

history of Genoa, as a
republic antedates the Cru■

UY
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the great inuseh
r me I v f
a a ,e.ie, earache. s.>r-> throat, eu’--, bruUea.-calds
Sold at
all Irog st irer. 25_• an 1 5 ta.

Kennebunkpor:; Andrew Patten, Bangor: ( luirles Bnwker. Bradford; Charles
Lampson, Hampden; L. K. Webber.
Bangor; Warren Bishop, Lagrange; Jos;
H.

Sept. 13th.

and

Napoleon,

of

s,;:u!Tnv

Mullen,

1

of Elba, his last-assign'ore his exile at St. Helena

,7 00
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7 •> >
'7 »4
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Wmnecook.. .
Burnham, arrive. 8 10
Clinton.
gw
Benton.
8 88

expected of L"lty
Washington.

a great deal
will be
Mr. Peters when he gets to
—New York Sun.

gress,

Hancock; Martin V. Bryant, Hermon;
George L. Cate, Berlin, N. H.; Stephen
Cudgeli, Dixmont; Samuel S. Clark
I ranklir ami .John H. Driscoll
Ch.rrv'

A more optimistic sentiment prevails
in footwear circles, as it is believed that
business will show’ a material improveour ship sailed at 10 a.
salesmen get out on the road
i, to make her eastern ter- ment w’hen
with the new spring samples. Just how
Genoa, passing the castle- closely jobbers and retailers have oper.n 1 of Ischia on the north ! ated for some time
past is indicated by
ex.v, the island of Sardinia to the fact that practically no contracts
tend beyond next month. —Dun’s Review,
the island of Corsica, on

birthplace

10th with 77 survivors

George

-list, so I van have it to tell
fair warning.

lnil

with about 50
Pres. F. S. Perkins
address.
It was

an

chaplain.

a

The

was

present and closed Thursday. The elec- i
tion of officers resulted
as'follows: Dr.
Joseph Knox of Orono, president; Wilham H Garry of Corinth
and E. S Kelley ot Lubec, vice presidents; Thomas T.
labor ot
Bangor, secretary-treasurer;
Dr.

to bear witness

want

Bangor Sept.

eu m
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hearty meal, take Doan's Regulets
and assist yuur stomach, liver and bowels, Regulets are a mild laxative. 25c at all stores.
After

Yesouv is

matter.

sick from

second his

people, so loath in
great undertaking.

Regiment

Eleventh Maine.
The annual jeumon of the 11th
Maine Regiment open-

F. F. Phillips.

of lire

eruption
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deathless
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mighty struggles

of
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pher Columbus.
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owing off fumes, sometimes
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heavy, since spring.
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object of great intervhen we came into Naples
An
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good marriage

leaving, because of

contracts, are allotted a substantial
lower. God bless the beautiful boyhood
Venice from the harbor
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While tile origin of the I'nssiou play
in Switzerland is not
based on farts similar t" ties,. con.
nected with the origin of the Ohernm
mergan performances. the purp-se is
nevertheless the same, and it is. more
over, interesting to know that tl e his
tory of reiiti-ats plats in Switzerland
can be traced back t. the early middle
ages. when it was tile custom of eer
tain
monasteries
t
represent, the
T.erd's resnrrts-tion tlie
ongregations on Easter Sunday
Simple as

in domestic and industrial arts,

*

every part.
In is;in. ]sfi.s. 1001. 1003 and 1009
the rcpi■eseutations. sle wing new improveuu^s ->n each occasion, were
again repealed. ..ad Selzach is now
universally known as the Swiss Ober-

performances

passing judg-

both before

Extends

fervor of these simple actors
and their devout love and intimate
Understanding of their noble task
caused wonder and admiration on

mer.

that there are some fifendowed as homes for orphan

girls, entering which they
required to take any vows, are

not

are

tiers;

dant meadows and forests of a
wonderful bluish green t:f sneh is
the Swiss Olierammergan. where ern e
again the great drama of the passion
and resurrection of Christ was repre
sented every Sunday during the sum-

and homeless

nice; and 1 would say, with

i

life,

of course but curios, to be se n with
trappings by those who go sight

richly

Play

Ages.

a

SELZAOH.

cling-

in official

are

teen

she, for only her second
'f the

not

to

many. I recall

“Mi-

of the

Back to the Middle

charming village
nestling at the foot of the Weissenstein and encircled hy ver-

true

ing

are

Origin

Sunday.

seeing in palaces.
For religious charitable inst'lutiors
Genoa is noted.
Omitting mention of

I'iraous and

e

Those who have titles sti

them, who

a

The 42d annual

,4-

City Point.
James G. Blaine, was speaker of the! "aldo.
1
house of representatives at Augusta be- Brooks.
fore his election from the Third Maine
^.nox ;.v.
District to the popular branch of con- Thorndike.
Peters,

Beath, chaplain.

Simple. Pious Folk of Selzach Play Drama Each

their

■Canopic" gallantly steamed
"! Naples, which some say
i, autiful bay in the world,
new

j

and

AND

as follows: C. J.
Noble, Bangor, president; S. P. Snowman, Blue Hill first
vice president; H. C.
Whitmore, Hampden, second vice president; W. H.
Ware,
Augusta third vice president; E. R. MeKenzie, Harrington,
secretary-treasurer;
J. r.

fruit, vegetable and small
The middle classes are
venders.

sense.

shook the seas and added
known brightness ol the
Mediterranean sky.
r mg, Aug. 1st, on schedule

!

rl.it;

1

_A

in

of the 31st Maine

Bangor Sept. 10th,

the permanent
meeting place. The report of the secreshowed
the deaths of 15 members
tary
m the past
year,
Officers were elected

square
stalls and

and

car's

gentlemen and gentlewomen

iff Association, (we pickit.) and then sang America

•r

[

with

filled

was

in

Bangor

morning—presto, change ! That Baccanalian song in stentorian voice that I

ngham responded briefly to the market throng of men,
t, “The New World,” and children, and behold, the great

enjoyed.

veterans present.
of Castine made
voted to make

Monday

rose

we

was

Thirty-First Maine.
reunion

of

no

women

a

PALMER, Belfast.

intelli-

sign
Sunday,
activity, though the house is located in
the Piazza Annunciata, directly opposite
the celebrated old church previously

assign their parts was hard.
Yes,” —the mark of a true
..id, said, and

The masses

arrival

our

easy, but to hunt out
fit the names, get their

hesitation.

campfire

held

gent, industrious and frugal. The locality of our Helvetia (Swiss) Hotel, on

was

".out

l

DV\ IGHT P.

BELFAST

—Biddeford Journal.

i»

It was voted to hold the reunion
next
year at Bridgton.
In the evening a

AND

pha.-es. North
Italy
quite distinctively Geomanic in
contradistinction from the Latin people

friends for songs, humorn-citations and impersona-

to

Iiamson &Hubbard I
WINTER STYLES
I FALL
J
F°r Sale

care >r.

As Maine went, so will go the
Regt. held its
BURNHAM
country
land Sept. 10th with 82 comrades
in the congressional elections of 1914.
presOn and after June 23, 1913, trains
ent. The following officers were elect- The Progresses are dying off, the Democonnecting at Burnham and
ed: John A. Wheeler,
Winthrop. Mass., crats will be repudiated and the Repub- trains for and from Waterville with through
lican
Bangor,
president; T. H. W'entworth, Bradford
party, the party of p-inciples ana land and Boston will run as Waterville Portfollows:
1st vice president; Jasper I.
Fisher, Ban- of real progressive achievements, wi !
from rklfast.
come into its own again.—Springfield.
gor, 2d vice president; Col. F. M. Drew
Lewiston, 3d vice president; Maj. H. a! Mass., Union.
A.M.
P. M.
PM
Bdfaat, depart. 6 55
12 15
Shorey, Bridgton, secretary treasurer.
3 M
As the Hon. John A.
like

is

if

r

The 15th Maine
annual reunion in Rock-

characteristic marks and

in the first cabin dinevening of the 31st. Sev-

eagerly suggested

Fifteenth Maine.

faith who discovered our
Western World.
In the Piazza Aquaverde, near the railway station, stands a
fitting modern monumental and statu-

given

ery, rank, raw treachery, may drive him
back into the party where he began his

Regimental Reunions.

of

deathless

ers

I

than this.”

icuouslv apparent, the even■oth, and stood easterly for
lay before and the day folbusy days for me, as the

■r

I
_

ru-—

..—

Mr. Pattangall’s cry of “Treachery!'’
is not calculated to be an aid toward the
restoration of party harmony in the
Third District.— Biddeford Journal.

Analyzed, the verdict of the electorate
in Monday’s battle of the ballots is in
the nature ot a rebuke to the adminisI tration in forcing upon the country a low
tariff measure.—The Aroostook Republican.

Bryan has been down in Maine, pleading, with eloquence and tears, to have
the Third District put Pattangall in Congress in the seat once graced by Blaine.
The demagogue—Bryan, not Pattangall,
we mean!—Bridgton News.
Does the administration at Washington understand the answer the Third
District has made to its question: “How
do you like our tariff bill? Uf the 36,000
voters who spoke last Monday 22,000
said: “No!” Is that plain?—Ellsworth
American.

plays.”
i

Mr. Pattangall’s satisfaction in being
held up as the leader of the Democratic
party in Maine is now sicklied o’er by
the pale cast of the thought that treach-

PORTI AND

AUGUSTA

BANGOR

>• h »>1
t »r*thjp v
help »
Business, Shorthand and Telegraphy Courses of this
Men and
Position Department has been the means of starting thousands of young
Business World. What it has done for
Women on the road to a successful career in the
for you. Write for Free Catalog.
others it is reasonable to suppose it can do
G. D. Harden, Treasurer, Bangor, Maine.
F. L. SHAW, President, Portland, Maine.

THEits

TWELVE

NOTICE.

PASSENGER AUTO
FOR RENT.
ORRIN J. DICKEY,

Guaranteed work In Chirr ody, Manlcurng

and

tf23
Phone 156-3

Belfast, Maine.

Shampooing.

Also Taclal Work.

Full line of all kinds of Hair Work at my
parlors over Shiro's Store. Phoenix Row.
MISS EVIE HOLMES.

the Hopkins’ house on Howard street,
turned to their home in Bangor Monday.

SKARbPORT.
Charles S. Shute made

Bangor

business trip to

Mrs. E. D. P. Nickels, Mias Lyda Curtis,
Miss O. J. Lawrence and Misa Mabel Griffin
motored to Augusta Saturday in Capt. W. R.
Gilkey’s Detroiter and lunched with Mrs.
Elizabeth Robertson.

last week.

Hildred Parker left Friday for New
visit relatives.

Miss

York

a

to

Carr visited relatives in Orono
and Great Works last week.

George

E.

R. L. Weymouth and daughter, Mi68
Bessie E. Weymouth, who spent the summer
in West Appleton, have returned and with Mr.
Weymouth are at the Hopkins house on Howard street for the winter.
Mrs.

See card of thanks of Mrs. F. C. Hamilton in
another column of The Journal.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Nickerson
relatives in Boston and vicinity.

and Mrs. Renfrew Wilson
Rockland and Warren.

Mr.

are

are

visiting

Hon. B. F. Colcord, A. H. Nichols, Harry E
Bangs, Esq., and Dr. W. L. West of Belfast attended the reception to Hon. John A. Peters
in Ellsworth last Thursday.
The party made

visiting

friends in

Mrs. E. S. Glidden died very suddenly Tuesday afternoon after a short illness.

the trip in Mr. A. H. Nichols’ auto.
Capt. Charles E. Averill and Merrill H.
Peaslee have been drawn to serve as traverse
jurors at the September term of the Supreme
Judicial Court, at Belfast, and Alfred E.
Trundy has been drawn to serve as grai d
juror for the year.

Harry and Arthur Ward of Everett, Mass.,
visiting their uncle, Michael Ward.

are

Fred Towle of the

Boston, is spending

a

United States Fruit Co.,
few weeks in town.

Mrs. E. W. Gilkey was in Islesboro last week
her mother, Mrs. Lavona Williams.

visiting

J. Trussell

citizens in the village who
have had their fruit trees despoiled by petty
thieves have several boys under surveillance
and unless a stop is put to the business the
Several of

in West Appleton
last week the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
Miss

N.

was

Weymouth.
Fred C. Kane arrived Sunday from Boston
ar.d will spend two weeks at his cottage at
Swan Lake.

boys will be liable to pay a high price for the
and pears which are pilfered.

Nickerson, Miss Jessie C. NickerRoulstone and Miss Rebecca
M. Ross left Monday in Mrs. Nickerson’s
Peerless touring car for a trip through the
Green and White Mountains of New Hampshire and Vermont, the Catskills and Adirondacks of New York,and to Niagara Falls. The
party expect to be absent about a month.
Mrs. A. J.

Desire Nickels left last week foi Bosher position as teacher in the
public schools.
resume

Lawrence Hamilton of Boston was in town
funeral of his brother,
Frank C. Hamilton.

last week to attend the

his

family at their cottage

Searsport municipal

on

G. Gilkey went to Bangor Monday, where she will be assistant in the Pine
9

they

Miss Catherine Kane arrived last week from
Newton, Mass., to visit her mother. Mrs. Mary
Kane, on Leach street.

court for

an

jail
su-

by the
alleged break
over

in

their

gave

names

as

Harry Western,

James Floyd and Harry Smith, and claimed to
live in Boston.

excavating for the cellar of the sumcottage of Dr. A. A. Jackson of Everett,
Mass., in the Gilmore field at Pleasant Cove, a
cannon ball weighing 3£ pounds was found
While

Harold E. Marr arriv ed last week from
San Francisco to visit her father, George A.
Mrs.

Bowen,

Belfast

Frankfurt, in which the
post office is located, are residents of Bangor,
and their names are Francis Jameson, Harold
Henneasy and Ralph McNeil. When arrested

Miss Annie

on

court, having been bound

preme

at Drake's store

kindergarten.

held in the

boys

awaitim? trial at the next session of the

the western shore.

street

three

The

Eugene T. Savage of Bangor is spending his
with

Clara

son, Miss

Miss

vacation

our

apples

Samuel Beals of Springfield, Mass., was in
town last week, the guest of Ins aunt, Mrs. J.
G. Merry man.
ton to

re-

mer

Main street.

Capt. and Mrs. Frank P. Whittier of North
Berwick are guests of Capt. and Mrs. A. T.
Whittier on Main street.

foot under the surface and had evithere for more than one hundred
years. The land was formerly owned by the
grandfather of Capt. James C. Gilmore, one of
the first proprietors, who built a log house in
the early days a short distance from where the
cannon ball was found.
The land remained in
the possession of the Gilmore heirs until a few
years ago, when it was sold by Capt. James C.
Gilmore to H. R. Dyer, w ho has been disposing
about

a

dently

Miss Pronell Gilkey has returned to Milli-.
nocket after spending her vacation with Capt
and Mrs. W. V. Nickels.
Frank D. Hight of Bangor spent the weekend with his family at the G. S. Sargent house
on Mount Ephraim road.

Capt. Scott Closson returned Saturday from
Waterville, where he had been attending the
fair and visiting relatives.

been

of it to

visitors.

summer

At a special
Respect.
meeting of the Searsport Fire Department in
joint assembly, the following preamble and
resolutions were unanimously passed:

Resolutions

McMoran of Collingwood, N. J.. who
had been visiting her sister, Mrs. James W.
Ford, returned home Friday,
Miss

of

Whereas, our Brother, Frank C. Hamilton,
has been called by the Supreme Ruler of the

Smith and son Wendall of Portlane were guests of Mrs. Emma Dyer on I Universe to a home in that Land beyond the
River; therefore, remembering that he was a
Steamboat avenue last w*eek.
member of our organization always ready to
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel H. Calderwood arrived j perform any duty with cheerfulness and to the
best of his ability; and
Saturday from Roxbury, Mass., and are regisWhereas, the intimate relations long held by
tered at the Searsport House.
our deceased brother with the members of
these companies render it proper that we
Capt. and Mrs. William M. Tupper of Jack- should place on record our appreciation of his
sonville, Fla., arrived Saturday and are at the services as a fireman and his merits as a man;
therefore, be it
Searsport House for a few days.
Resolved, That these companies tender their
Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Hersey of New York, heartfelt sympathy to the family and relatives
of our deceased brother in this their sad
who have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. L. M.
affliction.
Sargent, returnee home Tuesday.
Resolved, That the members of these comSen. Northland, Capt. Saunders, finished
panies will attend the body of out deceased
brother
to the grave, to pay the last honors to
discharging Thursday at the Penobscot coal
his remains.
dock and sailed for Newport News.
Resolved, That these resolutions be entered
upon our records, that a copy of them to sent
Mrs. James Lane and son Gilbert, who spent
to the family of our deceased brother, arc that
the summer at the Brookside, returned to
they be sent to a lucal newspaper for publicatheir home m Philadelphia last week.
tion.
G. R. Wilson,
n
Committee
Rupert P. Colcord, who has been visiting his
J. M. Kalloch.
parents. Capt. and Mrs. B. F. Colcord, the past
tKOWPsl-K Uft llondao fnr Oran™ M
1
Congregational Chi ten Notes. The ConBarge Kahn, Capt Snow, arrived Thursday gregational church pulpit was occupied Sunday
morning, Sept. 14th, l y Mr. ilnrry Trust, pasfrom Ei'zabeihpo? t with 1,600 tons of coal to
tor of the Sat
point r.i d Stockton (. onpreguthe Penobscot Coal Co. c.t .Mack’s Point.
Mr. Tiust read as scripture
tional churches.
Miss Gladys Eyre, who spent the summer
let-son the eievi nth chapter of the Gospel acabroad, arrived Friday E.nd is the guest of her
cording to Join bi gir ning at the seventh
mother, Mrs. t.lara B Eyre, on Union street.
The t' xt was a clause from the fortyverse.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. MacDougali, who have
1cv»nd verse ot the same chapter, “Because of
been spending several weeks in town, left last
the people standing by. 1 said it, that they may
week for thMr home ir Newton Center Ma-s. believe that Thi.u has sent Me.” The sermon
Steamer Penobscot, Capt. Nickerson, arrived
thought was "Cur duty to those standing by.’’
Saturday from Newport News with 3,700 tons An observant person sees all about him differof coal to the Penobscot Coal Co. at Mack's ! ent
types of people. A few moments in a railPoint.
way station will reveal to h:m the temperament

i

Mrs. Frank

each hurrying individual. Scrutiny of our
friends will also show as marked a difference
in thought and character. One difference that
One type
we will notice is the limit of vision.
fixes the limits of his good deeds; by the wails
of his own home. He has no thought for these
beyond. Another has a care for his own par-

Ca herine F. Mead of Newton Center,
has been
siting Judge and Miss
Sullivan .in Water sireet, left Friday for
home.

of

Miss

Mass

who

hoodell and daughter Danzy, who

Mrs. 1>
have been
tage

spending a

tew weeks

at

their cot-

Main sireet, returned last week

on

to

ticular

Allston. Mass.

Andover, Mass.,
tending college,
week to

Capt. D. C.

where

they

are

at-

Nichols
visiting
first of .he week.

McMoran, Mrs. James W. Ford and
James A. Ford, who spent the summer
here, left Friday for their home in Collingwoed. New Jersey.
Mrs. M.

son,

We are indebted to Allen D. Colcord, Secretary of the Penobscot Agricultural Society,
for a printed list of the races at the Monroe
fair Aug. 17th and 18th.
J.

H.

Palmer of Belfast and

Edward

P.

Craig of Washington, D. C., were guests Friday of Mrs. George F. Smith and Miss Frances
Smith on Bay View Place.
Kenneth Holmes, who has been in the steward’s department on the steamer Camden du ring the summer, has returned home to resume
his studies in the High school.

city, considering

it better than

A third

neighbors.'

in

the

which

type
those w hoi look

Nichols

and Capt. Melville
made a trip to New York last week
friends there ar d returning home the

town or

type can see as far as
the boundary of his State; while a fourth has
Then there is
a jealous pride in his nation.
its

Irving Young and Gerald Hersey, who have
been vis ting relatives in town, returned last

Ghrist,

our

missionaries

cur

across

the

sea.

belong;

But Jesus

Supreme Example, could see more
saw the needs of ail humanity-

than these. He

others. We must remember first of all that I Cambridge, Mass., after their customary six
“God had made of one I weeks vacation in the Dr.’s old home, the resthe bystander, exists.
blood all nations/* The desolation of Rome is idence of his father, the late Capt. Henry
With their departure we
Albert Hichborn.
an illustration of the cheapness of life at that
period. Today civilization has not advanced feel that the summer has gone! Every old
so far that we are putting the trfie value upon
acquaintance will miss them.
life. On every side there are conditions that
Mrs. Frederic Eddy of Bangor, with her son
mean rum for our boys and girls.
Every citi- Harold and wife of Jackson, Mich., her son
zen who knows of such conditions and fails to
Emery (m student at the University of Maine)
do his part in righting them is a traitor to and her
youngest son Lawrence, (a pupil in
righteousness. In every boy and girl there is Bangor High school) spent Sunday with her
the possibility of good. They want less chari- brother and
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Emery,
ty, more opportunity. “It is not the will of Maple street. They returned at night in their
God that one of these little one should perish.” automobile.
They chose a charming day in
Our attitude toward them is wrong. There which to visit Stockton.
Call one
are two ways of looking at a person.
The numerous friends of Miss Beulah E.
the microscopic—by it we see only weakness
Nickerson, elder daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Call the other telescopic—by it we see that he
Leroy Nickerson, Church street, are much
is the son of God.
We who are in the church
pleased that in her entering examinations at
Christ
desire to be the followers of Christ.
Pittsfield she was found fitted to join the
loved common people. Then let us look for the senior class.
Quite an honor to her and to
make
the
church
need of the bystander and
the Stockton High school, Mr. A. E.
Taylor,
suitable for his needs and not for a particuprincipal, until the present term. We conlar class. The church must awake to the de- gratulate our
young neighbor upon her promand upon it.
Each member must bring into ficiency!
The
it from the byways gome precious soul.
The public schools in town began Sept, S h
evening service was conducted by the Chrisiian with the
following teachers in the various disThe
Endeavor,Miss Rebecca Ross, leader.
topic tricts: Mr. Charles
Snow, High school; Miss
Mr.
was “Favorite verses from he Gospels.”
Abbie Chase, intermediate and grammar
Trust also spoke at this meeting. An invitagrades; Miss Elva M. Randall, primary, in the
tion has been given to the Congregational
village; Mrs. Fannie Lancaster, Cape Jellison;
society of this town to attend the ordination j Miss Lena
Toney, Lowder Brook; Miss Josie
of Mr. Harry Trust, pastor of the Congrega- j
; Heath, Sandypoint, (grammar grades); Mrs.
tional churches at Sandypoint and Stockton,
Essie B. Crosby, (primary) at Sandypoint;
Thursday evening at seven, in the Stockton j Mrs.
Sarah J. Clifford, Narrows; Miss Nita
church.
Ellis, Roberts.

I-

Bedf rd. Mass.,
Mrs. C.
the guest of Miss Harriet D. Hichborn for a
month, left Monday by Boston boat for home.

one

month

only, commencing September 18,
toward the purchase of a $3.00
Crocker Ink Tite.
This is the

only self-filling,

non-leaking pen on the market
and is a smooth, easy writer.
Better hunt up your old pen before you forget it, and get first pick
from our new stock.

OLD CORNER DRUG STORE

week

in Waterville, with their sister, Achsa
Kershner... Virgil Hall and F. B. Luce of
Belfast, pas6<d Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. F.
A. L.uce... Charles Hall of Camden called on
friends here Sunday_Mrs. D. C. Cain
got
home from Taunton, Mass.,
Sunday_Mrs.
Clara Carter visited Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Howard iast week-During the shower
Saturday
afternoon lightning struck the shed connected
with the barn belonging to F. A.
Cushman, on
the Nash farm.

Mass-Mrs. Elzera Moody and daughter have
returned to their home in Melrose, Mass. Her
mother, Mrs. Georgie Pease, went with her to
make a visit of a few weeks... Mrs?. M. A Conner and daughter Erva have
gone to South
Braintree, Mass., to visit Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Gilman. Mrs. Sarah Bryant is
keeping house
for them during their absence_Mrs. G. A.
Sprague was in Palermo for a few days last
week-Mrs. O. P. Fuller of Camden is spending a few days at her old home with Mr. and
Mrs. C. S. Adams....The Prescott reunion will
be held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 0. W.
Ripley, Sept. 27th.

William H. Staples of Lowell, Mass., left for
Sept. 6th, alter being the guest of his
mother, Mrs. Horace Staples, West Main
street, for a few days. Why so brief a tarry
“Will,” that old associates fail to 9ee ou?
home

Rej ublicans
over

I'l gressives

and

Patiai

the defeat of

are

Said

gall!

one

genfr^e-

tltir.un: “Maine repudiates the well-nigh
trude tariff, as she repudiated Canadian ReciThe schoolmaster has received a
procity.

jolt!”
Stockton

has

a

new

cobbler, Charles

Fish

Union, who is located on the second floor
Laiurley's block, where those requiring shoes repaired will find him ready to
He boards with Mr. and Mrs. L.
serve them.
fiom

M. R.

of

S.

Titcomb, Sylvan street.

Mr. ar.d Mrs. Bert Norwood and family of
Warren, accompanied by his father. Mr. Lysander Norwood, visited Mr. ar.d Mis Frank
Jackson, L hureh street, last Sunday, dining at
their home. They drove over in the Norwood
S.
Frances (Fryt) Bridges, Middle
accompanied by her guest, Mrs. Jane
(Libbey) Avery of Cambridge, Mass., returned Sept. 10th ln.m a week’s visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Ellsworth Jtnts of Bangor and a few'
days at Etna, alter ding camp-meeting.

Mrs.

street,

Current Events Club enjoyed its monthly cuting last Friday afternoon, seme taking
an auto ride to Searsport and others a carriage
drive the length of Sears’ Island; all meeting
The

Room,” in Park,
very pleasant oc-

at the “Auto Rest and Lunch

refreshments.

It

was

a

casion.
company of fifteen neighbors of Mr. and
Mrs. Bion B. Sanborn, Church street, called on
them last Sunday morning at their log-cabin
on the Sandypoint shore of Fort Point Cove,
ca trying a picnic dinner with them, which was
eaten with n.uch merriment at that attractive
A

locality.
are

still blooming in

the rather cold northwest

Mr. and Mrs. F. P. R. Patterson of New
Bedford, Mass., left Sunday morning for their
automobile trip home.
They had been the
guests of his parents, Capt. and Mrs. Frank A.
Patterson, East Main street, for the past
month. Relatives and old friends greatly enjoyed greeting them on Mr. Patterson’s native
soil.
Mr. P. L. Hupper of the Ames Grocery Co.,
accompanied by bis wife, left last Saturday
for a week's visit at Port Clyde, their former
home. Mr. Albert M. Ames is assisting in the
store durirg the absence of his successor.
*Tis a familiar sight to see him again behind
the counters in the business he and his partner, Mr. Simeon B. Merrithew, sold out last

spring.
Dr. and Mrs. Herman G. Hichborn,

accom-

panied by their daughter. Miss Ruth Hichborn,
left Sunday in their Franklin automobile for

Hair T« :k: J
1

Ayer's Hair \%or kit-

and healthy. Promote' j-rf.wth

falling

i

Cl.i

Does not color.

Aeh Viir Doctor.

i

«

II

A. Crockett spent the week-end with
\\ilbur and family at
Sandypoint.
-Mrs. Albertie George has returned from
Frankfort.The M. E. Sunday school
was
represented at the Waldo Co. S. S.
Convention in Searsport last week
by Rev
J
L‘‘ckhart' Dr- C- H Boynton
an!i
m'
and mFS*
Miss Marian
Philbrooks... Mrs. Margaret
C. Atwood of Boston, who has been
spendr g
her vacation with her
sisters,Mrs.Ellen Littlefield and Mrs. Charles
Willey, left on Monday’s
boat.... Mis. W. H.
Kelley pleasantly entertained a few friends
Friday evening, in honor
of her guest, Mrs.
Eugene Lord of South
Portland. Ice cream and cake were served
The guests were Mrs. Oscar
Cole. Miss ElizaFernald* Mws Marion Phi.brook. Miss
ii
Hazel Young, Miss Gene
Crimmin, Miss Jessie
Baker.... Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Hutchins and
children, guests of Mrs. Joseph Moody, and
Miss Harriet Moody, have returned to
their
home in Melrose, Mass.

1

N

They have given

f:
y

AMERICAN

PORTS.

New

!

week.

BURNHAM.
WinneGeorge Berry
loading
cook Station this week-Blanche Foster has
gone to Pittsfield to resume her work in the
Manson street echool... Charles Flye has
moved his family here and will work for Roy
Libby on his farm_G. E. Bryant is soon to
move his family to Pitttfield into the Miliiken
house. He will still retain his position as the
manager of the Bateman Manufacturing Company_G. E. Gilmore will occupy his home
as soon as it is vacated by G. E. Bryant.
Nellie Morse is to have the rent up stairs....At
O. B. McKechnie’s they entertained the following guests fair week: A. E. Bell of Katahdin Iron Works, J. A. McKechnie of Foxcroft,
and the Misses %Lizzie and Emma Edgerly of
Dover.... Farmers, who have sweet corn for
the factory and those having late potatoes are
feeling pretty blue as everything was killed
by the severe frost of Sept. 14th-Burnham
Grange observed Veterans’ night Sept. 16th by
a suitable program and supper.
Sebasticook
Grange was invited-Hiram Hustus and Miss
Mertie Call spent the past week with his paris

ents in

lumber at

Searsport.

WHITE’S CORNER, (Winterpoit.)
Mrs. Edna Ha. quail and Miss Catherine
Blaisdell returned to Castine Monday to resume their studies at the E. S. N. S-Mr. ar.d
Mrs, R. L. Clements, accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Rand, motored to Dexter Sunday
and returned Monday. Mr. and Mrs. Rand
went from Dexter to their home in Kennebunkport.... Jtfferson Nealley of Hampden is
the guest of his daughter, Mrs. C. M. Conant,
for a few weeks. .Mrs. Russell Nealley of Roxbury, Maes., arrived on Sunday’s boat to visit
relatives in this town and Monroe... Miss
Gertrude Conant is teaching school in West

Winterport_Mrs.

A. D. Godsoe returned to

her he me Sunday after two weeks spent at
Camp Etna and in Hampden.Misses Louise
Libby and Laura Bickford went to Bangor
Monday to enter the High echool there. They
will board with Mrs. Emmie Thompson, formerly of this town... Mrs. A. A. Barden of
Monroe is spending a few days with her daughter, Mrs. R. L. Clements.Mr. and
Mrs. C. C. Clements, Mr. and Mrs. G. H.
York and J. W. Jewett attended the meeting
with Sebasticook
of North Waldo Pomoni
Grange, Burnham, Sept. 10th... Frank York
of Porter, Maine, is the guest of his nephew,
G. H. York, the present week... Misses Marjelis and Ellen Bartlett have entered the Winterport High school.

!

Ar,
Thelma,
Spofford, Perth Amboy.
Bangor, Sept 10. Sld, sch Marcus L Uran,
Hampton Roads; Nellie Grant, Boston, 11, ar,
schs Annie P Chase, Port Rerding; Gilbert
aianciit, Brovmeetown; K L lay, Boston; sld,
sch Mary Weaver, New Rochelle, 12, sld, schs
Augustus H Babcock, P.iiiade.phia; N E Ayer,
New York; Grace Davis, Bridgeport; Mary
Brewer, Everett, Mass; 13, ar, sch Mineola,
Boston; sld, schs Regina, Boston; Otronto, do;
15, ar, schs Maud Palmer, Newport News;
Wesley Abbott, Boston; sld, schs Ida B Gibson.
New Haven; A F Kindberg, Boston; 16, ar,
schs J B Drake, Philadelphia; G B Clark, New

York; sld, sch Mineola, Boston.
Searsport, Sept 10. Ar, stm Seaconnet, Norfolk; 11, ar, barge Rahn, Perth Amboy; sld, sch
Northland, Norfolk; 13, ar, stm Penobscot,
Norfolk; sld, stm Seaconnet, Norfolk; 16, sld,
barge Rahn, Perth Amboy.
Camden, Sept 15. Ar, sch Elsie A Bayles,

New York.
Portland, fept 15. Ar, sch Annie B Mitchell,
New York; 16, ar, bark Mabel I Meyers, Turk's
Island.
Eastport, Sept 14. Ar, sch Willis and Guy,
Boston.

Rockland, Sept 15. Ar, sch Catawainteak,
Boston; Mary Brewer, Bangor for do; sld. sch
Hugh ITe Payens, New York; Augustus H Babcock, Philadelphia; Caroline Gray, Halifax;
William H. Jewell, Bangor.
FOREIGN

TORTS.

Salina Cruz, Sept 9, 5 p m. Ar, stm Nevadan, Ryer, San Francisco.
Puerto Mexico, Sept 11, 2 p m. Sld, stm
American, Ford, Delaware Breakwater; 13, 6 a
m, ar, stm Pennsylvanian, Brodhead, New
York.
MARINE

MISCELLANY.

Hatteras, N C, Sept 10. Sch George W Wells
was sold today for $800 as she lay on the oil’
reef; no contract has yet been made to float
her; heavy northeaster today.
A WOMAN'S WOtfK

sometimes reduces her strength to the
depths of weakness—her devotion tc
household cares prevents sufficient
rest and recreation.
Thousands of
women in this condition find Scott's
Emulsion exactly what they need: it
is predigested body-food so medit ally
perfected that every drop yields direct
returns in strengthening the organs
and tissues and in making healthy
life-sustaining blood. Scott’s Emulsion
is devoid of alcohol or any harmful
drugs, and overcomes tiredness and
nervousness in a marvelous
way.

marvelous

results.

ft
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A
C

CO., Bangor, Me.
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SOLD IN BELFAST BY W. A.
HALL

THE DRUG AND
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♦

is all the

trea'ed by ,h“

m°St

at’proved

HABItTI

LIQUOR

and

scient'Kc method known

THREE TO FIVE DAYS
required

time

for relief

from the Drink Hal it.

THE ADAMS METHOD

♦

|

aLrknoawn

'of

E

i
X

uyou

V
drugs

"y

H:rKNOWsbe N*,dir'
*V' h>
ric

or

percent of permane

fa,nily Physician

vAsk

ym,r
secret

formula

to
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No sudden
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The Adams

♦

far the

dermies. No
No suffering or pain.

stimulants.
Call or address

X
T

Institute,

777 State St.
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SPRIV

Egg Shippers Notice
WHEN YOU SHIP EGGS TO US YOU RECEIVE
REMITTANCES PR

LY AT FULL VALUES-

WHY send them elsewhere?

y,

no con

CERN CAN LEGITIMATEY RETURN MORE FOR
GOODS THAN THE* arc
WORTH AND KEEP FAITH WITH YOU CN THIS
END.

son

SHIP NEWS.

0

most severe tests.

WOOD & BISHOP

Chas.
their

?

the

p
N Purchasers are enthusiastic
^ over the small fuel conq sumption, the great heating
g power, the ease of operation^
S Ask for an estimate on your needs.

evangelist, of Alexander, Me., has been the
guest of Rev. and Mrs. A. J. Lockhart for
several days... .Mr. John Taylor, who has been
spending his vacation with Dr. C. H. Boynton,
has returned to Boston_Cant, and Mr«

York, Sept 10. Ar, schs Mary E Morse
Bridgewater, N S; Brigadier. Bluehill; Janies
Rothwell, Long Cove; Elorence & Lillian, Bangor ior Newark; 11, ar, sch Janies H
Hoyt
Vlnalhaven; Crescent, do tor Philadelphia; Elia
M Merer, Perih
Amboy for Rockland; Id,
ar, schs Alice Murphy,
Monington; Harry \\
Haynes, Muck ton; Etna, Portland; Edith,Bruns
wick, Ga; sld, sells Ella M Murer, Perth Am
boy for Rockland; nusari N Pickering, Port
Johnson for Boothby
Harbor; Augusta W Sno
Jackson villi; 13, ar, sch 1 homas ii
Lawrence,
Stonington; sld, schs Luther i Garretsoii, Norfolk; Ralph M Hayward, Philadelphia; 14, sld
sch Calumet, Baltimore and boride
cottage here for several weeks, returned to
Prance; Hi
ar, sell Ai drew Nebinger, Bangor.
Boston last Saturday.... Miss Katie Harriman
Boston, Sept lu Ar, ecus Hume, Kockponhas gone to Bai gor to work at
millinery_ Nile, do; Lydia Webster, B, ngor; Northern
Miss Maud Shute arrived hr n.e from Boston Light, do; Itaska, do; Herman 1- Kimball, do;
Emma W Day, Macnias; Annie &
lteubero
last week
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Ginn of BrewMonington; Id, sld, sch Abbie S Walker, 1
er visited Mr. ar.d Mis. \V. H. Ginn last Sungot; 1 U Alien, do; 13. sld, sens Annie K Reuben. btuliingtoi.; Wesley Abbott,
day.
Bangui; Harlot It,gi rs, Camden;
IF, ar, schs Gov Powers,
i. all,,
Nellie Grant, Bangor;
MORRILL.
1G, ar, sells MeEaton; Regina, Bangor; A i KindThe funeral of Mrs. Nellie B. Hatch was tm.c, hi.
berg, do.
held at the church last Friday at 2 p m., Rt vs.
Pniladclphia, Sept 10. Ar, sch.s Charles ii
living K. Mower of YVaterville, YY. F. Sluite- Kline., bonus Sound; 11, ar, schs Edward li
vant of Belfast ar d C. M. Fogg, pastor of the Briiy, Bur.gor; Pendleton listen,. Calais; c.J,
sch J Holmes
iiangor; 12. ar, s-ci' v\V
Baptist church here, fficiatirg. The esteem* Mason, SomesBirdsall,
bound; 15, ar. schs Harold
in which the deceased was held was shown Beecher, Rockland;
Crescent, Long Cove; John
by the large attendance rr.d the abundance of ii. 1 enrose, Stonington; cld, sens Frontenac,
San Juan, P K; Pendleton
Sisters, Calais.
beautiful flowers.... Mr. Preston Mears from
Newport News, Sept 9. Ar, schs Alice L
YVinsiows Mills was called here on acccurtof Pendleton, New
York; George E Walcott, Banthe death of his sister.... Mr. C. M. Fogg, gor; 10, sld, schs George E Walcott, Portland;
banide Palmer, Bangor; II, ar, stm L V Stodwho has been preaching here the past three
dard, Bangor; sch Alice May Davenport, do; 15,
months, returned last Monday to his studies in ar, sch James VV Paul, Jr,
Bangor; 16, sld, sch
Newton Theological Seminary_ The schools K V* Hopkins, Bangor.
9.
Norfolk,
schs
Sept
Horace A Stone,
Ar,
began last Monday. Miss Ruth Knowlton of Baltimore; Harwood
Palmer, Portland; Edward
Montville teaches in No. 3, and Miss Ethel J Lawrence, do;
II, sld, schs Daylight, Charles
Parker of Isltsboro the village Primaiy.
YVe
ton; Horace A Stone, Port Royal; Perry Seiztr,
learn that Supt. Del. Paul, is looking for a Bangor; 15, ar, sch Marcus L Uran, Bangor;
eld, sch Sullivan, Savin, Belfast.
teacher for the High school_ Miss Flora
Mobile, Sept 9.
Sld, sch Georgia Gil Rev,
Murch went to* Augusta la6t Monday to visit Manzanillo.
Port
Reading, Sept 12. Cld, sch Winchester,
her sister, Mrs. Emma Murch Sawyer.Mrs.
Camden, Me.
Sophie Lowell from Liberty w as a visitor in
Wiggins, S C, Sept 13.
sch
town last

Our beautiful flowers

!

successfully

r

CHAPIN & ADAMS
4w38

CO., Egg Specialists
!

35 SO. MARKET STREET, BOSTON,
Ms;

tELFAST
Corrected

PRICE

CURRENT.

For Sale

Weekly for The Journal.

PRODUCE MARKET.

PRODUCER.
10 00a 14 00
10
14
l^mh Skins,
30a35
8
Mutton,
42
Oats, 32 lb..
Potatoes.
60
Round Hog,
10
PAID

Apples, per bbl, 75al.09 Hay,
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
2 85a3 00 Lamb,
Beans, pea,

Beans. Y. L.,
Butter,
Beef, sides,

2 50a2 75
25a30
9al0
9
Beet.forequarters,
60
Barley, bu,
24
Cheese,
25
Chicken,
18
Calf Skins,
20
Duck.
32
Eggs,
16al7
Fowl,
18
Geese,

Straw,

Gasolene

Tallow,
Veal.
Wool, unwashed,
WGod, hard,
Wood, soft,

Engine.'

and Cider Mi:-

9.00

Turkey,

retail price.

26a2C
2
12al3
20

|

.-I 7

MASON & MAI

5.0o
3.50

lm38

retail market.

Beef, Corned,

1 H
17'Lime,
Butter Salt, 14 lb., 18a22|Oat Meal,
94 Onions,
4
Corn,
89-i*. kerosene,
Cracked Corn,
I2al3
89
Corn Meal.
6
Pollock,
22 Pork,
14
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,
2 05 Plaster.
1.13
10 Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
3$
12 Sh ts,
1 40
Cranberries.
J5a27 Sugar.
Clover Seed,
5£a6
6 00a7 25 Salt, 1'. I.,
4
Flour,
2 60a2 75 Sweet Potaltoes,
3
Li. G. Seed,
rd
15.Wheat Mea,
4$
B*»i:

...

automobile, returning toward night.

for

have met

Ackley,

PROSPICT FERRY.
Mrs. E. \Y. Grinrile visited her
daughter,
Mrs. Ralph Lrdd, in Brewer several days last
week.... Mrs. G. YY. Silver visited her husband
in Belfast last week... Mrs. Carrie M.
Healey
and son Stanley of Boston are stoj ping for a
while at W. D. Harriman’s.... Miss Evelyn
Avery of Brewer was a week-end visitor with
her mother, Mrs. B. C. Avery.... Miss Emily
Ginn visited relatives in Bangor several da^e
last week... Miss Alice Gir.n f Bai gor was a
week-end visitor here with relatives... Mrs.
Phena Berry, who has been stopping at her

rejoicing

I

WINTERPORT.
The village schools opened last week
wiih
the following teachers: Mr. Busfielo and Miss
Jordan, High school; Miss Smith, Gramma-;
Miss Kingsbury, Intermediate; Miss Clark
and
Miss Wakefield, Primary.Oliver

-1-

Mr. Morton Carleton of Winterport has finished his engagement at Cape Jellison piers
and left Sunday for home. He boarded with
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Titcomb, Sylvan street,
during his stay in town.

I-

Is worth $1.00 for

with Mr. and Mrs. Zalisco H. Foster, visited
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Howard Friday....
Mrs.
Sarah Thompson, Mrs. Rachel
Kingsbury and
Mrs. Angie Thumps n passed part of last

SOUTH MONTVILLE
Hattie and Etta Gilman, who have been
spending a few weeks with their father, Mr.
D. C. Gilman, have returned to
Cambridge,

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Watson of Burnham
left town Sept. 9th, after spending a week
with Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Titcomb, Sylvan
street, and Mr. ar.d Mrs. A. R. Bennett, Middle street.

■■

YOUR OLD FOUNTAIN PEN

County Correspondence.

The telephone line to Cape Jellison piers is
temporarily out of commission and no shipping report for the past week can be obtained
by your correspondent, this (Monday) evening.

He was ur.blinded by selfishness. At the grave profusion despite
wi nds which have switched them rudely durof Lazarus, whne weeping at the loss of a i
the past week! The verdure of lawns refor
those standing ing
personal friend. He prayed
mains unchanged, but an occasional cluster of
by. We are made forgetful of those around b
rightly tinted autumn leaveii may te seen in
While with family
us both by love and grief.
o ur maple trees
and friends we are content to draw the curMrs. Horace Staples met with an accident
tains, shutting out the world. In grief we
want to be alone or at best with a few. Our
last week—fell in the stable of their residence
—and has been exceedingly lame, unable to
very symbols of mourning are a proof of the
disregard for those about us. Christ never keep about the house, ever since. Her sister,
stood aloof from mankind, He was one of the
Mrs. Hattie C. Hichborn, has been with her
We are glad to learn that
crowd and His mission was not to a few chosen since the injury.
it was to those down and out. "If ye Mrs. staples is now improving.
i friends,
that love you what thanks have ye?”
j love them
Mrs. Harry D. Shute arrived from Rockland
“God maketh his sun to shine upon the just
9th, having been there since the middle
Sept.
first
of
and upon the unjust.” The
principles
of June to be with her husband when at that
\ Christian ethics is to remember our duty to end of the
trips of the steamer Morse of the
Bar Harbor line, of which he is first officer.
=7
She is with her mother, Mrs. Albert C. Colcord, East Main street. Welcome home!
....

—

daughter-in-law, Mis. Effie Smith of Allston,
Mass., and his granddaughter, Miss Margie
Turner, of Portland-Arthur Gilpatrick and
his mother, Mrs. Olive
Gilpatrick of Danforth,

\

CLARION
FURNACES

a

Volney Thompson’s carriage shop for many
years.
Among the peeple from out-of-town
who attended his funeral Sunday were his

Mrs. Richard D. Sanford entertained a very
STOCKTON SPRINGS.
pleasant Bridge party Monday afternoon at
their Fort Point cottage. Her mother, Mrs.
Dr. and Mrs. H. Everett Hichborn took SatAlida (Lewis) Berry of Portland, has been sevurday’s Boston steamer en route to their home eral weeks with her. The afternoon guc-sis
in Cambridge, Mass.
I included Mrs. F. A. Patterson, Mrs. A. C. ColSeptember is giving us some fine sunshine, | cord, Mrs. Charles Emery, Mrs. Everett Staalbeit the temperature is rather too cool for ples, Mrs. Harry D. Shute and Mrs. Nicholas
B. Ginn. Tempting refreshment- were daintiout-of door pleasures!
ly served and a delightful afternoon spent by
Fred Hendricks, Middle street, went to
all present. Mr. and Mrs Sanford, Jr, have
Montpelier, Veimont, recently, where he exrecently opened a fine residence in Flatbush,
in
stone
cutting.
pects employment
Long Island, N. Y. Mr. Sanford is the only
Work at the sardine factory at Lowder child of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sanford of New
Brook is now running briskly. More opera- York, while Mrs. Sanford, Jr. is the
daughter
tives are wanted in the packing room.
of the late Capt. ^ iHard Berry, only son of
Miss Esther Ellis left Saturday for Boston, the late Capt. Mossman Berry of this town.
after spending her vacation with her parents, The Santords have long been summer cottagers at Fort Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Simeon F. Ellis, Church street.

Sidney Smith of New

cTIME tested FULLY PROVEN

CENTER MONTVILLE.
Thomas H. Smith died Sept. 11th. He gradually failed after a paralytic shock he sustained on Sept. 5th. Mr. Smith was a good citizen, a quiet, industrious man, and a painter of
ability. He has painted the entire output of

j

daughter'

Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Walker and
Mi6S Alice Walker, who spent the summer

HALLDALE.
C. M. Plummer and Mrs. George Trundy are
in poor health-Rev. and Mrs. D. Brackett
returned to their home in Bast Belfast Sept.
8th, after cloaing his year’s pastorate with the
church here-Several from here attended
the fair in Waterville last week... .The couich
is undergoing repairs. A steel ceiling has been
put in, painting inside, shingling, etc.... Mrs.
E. I). Raynea has been in North port the past
week-Dollie Myrick, Hattie Clark, Myrtle
Clement, Hazel, Asa and Dewey Hall and John
Nutter are attending Freedom Academy.... Mr.
Miller from Brooks was here last week and
papered the walls of the church.... Mr. and
Mrs. C. A. Foster from Oregon are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Foster.
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On Church Street.
Bowden
In Koekport, .September 5, to Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Bo^d^n. a u :ugh lor, Barbara.
Gray. In Bucksport, August 29, to Mr. and
Mrs. George Fred Gray, a son.
Leach
In Penobscot, September 6, to Mr
and Mrs. Edwin 8. Leach, a son.
Tapi.KY.
In West Br-'oksville, September 7,
to Mr. and Mrs Jerome P. TapUy, a soil, Edward Jerome.
31A

(

38tf

y\, k

Caution f
\y\THEKEAS,
my bed

!

cause,

;

*■

«KIK!I

my wife,
anu board
1 hereby forbid ail j
trusting her on m>

ing

or

nut

pay any of tier bills aft.lL*.-

j

Brooks, Me., Sept. 15,

;

3w38
MAI1
Bean-Goodwin. In Brunswick, Me., September 16, George Leslie Bean of Belfast, ai d
Miss Iria Gertrude Goodwin of Brun wick.
;
P-jrland-Roberts. In Caribou, September ,
2. Hugh Kelley Borland of Bucksport anil MiBS
Euith Luia Roberts of Caribou.
residence at Id I !ri■
Blown-Brown. In Appleton Ridge, Sep- • .Vly
stable, electric lijri’t'
tember 10, Fred Brown and Miss Minnie Brown,
both of Appleton Ridge.
heat.
C. I
Conaky-Gkay.
In Ruckspiort, September 2,
Herbert Conary and Miss Alice N. Gray both Tel. 72« 1 -t
of Orland.
Dow-Knowlton. In Belfast, September^, I
by Rev. David L. Wilson, George W. Dow of ;
Morr 11 and Miss Ruth E. Knowlton of Liberty. !
Dunbar-Dunbar. In South Penobscot, Sep- j
A few more reliable met
tember 3, Carl F. Dunbar and Miss Lila F.
pair and drive autos ai d
Dunbar, both of Penobscot
salaries of $15 to $30 prHaney-Hoksman. In Ellsworth Falls, Sep- j
tember 3, Alvin A. Haney and Miss Elva Anna I
stating age.
MAINE Al’T*
Horsman, both of Bangor.
a? !^7
Tawli
fstMiot
Kingsbury-Bartlett. In Winterport, Sep- J
tember 10, by Rev. A. J. Lockhart, George H. !
Kingsbury and Miss Chloe Bartlett, both of
Frankfort.

FOR

v

REN
j
;

I

WAflllUl

o\h
?

*

.r

WANTED

Charles H. Morey and Miss Susie Belle Sherer,

;

both of R ck'tand.

Ten first class cigar mnf*

maKe Seth Bullock and Pc.v
Nash-Moody.
In Camden. September 2,
Hartley Nash of Camden and Marion B. Moody j Also 5 apprentices. Five
of Hope.
Belfast. Car fare paid eacl
Russell-Pendleton. In Belfast, Septemj 2t38p
F. M. BAILFi
her 16, at the Methodist parsonage, by Rev. L>. [
K Phelan, Redford S. Russell of Sacramento,
Calif., and Sarah L Pendleton of Islesboro.
)
CARD OF THANKS
Thomas-Grey.
In Orland, September 8.
Henry Randall Thomas of Bucksport and Miss j We desire to express our

Gray

Mabelle M.

of Orland.

sincere thanks to our man
kind acts anti loving sympati
reavement and for the lias a triLute to the memor\
and sister.
DR. and MK>
MR.
A. VI.

Dili)

Bowden. In Bar Harbor, September 5, GardW. Bowden of Marlboro, aged 42 years.
Buzzell. In Simonton, September 15, Abram
S. Buzzell, aged 62 years.
In Bucksport, September 10, ElErskine.
vira, widow of Robert Erskine, aged 76 years.
11AMMAN'S.
In Belfast, Sep ember 12, Albert
Gammans, aged 79 years, 9 months and 16
ner

days
In Belfast, September 16, Mrs.
Gould
Elizabeth A. Gould, agtd 70 >ears, 5 months
an<l 7 days.
Hutchings. In Bucksport, September 10. Eva
H.
utchings, aged months and 9 days.
In Deer Isie, August 14, Mrs
Knowlton.
Elizabeth K. Knowlton, aged 90 years, l mont.i
arid 11

days

Lowkli.

Francis I>.
Mosman

Bucksport, September 6, Capt.
Lowell, aged 49 years.
In Belfast. September 12, Dorothy
III

daughter of Raymond G. anti Emerald
(Bradman) M osman, aged 1 year, 3 months and
E

17

days.

MUTCHLER. In Boston. Septeml»er, 10. Mrs.
Florence Gilmore Mutchler of Belfast, aged 35
years. 9 months and 11 days.
Newcomb. In Bucksport, September 4. Erastus Colon Newcomb, agtd 54 years, 7 months
and 21 days
OuCUTT. In Garland, September 2, Sarah A.
Sawyer, widow of Ezra Dwvid Orcutt, aged 98
l
1 month 10 days.
years,
1
Partridge. In Dorchester, Mass. September 8, Mrs. Abby Davis Partridge? formerly of
Ellsworth, aged 64 years and 5 months.
Penney. In Montville, September 10, Mrs..
Hattie Penney, aged 38 years.
Speak.
In Rock port, September 11, Mrs
Adelaide L. Spear, aged 70 years.

In Bluehill, September 5, Rufus I’

Stover.
Stover, aged 83 years, 11 months and 18 days
Smith. In Montville, September 11, Thomas
H. Smith, aged 74 years.
__

Morrill. Me.
j

CARD OF THAN*
We wish to extend nur
friends for their kind sv
reavement: also ft-rthe n
which spoke nt -re that *
of our loved one.
OlARDKS I*
r. A MOHR!I
Relmont, Sept* tub*r l-

I

CARO OF THAN*
I hereby extend thunk'
kind friends for their
in my late bereavement.
MRS. Hi AM

Searsport. Sept. In.

*1.

Weber Wagon*
Just received a new cai
Light, easy running general
For sal a by
■

i

r-

”WANTKl> tltf

Table girl at
Windsor Hotel.
lw38
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